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In Our 98th Year

School Boards
Delay Decision

-A16'CURSE YOU' CAST—Who are the villainous and who are the pure in
heart? The cast of -Curse You Jack Dalton" to be performed at the freight
depot on Raikoad Avenue Thursday, Friday and Saturday at 7:30 p. m. are:
Bryan Thacker, Bertha's long lost brother Barbara Bliven, Jack's sister;
Margaret Porter, Jack Dalton's mother; Bill Phillips, lack Dalton, the hero;
Terri Erwin, Bertha, and the heroine; leesha. Hazel, Anna Alvarado, the
villainess; and John O'Brien, E-gbert Von Horn,the villain.

Melodrama To Be Presented
By Community Theatre Group
be served at the concession stand.
The Community Theatre will present
There will also be pre-show
the melodrama "Curse You, Jack
entertainment each night, with such
Dalton!" Thursday, Friday and
features as a jazz band and banjo
Saturday at the old L and N Railroad
soloist.
Depot on Railroad Avenue.
The play is being directed by Richard
The old L and N Freight Depot was
Valentine and will begin each night at
built in 1907 of Victorian architecture.
7:30 p. m. Admission price is $1 each.
Its use as a depot has been terminated,
The villain is played by Col. John E.. and plans call for the moving of the
O'Brien.,The heroine is played by Terri
landmark structure to _the new
Erwin, Mrs. Margaret Porter is'the
county park. There it will be the
aristocratic matron, Barbara Blivin is
location of many of the Community
her daughter, William Phillips is the
Theatre productions as well as other
hero, Leesha Hazel is the friend of the
future community activities.
villain, and Dr. Bryan L. Thacker is the
"We invite everyone from this area to
brother of the heroine.
come and enjoy a fun evening of
The background music will be
improvised by Joe Jackson, Hot dogs, entertainment," a spokesman for the
theatre group urged.
cold drinks, popcorn and peanuts will

Compromise Urged
On Water Projects
WASHINGTON (AP
— Senate
Democratic Leader Robert Byrd
declared today that Congress could not
override a veto of a public works bill
and urged legislators to compromise on
17 water Projects President Carter
wants to kill.
Byrd Said the narrow 218-194 House
vote Tuesday to continue funding the
projects shows that "a veto cannot be
overridden." A two-thirds majority is
needed to override a veto.
to be put forward to work out a
compromise between the executive and
the Congress," Byrd said.
If Carter vetoes the bill, as he has
said he might,"we would have to do our
work all over again and it would be a
waste of time," he said.
Asked why the President should
compromise, since the House vote
appeared t have strengthened his
position, the West Virginia senator
said,
can't speak for him, but over
the long term it seems to me there is
rocri for compromise."
Meanwhile, a Senate subcommittee
went behind' closed doors today to
discuss the $10.2 billion, public works
appropriation bill which contains funds
for the water projects.
Sen. John Stennis, b-Miss.,chairman
of the subcommittee on public works
appropriations, said the closed meeting
was needed to deal with "highly
sensitive" issues affecting nuClear
reactor development and other
matters.

Ron Christopher is evolving into an accomplished cook
with his own style, after being influenc -1 by his early Boy
Scout training and his father's example. See this week's
cooking corner on Page 15. Section Two,of today's edition.

today's index
Partly cloudy tonight and
Thursday with a chance of
afternoon thundershowers on
Thursday. Lows tonight in the
mid to upper 60s. Highs Thursday
in the mid 80s. Winds light
southerly tonight. Rain chances
40 per cent on Thursday.
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Transit System May Be
Forced To Halt Service

• inside todayTwo Soctions — 22 Peps

partly cloudy

lac Per Copy

Funds Running Out

On Vo-Ed Plan
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— Two state
school boards, grappling futiley with a
mammoth vocational educational plan,
have delayed a decision until they meet
jointly June 24.
,It was a tough way to break in for the
state Board of Occupational Education,
which held its first meeting Tuesday.
The discussion of the plan was put off
after hours of discussion with the state
Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education,a sister group.
Members of both boards expressed
criticism of the plan, an attempt to
coordinate vocational schooling
throughout the state.
One complaint was that revisions
and highlights were not made available
to board members, but this was
expected to be remedied in the next
couple of weeks.
Aside from those difficulties, there
was disagreement over whether the
federal government really is rigid in its
deadline of July 1 to submit the plan.
The vocational proposals were drawn
up before Gov. Julian Carroll created
the occupational board last month,and
some board members said they could
not grasp it yet.
"I still want to know as a country boy
what's in this (no matter how long it
takes)," said John H. Gray of
Madisonville, chairman of the new
board.
Dr. James Graham, superintendent
of public instruction and executive
"officer of both state boards, said U.S.
education officials could penalize
Kentucky by cutting off federal aid if
the vocational document were not
submitted in time.
Henry Pogue of Fort Thomas, a
member of the other state board, said
he doubted it would come to that. He
said he wanted more details on the
vocational organization aspect.
"I take full respon.sibilay for
everything in this book," Graham said.
There also was confusion about
whether vocational experts in the state
Department of Education had revised
the documentand,if so,how.
The Rev. Robert Brown of Lexington,
chairman of the regular state school
board, said the only Ltsue was
to
approve, reject or amend the
vocational plan.
At that point, both boards discussed it
but gave up temporarily after a flurry
of suggestions and motions.
Another question arose concerning
the power of the boards over vocational
education. Graham said the governor
has informed him that the vocational
board "could take charge and approve
the plan," though both boards indicated
willingness to do so jointly.
And there were some technical
hitches—such as whether the new
board actually comes into official
existence July 1 rather than May 27
when it was created by the governor.
Education Department attorney Ed
Fossett said "this has given me much
concern," but that he agrees with
Carroll that both boards should have a
welldefined role in the vocational field.
that
indicated
Graham
responsibilities along this line were
rather vague when the governor issued
his executive order setting up the new
board.
He indicated Carroll would issue a
second order within weeks to "clarify"
the roles of the boards, but did not
elaborate.
However, one source said that future
clashes will have to be averted in
instances where both boards might
claim jurisdiction.
On the surface, one board handles
only vocational schools while the other
deals with elementary and secondary
schools.
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Stennis said another matter to be
debated in the closed session would be a
motion by Sen. James Sasser, D-Tenn.,
to recommend a $150 million
appropriation for the Clinch River
breeder reactor in Tennessee.
President Carter wants to stop work
on the breeder reactor program on
grounds it could contribute to the
spread of nuclear weapons. The
reactors produce plutonium, which can
be used to make bombs. A House
committee voted Tuesday to proceed
with the reactor.
The subcommittee also had before it
a motion by Sen. Mark 0. Hatfield, ROre., to strike funds for production of
an "enhanced radiation" nuclear
warhead designed to kill people rather
than destroy military installations.
The 218-194 vote on funding 16 of the
projects was unexpectedly close
Tuesday, apparently surprising even
White House aides. One said the
administration expected to have only
175 votes on the issue.
The key House vote on the projects
came on an amendment to eliminate 16
projects in 15 states from the measure.
The amendment did not attempt to
eliminate funding for a 17th project
Carter opposes, the Auburn Dam in
California. .
The decision to fund the water
projects came as the House worked on a
$10.2
billion
public
works
appropriations bill, passed on a vote of
356-54.
A Senate subcommittee was expected
to vote today on staff recommendations
that reportedly call for eliminating
eight of the 17 disputed projects.the
House approved.
White House Press Secretary Jody
Powell said Carter was pleased by the
House vote, even though it went against
his: wishes. The spokesman said the
vote "indicates substantial sympathy"
for efforts to hold down spending.
Asked whether Carter would veto the
measure, Powell said, "It's certainl:,
our hope he will not be faced with a
situation in which he has to exercise the
veto."
A lobbyist working against the water
projects, Brent Blackwelder of the
Environmental Policy Center, said the
close House vote would mean "more
than eight dumped on the Senate side."
"This was a victory," said Rep.Silvio
0. Conte, Ft-Mass., one of the sponsors
of the amendment to cut spending for
the projects, said "It was a real
victory."
Supporters of the amendment had
said they did not believe it would pass,
but were hopeful of getting the
necessary one-third to prevent the,
See PROJECTS,
Page 14, Column 4

Unless additional funding is provided
by the end of this month, the MurrayCalloway County Transit System,
operated by the local Senior Citizens
organization, will cease operation.
That was the word today from Dick
George, chairman of the Senior
.
Citizens'
Advisory
Board
transportation committee.
George said the system, which began
less than a year ago and serves
primarily senior citizens, is about out of
money. He estimated that it would take
approximately $35,000 to $40,000 to
operate the system for a year, not
including gas, oil and maintenance on
the vehicles.
Gas, oil and maintenance for the
three mini-buses operating in the
system -have been running close to $500
per month and the local senior citizens
organization has been paying $292 per
month to help defray a portion of this
cost.
The system, which officially got
underway in mid-August of last year,
was originally funded by a one-time
federal grant of $29,949.
That grant was to expire in

December of 1976 but at that time, the
system still had about $10,000 of the
grant remaining and the expiration was
extended until June 30, 1977.
Two buses for the system were
purchased on an 80 per cent-20 per cent
grant from the federal government
with the Murray City Council providing
the approximate $2,500 for the local
funding of the grant. The third bus in
the system was already owned by the
senior citizens organization. Two of the
buses are equipped with electric lifts so
gait handicapped persons, such as
those in wheelchairs, can be boarded on
the buses.
The system was designed to operate
with one bus on a regular route and two
buses "on-call." In order to extend the
available funds an additional 30 days,
George said, the route bus was
eliminated at the end of May.
Charges on the regular route bus
were 25 cents, one-way, and the charge
on the'"on-call" buses is 50 cents, oneway, within the city. Charges for trips
outside the city limits are based on the
actual miles traveled.

Senior citizens age 60 and over can
qualify for a 50 per cent discount on the
cost of the fares by purchasing tickets
in advance, i. e., $10 worth of tickets for
$5.
The
system
employs
an
administrator, a secretary-dispatcher,
three full-time and three part-time
drivers.
When the system began operation
last year, George said, "we were
transporting approximately 400 people
per month.
Now, 10 months later," he added,
"we are carrying close to 2,000 people
per month."
George said today that a federal
grant has been applied for that would
help the system but that if approved, it
would not become available until
October.
He indicated that if some alternate
funding is not found to tide the system
over until October that the system
would be forced to shut down.
"The problem with now face,"
George said, "is that the system will go
out of operation on June 30 if additional
funds are not found."

Center Furnace Ruins Accepted
For National Register Listing
•

Center Fkirance Ruins, the only
visible remains of a once thriving iron
production operation in Trigg County,
have been accepted for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places,
according to the Kentucky- Heritage Commission staff.
Mrs. .Eldred W. Melton, executive
director of the commission, said the
ruins are located about 12 miles north of
Golden Pond, Ky., on the Tennessee
Valley Authority's
TVA
Land
Between the Lakes. ''The Center
Furniace was probably the last
charcoal-fired,
cold-blast
iron
production operation in the Between the
Rivers area of western Kentucky and
Tennessee," she said.
According to the National Register
form, Daniel Hillman, owner of two
iron production operations, the Empire
Furnace and the Fulton Furnace, built
the Center Eurnaae halfway between
the other two in 1852. The natural
resources of the area, such as timber,
iron ore and water systems, provided
the necessities for a thriving iron
industry in the area.
"Operation of the furnace was
divided into three periods," said Mrs.
Melton. "The first period was from its
construction through the Civil War.
During the war, the Center Furnace
was the only one in the area that
continued production and supplied iron
to the South until the Union soldiers
ordered operations to cease. When
Arthus Hillman put the furnace back in
blast in 1879, he began the next major
period of operation that lasted until
1883. During the final period of

44..

operation from 1905 to 1912, the furnace
was managed by the White and Dixon
firm which had leased the furnace and
Land from the Hillman Land Iron
Company."
-Mrs.- Melton said, ''Opesation--4,41se - •
furnace and support facilities required
a labor force of 250 to 300 men. As a
result, a small community grew up and
around the area. When the furnace first
began operating, it utilized slave labor
and Chinese labor. During its 65 years
of irregular operation, the furnace
provided a vital source of employment
to the area'.
Mrs. Melton said the only time the
furnace was known to have been

altered was during 1903 and 1904, eight
years before the furnace went out of
blast permanently. The repairs were
necessary for re-firing and resumed
operation of the furnace following a
period of inactivity.
_
The ruins of the brick stack and
limestone abutment are all that
remains of the once busy operation. The
furnace ruins, which are located within
the Environmental Education Center of
TVA's Land Between the Lakes, along
with the nearby iron ore pits and
charcoal hearth sites,,are a point of
great historical interest, according to
Heritage Commission staff.

Higher Taxes On Oil Are
Approved By Committee
WASHINGTON -- A key House
committee, approving President
Carter's plan for higher oil taxes, now
must decide where the money should
go.
The vote Tuesday by the Ways and
Means Committee on higher oil prices
is expected to increase the cost of
gasoline by seven cents a gallon by
1981.
Carter, seeking the increase in price
to cut U.S. consumption of oil, also is
calling for steps to make certain that oil
companies don't receive windfall
profits from the higher tax.
In three key votes, the committee
made it clear Tuesday it does not want

part of the proceeds to go to the oil
industry as a production incentive.
The conunittee was expected to
debate today where the proceeds from
the multi-billion-dollar levy should go.
The President wants revenues from
the tax to be refunded to consumers
under a system including annual
rebates of up to $45 a person.
The vote for the higher tax was
Carter's first legislative victory for his
energy program. House committees
last week voted tentatively against
administration requests for a standby
tax on gasoline, a tax on low-mileage
See TAX,
Page 14. Column 4

'
4907". •

ACCIDENT CAUSES JAM—A traffic accident at the corner of 12th and Main streets here resulted in a jam-up of
traffic along the two main arteries yesterday afternoon.. The accident ocurred when a truck (left background) driven
by James A. Beatty of Hopkinsville knocked down a utility pole while making a turn at the busy intersection. Traffic
signals supported by the pole dropped several feet from their normal height, creating a !ward to motorists. Crews
from the Murray Electric System and the state Highway Department were called in to repair the damage. The accident was investigated by the Murray Police Department.
Stan PhOtO Ihr (Jen" Mf
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'Program For The UMW
The First United Methodist
Church Womcn held their
general meeting on Tuesday,
June,7, at ten a.m, in the Hale
Chapel of the church with the
president, Mrs. Milton Jones,
presiding.
.,The_new associate minister,
the Rev. Robert Farless, gave
the opening prayer. Reports
were given by Mrs. Carl
Ilarrismi and Mrs. Cortez
fiyers, treasurers. The
iiiinntes were by Mrs. Freda
Butterworth who also had the
circle count in the absence of
Miss Roberta Whitnah.
secretary. The Mattie Bell
hays Circle had the largest
number present. Thirty-five
persons were in attendance.

a

Mrs. John Winter from the
Maryleona Frost Circle gave
the devotion on "This Is The
Day Which The Lord Has
Made."
Mrs.' Baron Jeffrey introduced the speaker, Mrs.
Mary Farmer, who presented
the program On "Listening To
God Through Music." She
closed her program by playing
several selections of her
favorite hymns in hcr own
original way.
A potluck luncheon was
served in the recreational
hall.
The Executive Lioard metat
9:30 a.m. with the Rev. Dr.
Jarries A. Fisher giving the
opening prayer and the

Reid-McKinzie Vows
To Be Read Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Richard McKinzie of Murray Route Six announced that Hazel Corrine Reid of Blue Sky,Alberta, Canada,
will become the bride of Raymond C. McKinzie on Sunday,
June 19, at two p.m. at ttie Seventh Day Adventist Church,Fifteenth and Sycamore Steeets, Murray.
Following the wedding the reception will be held at the Community Room of the North Branch of the Peoples Bank
Building, U.S. Highway 641 at Chestnut Street, Murray.

ends Tonite!
"Voyage Of The
Damned"(PG)

f5M11

Cathy C. PiggIs

Named To Dean's

Cathy C. Pigg, daughter of
Bro. and Mrs. Walter W. Pigg,
Jr., of Almo Route One, was
one of 106 students at Harding
College, Searcy, Ark., to earn
perfect "A" grades for the
spring semester, according to
Virgil Beckett, registrar.
Miss Pigg was one of 483
students of the 2,555 persons at
the college who made the
Dean's List.
A senior accounting major,
Miss Pigg belongs to the
OEGE social club. This is the
third semester she has attained a 4.0 grade average,
and has beer. elected to
in-0- &-Sfiip in AlphaCh1,.Thc
national honor fraternity.

LAST ilARD
MEN ".
Thru Thur.
7:25,9:20

`AllThe
atIr1303rs"
Pnnis b)l)Phar

An Awe Embassy Rol*"

COLOR

Thru 6/30

1

7:20,9:10 1

Burt Reynolds Jackie Gleason

Ends Tonite!

"Rocky"

IN

Safety Sense For Riding
Mowers
- It's important to be a good
driver—not just of your ear
but of your power mower.
The following is a list of
safety tips for handling a
riding lawn mower suggested
by experts at the Outdoor
FoVver EO-uipnient

Ti

Starts Tomorrow

. SILVER *
•..STRERI-M

Executive Committee of
Murray Chapter of National
Retired
of
Association
Federal Employees will meet
at 9:30 a. m. at the Triangle
Inn.
Land Between the Lakes
events include macrame
workshop at Empire Farm
from ten a. m. to noon, and
moonlight walk starting at
Center Station at 8:30 p. m.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
with Mrs. Howard Newell at
severi-p,441.-- - _ .

Friday, June 17
Twin takers Good Sam Club
will have its monthly campout
at Kenlake State Park with
John and Joan Bowker as
wagorunasters. An ice cream
social will be held tonight and
a potluck supper will be
served Saturday night.
Youth day program will
start at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes, at ten
a.m. Advance registration
necessary.
Kenlake State Park activities will include a fishing
derby at 4:30 p.m. behind the
hotel, and appearance by the
Lakeside Singers in the
meeting room at 8:30 p.m.
Puppets and Sunshower of
Memorial Baptist Church will
present a program at Brandon
Springs, Land Between the
Lat.. at 7:30 p.m.

Countryside Homemakers
Club will meet at Paris
Landing State Park pool at ten
a. m.

lAirray Shrine Club will.
have a social at the Triangle
Inn at 6:30 p.m.

2. Never allow passengers.
3. Before you leave your
seat, disengage power to the
wheels and make sure the
blade has stopped.

Murray Women of the
Moose will have its executive
session at seven p. m. and
business session at eight p. m.

4. When backing up, take
extra care. Make sure no one
has come into the area.

Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.

Saturday, June 18
Chapter M. of P.E.O. will
have a luncheon at Lake
Barkley Lodge at twelve noon
with Prof. and Mrs. Larrie
Clark to give the program.

I. Read the owner's Manual. Then test ride the
machine, making sure to
familiarize yourself with it
before engaging the mower.

Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
will meet at the Murray
Woman's Club House at 6:30 p.

Sally -frin Cox Is

Director KET Board

Thursday, June 16
Ronald,
for
Shower
Margaret,and Molly Wisehart
whose trailer home and
contents were destroyed by
fire will be held at the North
Branch of Peoples Bank at
seven p.m.

Thursday, June 16
Men's stag night will be held
at the Murray Country Club
beginning at 6 p. m. Bob
Billington is chairman of the
activity..
_

Activities at _Kenlake State
Park will be *Kenlake
Decathalon to start at 10:30 a.
m., seSsion on jewel beads in
meeting room at three, state
parks slide show in recreation
room and square dance with
lessons at the tennis courts at
seven

5. Mow up and down
slopes rather than sideways
for greater stability. Don't
stop or start on slopes.
6: Reduce speed on slopes
and avoid sharp turns to
prevent tipping or losing
control.
7. •Stay away from creeks,
ditches and public highways.
8. Be alert for holes and
other yard hazards.
Follow these tips—and use
Your own common—sense and your mower will ride you
toward safety.
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Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a potluck at twelve noon.

List, Harding

Starts Tomorrow

7

Wednesday, June 15

Events at Land Between the
Lakes will be Wildflower Walk
president, Mrs. Jones, at Center Station at three p.
presiding.
m. and Ghosts of the Past at
It was announced that on The Homeplace at 8:30 p. m.
July 22-24a school of missions
will be held at Jackson, Tn. Kenlake State Park acShe also read a note of thanks tivities include a junior
from the high School seniors naturalist program at 10:30 a.
for the dinner hosted for them m. and at 4:30 p. m. in camat the Sirloin Stockade by the pground
amphitheatre,
United Methodist Women. fishing-seminar at Seven p.
Rev. Bob Farless, new m., and sing-a-long in Garden
associate minister, was in- Room at eight p. m.
troductid.
Thursday, June 16
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for senior citizens activities
with sack lunch at noon and
table games at one p. m.

7:15,9:40

Lois Sparks Serving •

uligt COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Mrg:-Farm,er Presents

Square and round dancing
will be held at the WOW Hall
at 7:30 p.m.
Events in LandBetween the
Lakes will include nature
photography for beginners at
Center Station at ten a.m.;
stream stroll with eaCh one to
wear tennis shoes at Jenny
• Ridge picnic area at two p.m.;
flashlight walk at Center
Station at nine p.m.

RENEE THOMPSON is now
a social work major at
Murray State University after
having graduated from
Calloway County High
School in May of this year
where she was one of the
high scholastic honor
graduates. She was named
to "Who's Who Among
Distinguished High School
Students" and was awarded
a Board of Regents scholarship to Murray State.-She is
the daughter of Mrs. Bobby
Joe Lee of Almo Route One
and Ronald Thompson of
Louisville. Her grandparents
are Mrs. Barnes Burkeen of
Almo, Roy Thompson of
Murray Route Three, and
Mrs.John lee of Hardin.

EASY DESSERT
Here's an easy dessert: Mix
4 cup boiling water with 1 (3
3
/
oz.) package lemon flavored
gelatin; stir until dissolved.
Stir in 1 pint softened vanilla
ice cream; stir to melt. Pour
over a layer of sliced
strawberries in individual
pudding dishes. Sprinkle
additional sliced strawberries
over each. Chill until set.
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Silver Dollar
Give A Way
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Eisenhower Silver Dollar With Each And Every
Cash or Charge Purchase of 110.00 Or More
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7he
Step cxeadder
Childrens Fashions

Open Mon.through Sat. 10-6
Except Fri., Open 10-8
1'1111
'
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Father's Day Is June 19th

The Forward Thrust sole.
Comforting news if you spend
all day on your feet.
•

jr,h S.000,1 Telps Opstrobu!e
preprer,y
•••,

and owckens

ROBLEE
If you make a living on your feet
all day,Robtees"Forward Thrust."
shoe is for you. The unique cushion
crepe sole rolls your Weight forward
to make walking easier. An arch support
and full-cushioned insole add to your comfort.
Black or
Try a pair. You'll enjoy every step,

Court Square
Murray

FINAL CHAPTER
WAVOIS TALL

501151 SHAW IACQUELIIIE BISSET NICK NOM
LOUIS 60SSEET • ELI VAILLACN
TNE DEEP
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Bel-Air Shopping Center

•

ALL NEW!
Adventures of the true life hero...
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Brown Leather

•
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frn1Pussofo

V
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Buford Pusser's love
for his children
and slain wife will move you.
His courage will inspire you.
And what happens to him
will anger you.
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44
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44
44
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44

Spring Graduate

Sally Ann- -Cox- of Murray
received her Bachelor of
Science degree from Austin
Peay State University,
Clarksville, Tn.. on Friday,
June 3,at the university's 48th
annual commencement.
Seven hundred and twentyeight persons received
degrees in the spring commencement exercises. The
Some seeds, notably the le- university has an, enrollmait
a
after
gumes, may sprout
of 4.479 students..
century of more.

La

took the job last summer, and
was soon after 'named cochairperson of Calloway
County's fund drive for the
American Cancer Society.
Mrs. Sparks is a former
junior high school English
teacher and college librarian.
and has also been a consultant
at the state department of
education in Frankfort.
In addition to her KET
responsibilities, Mrs. Sparks
is a member of the Murray
Woman's Club and a Murray
Methodist church. Mrs.
Sparks,the mother of two sons
and a daughter, also likes to
spend time with her husband,
Harry.

SUUSSUSSISUSSSISSUSSISUSSUSSUUSSUS

Kenlake .State Park activities will feature several
outdoor events throughout the
day with the final one being
the square dance with lessons
for novices at eight p.m. at the
tennis courts.
The Youth of the Memorial
Baptist Church will have a
skating party at ten p.m.

For the past six years,
Kentucky Educational
Television's (Z.ET) Friends
Board of Directors has served
as a statewide network of
volunteers reaching approximately 20 different
communities.
are
, KET
"Friends"
volunteers who contribute
time or money to the station.
Most of the Friends who
contribute time are members
of the Mini-Boards that
promote proginnts on KET
and generally help the public
become more aware of special
events sponsored by KET.
Many of the Mini-Boards
were established originally to
help KET identify community
leaders in each of the 13
transmitter areas around the
state. KET is required by the
Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) to talk to
to
leaders
community
discover the problems, needs
and interests of the Communities so that KET can
respond to these topics when
scheduling programs.
In Murray, Mrs. Lois S.
Sparks is currently director of
the Friends Board here. She
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Usually when it is dry, I
wish for a long drizzly rain,
but now I think I would settle
for any kind. . .a down pour,
or even a "gully washer". It
really hurts me to see the
shrubs looking so hot and
curling their leaves. With the
temperature in the nineties, it
is hard to water things enough
to offset the direct heat.
One way to help plants
during such weather is to
constantly cultivate. By
aereating the soil, there is
some absorption from the dew
of night and the ground
doesn't get packed and baked
by the sun. Again I say, to
MULCH everything. It is a
lifesaver these days. It lets the
.11 is.s Patsy -1nri.%hiJ is
air in and helps keep the sun
anti Terry 1A-titi Bethel
out.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Mathis of Murray announce the
This weather is especially
engagement of their daughter, Patsy Ann, to Terry Lynn hard on newly set out plants. I
Bethel,son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bethel of Greenville.
had three Azaleas replaced,
Miss Mathis, a 1973 graduate of Murray High School, since winter's damage and
received her Bachelor of Science Degree in Speech and have had to water them
Hearing from Murray State University in May of 1977.
almost constantly. Any
Mr. Bethel is a 1973 graduate of Muhlenburg Central High transplanted shrubs or anSchool. He graduated Magna Cum Laude from Murray State in nuals will have to have plenty
May of 1977 with a B. S. degree in accounting. While attending of water if they are to survive.
M.S.U. he was vice president of Alpha Chi, member of Alpha And remember a good soaking
Kappa Psi, professional business fraternity, and Beta Gamma is what they need, not just a
Sigma, honorary business organization. He is now employed daily sprinkling.
by Price-Waterhouse in Nashville, Tn.
- With everything so-dry,-we.
The only living grandparent is Mrs. Louie York of Murray, appreciate every blossom. My
Lace Cap Hydrangea is loaded
maternal grandmother of Miss Mathis.
with buds,and you can be sure
An August wedding is being planned.
I haven't let it die or even wilt.
Hydrangeas need moisture to
give their best performance,
and after a good watering you

Summer
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Put A New Face On
Your Old Surroundings!
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By Universi4 af Ky.
County Extension Agents
For Home Economics
Slaw teams well with fish
dinners from those frequent
fishing trips which you may be
making right now. To make it
special, combine six cups of
shredded cabbage (both red
and
white) with
two
tablespoons chopped green
onion. Make a dressing by
beating together one cup 4
or. crumbled Bluee Cheese.
one-half cup dairy sour
cream, two tablespoons light
cream, one tablespoon lemon
juice, one-half teaspoon of
sugar and a dash of salt. Just
before serving add dressing to
chilled cabbage, tossing

Need A New Floor?

$$

Visit Our Store
We have all the major floor coverings and carpet
s. Come
in and look around for the best deals in town.
We give
free measurements & estimates. We've got one of
the best
qualified installation men in Murray.

20% OFF
Our custom draperies
and spreads, made by
a nation wide co. All
the best fabrics and of
course the best workmanship you can find

"Areo"

Even For Those Hard
To fit Windows

Mirrors
Of All Sizes
From $595 to $1995

Paint It Wallpaper
Any color you want,custom made for you. We have
over
200 wall paper books for you to choose from.
All these bargains and more at your local decorating center.

Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Confer

753-3642

can see them perk up and the
leaves stand as if they felt so
good and fresh.
It is a Joy to see 'plants
respond to treatment. I nursed
a fancy leaved Geranium
along for a week or so thinking
every day it would succumb.
But it survived and is now a
healthy little plant, ready to
bloom.
Have you ever tried any of
these
fancy
leaved
Geraniums? The foliage
comes in several different
combinations of green, yellow
and red or bronze colors. The
leaves are striped or splotched
and it makes a very unusual
plant. it is a good house plant
for winter also, as it does not
get as large as its outdoor
cousins.
It is unbelievable how weeds
can grow in weather like this.
The hotter it gets the bigger
the weeds grow and fast I
went on a chopping spree this
morning and I fully expect to
see them back in the same
spot by.tomorrow.
That may be a fatalistic
attitude, but I guess it is like
the evil in the world. It takes
constant work to keep it under
control.- Maybe 41ze.. reason
there is so much of it is
because we, who call ourselves Christians, are not
sufficiently active. Maybe we
need to speak out more often
and to live our belief more
ardently.

lightly. Yield. 8 servings. —
Judy Hetterman, Hickman.
•

Any garment fitted with a
slide fastener should have its
zipper fully closed prior to
being hung up or otherwise
stored after wearing. Also the
zipper should be completely
closed prior to laundering or
dry cleaning because such a
procedure helps to maintain
proper shape and balance
during the cleaning process.
— Dean Roper, Mayfield.

MR. AND MRS. JAMESAJARRETT are,. now residing in

Murray following their. wedgingAILitidaY, May Jl, at 7:30

p.m. at the home of the Rev. R. T. Bennett in Paris, Tn. The
"double ring ceremony was performed by Rev. Bennett in the
presence of the immediate families.
The bride is the former Miss Deborah Cobb, daughter of the
Rev. and Mrs. Dennis Cobb of Dresden, Tn., formerly of
Murray. The groom is the_spn vtikfr, and Mrs. Odell Jarrett of
Murray.
.
.For her wedding_the bride .w.ore a whitelloor length
made by her sister. She wore a white hat and carried a bouquet
Of silk yellow roses and white daisies with yellow streamers.
• Laura _Jarrett,-maid of honor, was attired in a long blue floor
length dress and carried a single long stemmed yellow rose
.
made of silk. Best man was Martin Cobb.
After the wedding the reception was held at the home of the
Rev. and Mrs. Bennett with Mrs. Ruby Bennett and Karen
Cobb serving the guests.
The couple spent a two weeks wedding trip on the west coast
and enroute visited Grand Canyon National Park, Arizona,
Pismo Beach, Calif., Tomstone, Arizona, and Carlsbad Caverns, New Mexico.
the new Mrs. Jarrett attended Calloway County High School
where the groom graduated in 1972.

Several groups are the most
frequently victimized in the
marketplace. The meanest
racket of all is swindling older
people. They are particularly
vulnerable to health fads.
home repair rackets and
money swindles. The -pigeon
drop" hoax is the most
common money swindle A
stranger establishes
fidence. then tells you that 11,
has just found a large sum
money. He'll share it if you put
up an equal sum to shoms
good faith. You never see ,,ui
money again!
Maxine
Griffin, Clinton.

FURNITURE SHOPPING
REQUIRES
HOMEWORK
Did you ever buy exciting ne‘%
furniture, only to cliscoN'er it
didn't look right with the rest
of your things, or didn't fit the
space you had in mind? If so
it probably shook your faith ii
your decorating ability. Next
tniiipTerifig part cd
your shopping before you set
foot in the store. It will he
twice as much fun less tiring
and the results,. s II be far
more likely to please you
Homework might involve
Decide what you is
that
piece of furniture to tio for the
household, and what kind of
wear and tear it will be subjected to. Gather up sainple
of furnishings fabrics ,,c;
want it to look %Yell v. If
Match up sonic paint (hire
with colors you have in
room, too. Take all of tic,
along with you when you sh,l,
Coilect magazine pictures ,f
ideas and study them. Make
floor plan of your room. notin,
the dimensions and also th,
size 'arid -Placerhent of othe
furniture. Plan to take thpalong, too. Once you start
shopping, do some browsiniJ
first. Check out the styles.
colors and prices. Read fa( t
tags attached to pieces. Try
out the furniture for size and
comfort. Write down any
questions you might have, so
you won't forget to ask the
salesperson. Tell him what
you can pay, what you want.
and what you expect. Find out
everything you can about
care, qualit,Land other special
features. --Mildred W. Potts,
LaCenterf

In the beginning, the kitch• sumers to bring
colors
en stove was black. It had to into the home outdoor
to permit
be to hide the soot,smoke and greater freedom and
of expression
grime it produced while burnThese unshaded, high gloss
ing coal, wood or fuel oil.
colors not only provide's lusBy comparison, today's trous appearance but
also are
electric ranges are clean-cook- completely compati
ble with
ing — there are no flames and current appliance colors
so
no ashes But, surprisingly, they will fit into
existing
black is once again an "in" decor as well as new kitchens
.
color.
One completely
Full width black glass oven in the GE offeringnew color
which is
doors on ranges and wall unlike any color presentl
y
ovens, and black glass behind available to consume
rs is
control panels, have proven Almond, a light beige that
is
increasingly popular.
neutural enough to mix or
The reason? "Black is a match with most types
strong neutral color against kitchen decor and existing of
apwhich many other bright ac- pliance colors. And
cents, 'cool pastels, or warm patible with today'sit is comearth tones can be success- the use of natural trend to
fully related." says Arthur in home decorating. materials
N. BecVar, head of industrial
There also
fresh new
design for General Electric versions of • theare
standard yel
major appliances. "The high' low, green, brown
and white
gloss, black-front appliances appliance colors, being
called:
reflect and dramatize kitchen Harvest Wheat, Fresh
colors and patterns. They are do, Coffee and Snow. Avocaideal for highlighting any
Why new
at this
color scheme, or ,to comple• time? Explainscolors
BecVar: "Mament contemporary decor."
jor trends indicate that many
Today's appliance buyers, people are seeking
however, unlike those at the color environment a home
turn of the century, have a based on naturals that is
, neutral
choice of many other ap- colors, accented with
pliance colors besides black fresh colors. These clean,
to satisfy their preferences colors offer freedom neutral
and to mix or match with consumer to express to the
her intheir decor.
dividual decorati
taste in
Recently, General Electric the kitchen and ng
laundry —
Company introduced five freedom to change
fresh new colors, in addition rounding decor easilythe sur
to Onyx black, as "The New the life of the applianc during
es and
Naturals." This palette of freedom to
old apclean, pure solid appliance pliances with replace
new ones that
colors was created in response will blend with
her existing
to thr-decire-of-modern con,- appliances."
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Prices Good Thurs., June 16 thru Wed., June 22

1 110111111111101 111111111 1111111111111111111
Kraft
Singles

Register each time you
are in the store for the
$100given away each week

Hormel
Tender

Chunk
Ham

Cheese

Susan Downs
311 N. 7th

Slices

For Dishes
22 oz.

79' •

12 oz. Pkg.

*Nothing to Buy *No Cards To Punch *All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.

Palmolive
Liquid
Save 2075

.Employees of Palters and their Families not eligible to win .Adults
only ma) register .You do not have to be present to win

Texas Sweet

FROZEN Cantaloupes
FOODS

ST

Garden Delight

French Fries

2 Lb. Bag 494

Bryon-Pork Sandwiches

Bar-B-Q
Okra

694

1601. Bag

Cantaloupes
Home Grown •

Super
Value

Complete Your

Bread

Wexford Crystal
Set Now!

5 Sandwiches$1 39

Frosty Acres Whole Baby

Texas Sweet

Reg. Size
Round Top

Donuts

Box

79

°°.

Save 17'

fl

Orange
Drink

There is a
very limited
number of
pieces left!

Morton Bavarion Cream
for$

Wagner's

354

Save 16'

Cabbage
Ruby Red

Radishes

2

6 oz Bog 254

California Red

Plums

Ib.59

,L
Welchade
AE 01

Welch's
Grape
Drink

46 oz. -Save 26'

5 oz.
Reg. $1.30
Save 51'

for

$100
•

Save 17"

_
• NORTHERN
NAPKINS

Hoots
Yellow Ong

Armour Test Tender
Northern

Chuck Roast
Armours Test Tender

Lean Boneless

Chuck
Steak
11).894

Beef
Stew
16.$1 19

Armour Test Tender
Round Bone
Shoulder

140 Covet- Save 14'

4
Jumbo Ro1155

lb.9
9
4

7

Sliced Bacon

Roctine

12 oz. Pkg.

Field
Pro-Leaguer

Field Sliced

Field Boneless

Wieners

Bologna

Picnics
..994

1 lb. Pkg.794
-

Napkins

Peaches

Roast

Field Worthmore

12 oz.Pkg59

Viva
Towels

** "If You at

I

With $10•0°
Order or more
Limit 1 at
this price

Bactine
First Aid
Spray

Hamburger
Helper
With This Coupon

2

fin'994

Offer Expires 6-22-77

ur ua 1.

'ou

n t :eat ur nce
Home Owned
and
Nome Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

Downtown Shopping Center

HOURS: 7 6. m•-91.

Mon-"Sat.

the

f

Murray Ledger & Times
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MURRAY NEWSPAPERS,Inc.
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GUEST EDITORIAL

Kearney Victim Of
'Patchwork' Justice
About the Weather Underground, John Kearney, Griffin
Bell, Thom Wicker, Philip Agee,
and justice:
— The Weather Underground
is a domestic terror organization. Its members admire Ho Chi
Minh, Fidel Castro, and Che
Guevara; it has ties with Cuba
and Libya. Two members of the
Weather Underground died in
1970 when a bomb shattered an
expensive Greenwich Village
townhouse that had been used to
manufacture explosives. The
group brags of at least a dozen
bombings. The FBI says the Underground is dangerous because
of its "fanaticism and propensity
for extreme violence."
— John Kearney is a retired
FBI agent. As a middle-level supervisor in the FBI's New York
office, he worked (apparently

10 Years Ago
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
approved the levying of the 31#2 cents
per ;100 assessed evaluation of
property for support of the MurrayCalloway County Library after
petitions signed by over fifty per cent of
tlie voters in the last general election
were presented to the court asking for
such a tax. Under present legislation it
was mandatory for the court to approve
such a tax.
Mike Finley, son of Mr. and Mrs. A.
M. Finley, won first place in the annual
roll call and inspection by Boy Scout
Troop No. 77 at the First Christian
Church. Don Burchfield, Scoutmaster
of Troop 45, conducted the inspection.
Screen Star Rory Calhoun who is
appearing at Kaintuck Territory near
Kentucky Dam is pictured presenting a
certificate to Murray Mayor Holmes
Ellis proclaiming.him as an honorary
governor of Old Kaintuck.
Gov. Edward T. Breathitt has
appointed E. G. Adams of Hopkinsville
to the Board of Regents of Murray State
University.

20 Years Ago
Danny Cunningham, Wayne Ezell,
Ronald Crouse, and Tommy Greer
from Spring Creek and Cherry Corner
Baptist. Churches attended the state
Royal Ambassadors Camp held June
10-15 at Cedarmore Baptist Assembly,
Bagdad.
Deaths reported include R. C.(Ned)
McIntosh,age 61.
Girl Scout Day Camp, officially
named this year as Camp C,acajawea,
was held last week CO Mrs. Alfred
Young as director.
Ernest A. Clevenger, Jr., minister of
the College Church of Christ, has been
named to a steering committee of the
Christian Chronicle Crusade.
Nancy Thompson of Hazel, senior in
home economics at Murray State
College, has been appointed to serve
during the summer as an apprentice to
the home agent in Marshall County.

with the full knowledge of Justice Department higher-ups) to
contain and capture Weather
Underground terrorists — most
of whom remain fugitives to this
day. For his troubles, Kearney
has had charges of illegally
opening mail, and conspiracy
brought against him by the Justice Department. Thete are serious charges — yet the Weather
Underground hardly has sought
peacefully
to redress its
grievances.
— Atty. Gen. Griffin Bell has
said that the government should
pay the legal fees of FBI men indicted for break-ins, wiretaps,
and mail openings, but that the
government won't in Kearney's
case — and he has failed to explain why. He told a Senate Appropriations subcommittee that
the agents thought their actions
were legal, and in America's
best interests. He told the senators that activities such as those
specified in the indictments
against Kearney had been going
on for 40 years (they contributed
to the neutralization of the Ku
Klux Klan, among other organizations).
— Philip Agee is a CIA turncoat. _ With the assistance of
Cuban spy-masters, he wrote a
book exposing scores of CIA
operatives. Agee boasts of his
commitment to revolutionary
socialism. His political actions
have brought him to the verge of
deportation from tolerant Britain. Agee has been told that he
faces no danger from Griffin
Bell's Justice Department,
should he return to the United
States.
— New York Times columnist
Tom Wicker believes that the
Kearney case should continue.
He wrote a column giving his
reasons — without telling his
readers why Kearney acted as
he did. Wicker never even mentioned the Weather Underground.
Atty. Gen. Bell says that Kearney will be prosecuted; the attorney general will not move to
quash the indictments against
him. Even if found innocent,
Kearney will be ruined by the
cost of litigation. It is too much,
and grievously wrong, to do to a
man who sought only to protect
his country. The Weather Underground remains in hiding; Agee
will go unprosecuted; but Kearney is fighting — in effect — for
his life. Is this Griffin Bell's justice?
Richmond News-Leader

Milerray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Siridays. July 4, Chrietmas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newipapers, Inc., 103 N. Ch St. Murray,
Ky.,42071,
Second Clam Postage Paid at Murray, Ky.
42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by

carriers. ELM per month, payable in advance
By mail in Calloway Cointy and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear,ram.,0710 per
year. By mail to other deOlastions, 132.60 per
year.
Member of Associgsx1 Prem*, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.

The Editor's
Notebook

hEA:RILIN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered In these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you most include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I have heard a lot
about the bad effects of smoking. As I
understand, a non-smoker is affected
adversely by other peoples' smoke. Do
you have any information on this? R.F.
ANSWER: Headline is a big
advocate of non-smoking and has
voiced its opinion quite frequently.
For a free copy of how smoke affects
the non-smoker, write "Heartline Smoke," 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
Please enclose a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope with your request.
HEARTLINE: I am 68 years old and
my wife and I have been drawing our
Social Security benefits since we were
62.
Four months ago, we started to have
our Social Security checks deposited
directly to our bank. However, our
checks for March did not arrive and we
have tried everything we know to get
them. Can you help us? N.K.
ANSWER: Yes. Heartily has seat
you the forms its Red Tape Cutting
System is now using. Upon receipt of
the forms, return them to Heartline and
it will contact the proper governmental
agency.
Anyone having a problem with a
governmental agency (Social Security,
Medicare, Civil Service, Veterans
Administration, Internal Revenue
Service, or Railroad) should write
Headline. Do not explain the problem
nor send copies of correspondence.
Simply state you have a problem with
one of these agencies. Upon receipt of
your letter, the proper forms will be
sent. Please enclose a long, selfaddressed,stamped envelope.

HEARTLINE: My husband worked
wider Civil Service and is now drawing
By GENE McCUTCHEON
his retirement pension. Will I be
eligible for survivor's benefits if my
Murray Ledger & Times Edit4t
husband dies before I do? C.R.
ANSWER: For you to be eligible for a
spouse's annuity under Civil Service,
Albert A. Briggs bellqves that'secretes into the water around it.
Tass said the hagfish haslour hearts,
your husband must have met one of the - motivation is a prerequisite to learning
each
beating in a different rhythm,
following conditions.
and he's made his point in dramatic
— When he retired, your husband
fashion to parents in the Chicago school which separately control its head, its
tail, its muscles and its liver.
must have accepted a reduced annuity
district where he is superintendent.
with survivor benefit to his spouse and
He flunked half of the 1,289 eighth Supersensitive cells all over its body
she must be married to him at the time
graders who expected to graduate from enable it to "see" where it is going.
of his death.
16 schools because tests showed that Tass said, and its spine is so flexible it
— If the spouse at time of retirement
they could not read at even the sixth- can tie itself into a knot.
Unlike other fish it breathes through
dies before the former employe or the
grade level.
marriage is otherwise dissolved, and
Briggs said he also examined high its nose, rather than through gills. The
the retiree remarries,the new spouse is
school pupils and was "shocked" to find news agency said the fish is sometimes
eligible to receive the same benefit the
that none of thoserexamined could read caught in the nets of trawlers in the sea
of Okhotsk, but remains a mystery for
original spouse. This is provided that
at the freshman level.
scientists.
fish
the new spouse is married to the retired
Briggs is encouraging parents to
0+0
employe for at least one year before the
become involved in their youngsters'
We
the
read
day of a new way to
other
retiree's death or, if married less than
education so that they will. be
tell the diffdFence between the outlook
one year, is the parent of a child born of
encouraged to feel worthwhile.
the marriage.
Briggs' approach acknowledges that of a man and a woman.
Ask a woman how she stubbed her toe
— If the employe is unmarried at
schools are not performing their
time of retirement and later marries,
function if they turn out graduates and she'll admit she walked into a
he or she may, within one year after
unable to cope with daily life. He chair. Ask a man the same question and
marriage, elect a reduced annuity with
admits that "I blew my top" after he'll cuss and say someone left a chair
in the middle of the room.
survivor benefits to the spouse.
looking at reading scores.
However, to qualify for survivor
' Those students know that their
annuity, the new spouse must be
superintendent is tough. But we believe
married to the retiree for at least one
they also realize he cares about their
year before his or her death or, if
education.
married less than one year, be the
0+0
parent of a child born of the marriage.
A fish that breathes through its nose,
And his sons walked not in his
— The spouse acquired after
sees through its skin and can tie itself ways, but turned aside after lucre,
retirement may not simultaneously
into a knot has scientist on the east- and took bribes, and preverted
receive a survivor annuity based on the
Siberian peninsula of Kamchatka judgment. I Samuel 8:3.
deceased retired employe's service and
baffled, according to the Moscow News.
Honest judges and lawyers are the
another survivor benefit under the Civil
Tass (the Soviet news agency ) said glory of our nation Crooked judges.
Service or any other retirement system
the •'hagfish" can live iithout food for who take bribes and pervert judgfor ..Federal employes not including -- filoiè than a-year-, arid-iihen it is afraid ment must Ne-WacptAed and 'thrown
Social Security). The spouse has to
can hide inside a blob of jelly that it out by honest people
elect the survivor benefit preferred.

Bible
Thought

GOOD/YEAR

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, June 15th, the
166th day of 1977. There are 199 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1215, at Runnymede,
England, King John signed the Magna
Carta, granting his barons more liberty
and laying a foundation for democratic
government.
On this date:
In 1752, Benjamin Franklin
demonstrated the relationship between
lightning and electricity when he
launched a kite during a storm at
Philadelphia.
In 1775, George Washington accepted
command of the Continental Army in
the American Revolution.
In 1836, Arkansas became the 25th
state.
In 1904, 1,030 persons died in a fire
aboard the steamboat General Slocum
in the East River off New York's
Manhattan Island.
In 1940, the Germans outflanked the
M
A Line in France during World
War IL
In 1950, West Germany joined the
Council of Europe.
Ten years ago: South Vietnamese
Premier Nguyen Cao Ky said 600,000
more American troops would be needed
to counter the increasing number of
North Vietnamese troops in South
Vietnam.
Five years ago: The United States
halted air attacks around Hanoi during
a visit to the North Vietnamese capital
by Soviet President Nikolai Podgorny.

POLYESTER CORD WHITEWALLS
'Power Streak'78
Our Best Selling Bios-Ply Tire
Whitewali
Sire

Just Say 'Charge Ie..

Q: Mr. B. E., 67 years of
age, writes that he resents
present customs and laws
which demand compulsory
retirement at a fixed age. He
believes that the practice of
adding healthy persons to
those who are unproductive is
costly to society and that this
forced idleness is unhealthy
for many older citizens.
A: I am glad to have your
expression of resentment
qowards compulsory
retirement of healthy persons
because of their age. I wish
more of our -citizens would
assume a similar attitude. In
fact, opposition to such a fixed
retirement age appears to be
forced
Such
growing.

By F.J.L Blasingame, MD
elderly eiould tend to retire
retirement is regarded by vfhile the more vigorous would
many as an infringement on likely want to continue emcivil rights.
ployment.
Of course, many 65-plus
A 'recent study of aged
citizens continue to work at persons by occupation,
other jobs, though they may education, and sex indicated
be more difficult than that high-wage earners and
previous employment.
low-wage earners showed less
rapid
You are correct that the tendency toward
many who cease to work add physical and mental decline
to the large number of citizens than middle-income earners.
who have to be supported by Women tolerated retirement
the workers.
better than men.
As to health effects of
Important factors conemotional
retirement, it is a statistical tributing
to
(depression,
fact that those persons who disorders
continue to work live longer anxiety, and fatigue) included
than those who retire. Ad- financial difficulties, domestic
mittedly,these results may be problems (too much time with
biased by the fact that more of spouse, resulting in more or
a
out
the less vigorous or unhealthy less
wearing
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• Carte Blanche' 0•,
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Se• Your Independent Dealer For His Price and Credit Terms. Prices As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores
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Hassle-Free Auto Service...For More Good Years In Your Car!

$1388

Fresh Look At
Compulsory Retirement

Plus f f
Per tire and
old toes

A78-13 plus Si 73 F E T per tire and old tires

Front-End Alignment
Let's Stay Well

OUR
PRICE

S rhade car parts extra it needed
Excludes front-wheel dr,ve cais •
• Cornp;ete anal's and align
meht correction - to increase tirr,
mileage and improve ,Steerin ,;
• Prec,sion equipment used ty
experienced mechanics helps
ensure a wer ,sion

Engine Tune-Up

$3688
6 cyl.

$2 extra for air-conditioned cars
',re
•

,c".ur
,

V

"welcome'), and the general
aging process.
Much of our enterprise
society and its values hinge on
4-WHEEL DRIVE TIRES NOW AT GOODYEAR'S
the work ethic. Work becomes
LOW, LOW PRICES!
so much of life that it loses
value when productivc emDesigned spec iti'Tracker A-T'
ployment and involvement
catty for 4-wheel drive, all terrain
"
cease or change radically
vehicles Here's dependable hardSA '11F F
pulling traction— on or off the road
A number of national
Act now'
organizations, including the
Medical
American
Association, have established
policies against compulsory
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
retirement because of age.
A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Doily - Open Friday until 8.00 p.m.
7:30
Hours:
Store
Many persons reach their
Mgr. B. Davis
Mgr. I. Witte
Mgr. T. Younkin
highest productivity in their
Mgr. R. Cartwright
100
S. Statelint.
Jefferson
600
later years.
315W. Broadway
721S. 12th St.
Fulton,
Ky.
Ky.
It is time to reexamine our
Paducah,
Ky.
Mayfield.
Murray,Ky.
472-1000
retirement policies for social
442-5464
247-3711
753-0595
and health reasons.
Amommom.

$65 $71

•
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Bureau To Take Over
Services For Blind
FH.ANKFORT - Effective
July 1, the Bureau for the
Blind will take over counseling. education and employment services for Kentucky's 500 blind and 1,200
visually impaired residents.
Until the transfer of the
1.700 clients to the Bureau of
the Blind, services for those
individuals will continue to be
performed by the Divisions of
Services for the Blind in the
Bureau of Rehabilitation
Services.
Officials from the Atlanta
regional office of the U. S.
Health,
Department of
Education and Welfare and
state officials engaged in the
transfer of services met this
week to discuss the transition
period.
Dr. Steve Cornett, director
of the regional office in
Atlanta, assured those involved in the transition that
Kentucky's state plan for the
Bureau for the Blind met all
basic, legal requirements and
will be approved effective
July 1."
"I'm pleased and proud that

this program has gotten off
the ground in Kentucky,"
Cornett said.
The Bureau for the Blind
will operate with a $2.8 million
budget during its first year.
The 1576 General Assembly
legislated the bureau and
Governor Julian M. Carroll
asked Education and Arts
Secretary Wendell P. Butler to
develop a state plan to create
the separate bureau. The
Bureau for the Blind will
remain under the auspices of
the Education and Arts
Cabinet.
Charles McDowell has at.
temporary appointment as
head of the new bureau and an
official appointment by
Governor Carroll is expected,
Butler said.
McDowell indicated that
plans for implementing the
new bureau are running
smoothly and said, "During
the transition, no client will
suffer from lack of services."

8 APA-10 PM
VESRAY

The remote ancestor of the
letter N was a wavy letter used
to represent water.

A new Piper Ag. Aircraft to meet all the farmers needs this spring,summer and fall.
Aerial application of herbicides, insecticides,
dry and liquid fertilizer, and seeding of all types.
For information contact Greg Moyers:

Murray Airport
Talk To-Johnny. Parker 489-2414
Paducah Airport
443-7366

ALBERTO-CULVER

SAVE

VOS
Hair
Dressing

24°Lb.,
Einge

11
/
2 oz. Size
$1 17

BACON
Get
Set
Lotion
8oz.
For A
Lasting Hold
$1 57

Limit 1 Per

it I

Family

Fikee's

Realemon

Coffee

Juice

31b con$10
99
Expires 6-21-77
SW** At ShelfS

32 oz

694

Expires 621 77
Good Ooly Al Storey's

COUPON
bmit / Fa...ity
Hefty
Super Weight
Bonus Bag
$159

16 ct
g
Expires 6-21-77
Ned Ottly it Storey's

COUPON 5124
Limit; Per Form ty

COUPON 51243
Limit 1 Per Family

Weenie

Easy Off

Rug Cleaner Oven Cleaner
SiI 29
22 pr
16 or

Expires c, 21 77
Good Only At Morey s

994

Expires 621-77 ,
Good Oily At Storey's
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Halicki Angered At Giants And
Takes Out Anger On Cardinals

Gt Size

$129

Tide

Every Day Low ShelfPrices

49 oz

Rich tex
Domino

Shortening

Sugar
Scot Lod

sAn avcance

Napkins
Ryon Lo-Cal

Milk

Gal

Baby Food

$143
I

Parkoy

Margarine

Flourie
'
Quaker
Oats

1 lb 59t

Hyde Park Large
59C

Eggs

Doz

Salt

26 oz

20C

SAVE
20°LbU S.D A Choice

SIRLOIN STEAK

5C
Strained

57b

Every Day Low ShelfPrices
Scot Lad

Biscuits

75c

6 pack

Velveeta
Cli
Tissue
se

$1 89

2 lb

4 Roll

79c

French Fries

7C
5
9 oz

59'

27b

Kroft

Mayonnaise

29

q,

Pure Veg

Crisco

GROUND
CHUCK

$1 59

3 lb

Kroft Amer

Singles
il
With Iron

$109
oz

oz

I

59'

Presto
Charcoal

5 lb

70

Log Cabin

Syrup

12 oz

74'

12 oz

49`

4 Roll

84'

16 oz

30`

Liquid

Joy.
Soft It Pretty

Tissue
Pride of 111

Corn
U.S.D.A Choice

1-Bone Steak

lb

$1I 89

Bryan

Ham

3/b

499

inogelogna
COD
it 1 P4W

COUPON
Limit I Per Family

Covatry Time

Lemonade
330:$139
Expires 627-77
*Gold Only Al Sii3stV S

8 oz

69'

22 oz

88'

Ivory

Liquid
Corn Flakes

t8 oz

Pet Ritz Frozen

Pizza Crusts
Stokely

Formers Choice

SAVE
20°Lb.

54`
89c

Kellogg s

'Kraft

Cool Whip

Lb

7802

88`

Hamburger

Frozen

8159

Peanut Buffer
Helper

43'

13 oz

Ji f
Morton

$1 29

31b

Gatorade

Pkg

76'
11 C

SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) — Right-hander Ed Halicki is mad
at the San Francisco Giants, but it's his National League
opponents who are feeling the sting.
Halicki, unhappy because Giants' management is
unwilling to renegotiate his $60,000 contract, took out his
angee oil the St. Louis Cardinals Tueday night, firing a threehitter for a 7-1 win.
"Maybe I'm trying to prove to people that I can pitch,"
said Halicki, now 6-5 after four victories in his last five
decisions. He has al/owed eight earned runs in his last six
starts, lowering his earned run average to 2.84.
Halicki was paid $33,000 during a 12-14 season in 1976 and
quickly signed a one-year, $60,000 pact before departing for
winter ball.
"I knew something was wrong when I gave Spec
Richardson (general manager) that figure and he didn't fall
out of his chair," the pitcher recalled. "Then all those guys
start signing million-dollar contracts.
"I'm not being unreasonable. I just want to be traded
because the Giants arenot willing to give me a little more
money. I'd settle for the average salary on this club, which is
probably around $80,000.
"I really want to clear up why I want to be traded," he said.
"It has nothing to do with the team, the weather, the
manager or the players. It's just that the management
doesn't take me seriously."
The same cannot be said for the Cardinals, who were held
scoreless on one hit until Mike Tyson's walk and Jerry
Templeton's two-out double ruined the shut-out bid in the
sixth.
The Giants, meanwhile, pounded loser Bob Forsch, 8-3, for
eight hits while jumping to a 7-0 lead after five innings.
Derrel Thomas had a hand in three rallies. He walked and,
scored on Darrell Evans'sacrifice fly in the first, singled and
scored on Gary Thomasson's two-run double inthe third an4„
belted a run-scoring single after Halicki's double'n 4/6
fourth.
The two teams meet again tonight, but little swapping is
expected as the midnight trading deadline nears. It's a good
bet that Halicki won't get his wish

Indians, Orioles Take Wins In
Tuesday Pony League Contests_
The Indians and Orioles grabbed wins in Pony League con- •
tests played Tuesday night at the Murray-Calloway County
park.
In the first contest, the /ndians posted their second victory
of the season as they ripped the Dodgers 9-5.
Charlie Santagado went the route for the winners andscatteredsevitn hits while fanning seven men.
The Indians got five runs in the first With Charlie and --Robert Santagado each driving in runs with singles. The
Dodgers made it 5-1 with a single tally in the second then in
the top of the third, Tony Herndon's three-run homer for the
Dodgers made it a 5-3 Indian lead.
The Indians posted two more in the third to go up 7-3 then in
the last of the fifth, Robert Santagado and Mark Smith hit
back-to-back homeruns and it was a 9-3 game.
The Indians are now 2-4 while the Dodgers fall to 1-5.
Herndon had three hits for the Dodgers while Louis Zimmerman added two and Bob Frye and Mark Mueller picked
up one apiece.
For the Indians; Robert Santagado had two hits while Ronnie Pace, Charlie Santagado, Mark Strdth, Gil Capote and
Todd Rutherford all had one hit.
In the second contest, Gary Sims scattered four hits as the'.
Orioles posted a 5-2 win over the Mets.
Sims fanned four during his seven innings of work. Donnie.
Thompson took the loss for the Mets. Both teams are 3-2 on
the season.
Kevin Calvin hit a solo homerun in the top of the first to
boost the Mets to a 14)lead but in the home half of the inning,
a two-run single by Gary Starks put the Orioles in front.
Starks singled in another run in the third to make it a 3-1
lead for the Orioles then in the fourth, Tim Falwell hit a
homer and another run scored on a passed ball and the
Orioles had a 5-1 lead and the win wrapped awal',.
For the Orioles, Starks had two hits while Scott Hill, Todd
Bradshaw, George Bell and Tim Falwell all had one hit
apiece.
Mike Gough paced the Met attack with two hits while Kim
Wilson and Kevin Calvin each had one hit.

Girls' Cage Camp Set
To Open Soon At MSU
A basketball camp for
junior and senior high schosl
girls has -been scheduled at
Murray State University from
June 26-July 2. Dew Drop
Rowlett, MSU'women's coach,
will direct the camp.
Registration will be Sunday,
June 26 at Richmond Hall
from 1-5 p. m. The camp will
be open to any girl attending
junior or senior high school in
1977.
Offensive and defensive
basketball will receive major
emphasis during: camp.
Campers will pool
te daily
in drills, scrimmages, - and
games and will also hear guest
lecturers • and study films on
techniques.
Among those teaching at the
camp will be Trish • Roberts,
who led the University of
Tennessee's women's team to
third place in the national
tournament last spring.
Roberts, named to the AllAmerica team, averaged 30
points and 14 rebounds last
season as Tennessee compiled
a 28-5 record. "She's the best
overall player in the country,"
says her coach Pat Head.
Other camp instructors
include Pat Ward, Carla
Coffey, Jana Jones, Jana
Ross, and Carol Robertson. all
former Murray State players

who now coach. Ward coaches
at Habstadt, Ind., High
School; Coffey at Western
Kentucky University f track
Jones at an Iowa High School:
Ross at Butler County; and
Robertson at Lyon County. .
Roxanne Maddix and Bev
Parrish, current Murray
players, will also assist with
the camp.
Guest lecturers will include
Cal' Luther, MSV athletic
director and former coach:
Fred Overton and Jim Calvin.
MSU basketball coaches: and
Stan Key. former Calloway
County High School and
Univers'ity of Kentucky
player
Persons wanting more linformation on the camp should
contact the
Continuing
Education Office at ta"....
only. rsi0 Phone 502-762•
4-150t

For Information
Regarding

Eledrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Call 753-8856

emember Da
June 19 - Shop

Corn-Austin
/ “urt "(1././/('
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Seaver Says He'd Go To Reds,
Pirates, Dodgers Or Phi!lies

sports
rray Ledsrefik Times

Wayne Garland, 2-7, took
Tuesday, it was Hiller who
By BOB GREENE
2 1-3
was hard on the expansionist the loss, lasting just
AP Sports Writer
runs
six
up
giving
and
innings
one
out
struck
John Hiller isn't putting out Blue Jays. He
fires anymore; he's just batter in each of the firs.,, on six hits.
11
third, fifth, sixth, seventh and. Orioles 8, Breasiers 5,
putting out opposing hitters.
innings
The veteran left-hander, ninth innings, and fanned two
A three-run homer by Pat
making his fifth start after in the second, fourth and
in the bottom of the 11th
Kelly
relinquishing his role as a eighth.
inning capped a four-run rally
The Murray American the eighth to wrap up the win, reliever, struck out 12 and
Rangers 7, Indians 2
and lifted Baltimore over
Legion continued its poor play their first of the season after held Toronto to just four hits,
by Tom Milwaukee.
homer
two-run
A
In the field as they made an three previous losses.
pitching the Detroit Tigers to
Grieve and a three-run shot by
Lee May
Baltimore's
Watkins stayed around for a 7-2 victory over the Blue
unbeliayable 11 errors in
to homered in the fifth, snapping
Texas
powered
May
Dave
seven
dropping a 9-4 game Tuesday six innings and gave up
Jays Tuesday night.
its victory over Cleveland, a 3-3 tie, but Milwaukee tied
night to Fort Campbell at runs, only three of which were
"I find starting easier now
handing the Indians their third the score again in the eighth
and
five
earned. He fanned
Holland Stadium.
than relief pitching," said
defeat and fourth in on Sixto Lezcano's single and
straight
On Sunday, Murray lost a walked three.
Hiller, 4-6. "If I go seven, the last five games.
On Monday, the Mets twinbill at Russellville and in
an error.
the
hurled
Chavis
Tommy
eight, nine innings and get a
Gaylord Perry,6-5, a former
appeared close to closing a those two seven-inning con- last two innings and gave up loss, I don't feel so bad. I
Red Sox 7, White Sox 1
Cleveland ace, got the victory
Scott knocked in
deal with Cincinnati. But that tests, Murray had a total of 14 two unearned runs on one hit.
George
my
job.
did
figure I
he left the game four runs with two homers and
although
trade seemed to fall apart errors.
Murray had just four hits in
-But if you come in in relief after giving up a two-run
Rawly
because pitcher
Bernie Carbo hit a solo homer,
Fort Campbell used two the contest as Kim Sims, and give up a run in the eighth
three
the
homer to Andre Thornton.
of
one
Eastwick,
pacing Boston's victory over
Oakley
Jeff
walks and a single to score Tommy Chavis,
or ninth, it's hard on you."
players the Reds were said to
Chicago. It was the Red Sox'
the first off and Mickey McCuiston all had
of
top
the
in
twice
have. offered for Seaver, said
sixth straight victory.
Murray righthander Larry a hit apiece.
he would not sign a contract
Winner Rick Wise, 3-2,
to 4-7 with the
drops
Murray
Watkins.
season, preferring to test
surrendered a homer to Ralph
bottom of the loss.
the
in
hits were Brian Harrison, this
But
worth on the free agent
Garr leading off the game, but
Saturday, Murray will
Angela Whited and John Imes his
second, Murray came back
market.
then limited Chicago to just
Scott
while Mike Bucy and
with a pair to tie the game and return the visit to Fort
three more hits in the seven
Wallis both had a hit.
With Eastwick's stance, Loo . it appeared the contest might Campbell. A Thursday home
the
game,
For the Cards, Steve innings he worked. Chris
twinbill with uniqp city has
In the second
Angeles appeared to hav:4 toe a slugfest.
The Cards and Reds
10.
July
Rick Grogan and Knapp, 5-3, gave up Scott's
ecrfor
Malone,
been
reschedul
had
who
Cards improved their record gained the inside track, .'at
Sims,
singled
Kim
grabbed wins in Kentucky
13th homer in the fourth.
over
win
18-10
to 6-1 with an
least in the eyes of Pittsburgh and went to second on a
played Jimmy Kelly all had one hit
games
League
lberrey
Yankees 4, Royals 2
2-5.
now
Mark
are
Yanks,
the
who
for
while
Twins,
when
scored
Tanner.
t,
Chuck
groundou
the
Manager
Tuesday.
bases-loaded walk to Roy
h
al)
A
Scott
while
hits
two
had
it
Tommy Chavis singled and Suns-ss
If any team gets Seaver,
In the first cOntest, the West
I
4
White in the eighth inning
For the Cards, Jay WinJohn
and
Steely
Kelly
Nix,
the after Mickey McCuiston had Robertson-cf,,,
0
2
be
will
4-3
probably
ed
Cards won a well-play
1
3
chester had four hits while
ts-rf, p
one hit forced home the tie-breaking
Dodgers," Tanner_ said at walked, Jeff Oakley hit a Chat,
game over the Yanks and Mark Hall added
1
3
M McCiiiston-1b
run as New York downed
Chad Lawson, Chuck Baker
1
3
a Tuesday Itineheon i bps fielder's choice to drive in thaaey,,
knocked the Yanks from the apiece.
Kansas City behind Don
0
4
2
,
and Chip Atkins all had three
the
game,
In
second
the
1(
m
the
of
run
second
Murray's
Angeles.
ranks of the undefeated.
Rogers-2b ,, f
Gullett's four-hit pitching.
hits, With two hits were Ken
record
their
2
Edwards-31s '''
If that happens, the first inning.
Both the Yanks and Cards Reds also raised
Mikulcik, Ed Hendon, Dave
2
the
win
over
a
19-2
with
to
4-1
in the
ers
three
used
l
frontrunn
-Campbel
Fort
Dodgers,
are now 4-1.
3
Outland, Jody Speight,
the
National League West, . will hits in the third to score two stephensiOn-1b
The game was tied at two A's, who fall to 2-3 with
29
Scooter Lewis and Jeff Sickel.
Totals
loss.
have a big edge over the Reds, more in the frame and go up 4of
last
the
apiece going into
1 camplyell
,
Shawn McClure hurled the
202 111 020 944
Troy Underwood had three the chasers in the same 2. The visitors added single
the fourth. Rick Grogan
200 020 OW 4-4-11
Murray
three frames for the Reds
first
-runs in the fourth and fifth
and
hits for the Twins while Mark division.
Cards
the
for
singled
and got the win.
Murray made it 6-4
before
Kelly
Miller, Mickey Brown and
Jimmy
when
scoreld
However, Dodger Manager
For the A's, Steve Hatton
with two in their half of the
Chad Harner each added two.
later singled and that snapped
Tom Lasorda, who. calls
Robert Hopkins had one
and
runs scored
Murray
Both
fifth.
Also hitting safely were Don
to
scored
the tie. Kelly later
Seaver the best pitcher in
hit apiece. For the - Reds,
singled.
Oakley
Jeff
when,
Brock, Jimmy Tripp, Pat
which
run,
insurance
an
add
baseball, doesn't appear
Fort Campbell added one
Gupton, Dave Whiteford,
was needed because the Shawn McClure,'Dave Burris
to break up a winning
eager
anti_
Lance
Steve Shaw, Scott
more in the _sixth and ,two rn'
did manage to add a and Shane Guthrie had two
Yanks
mint
Jason Woods.
run in the top half of the sixth. hits. McClure drove in three
Mitch Grogan hurled the runs.
Phone
Rusty Wright and Tyler
three innings for the
final
753-8072
The second-place Pirates
the
for
safely
hit
also
Prince
the
up
Cards and picked
- • 4.
upped their record to 6-2 while
Reds.
mound decision.
NET FANC..4 ENTRANC:E!
TH 1N4 40U RE
the Yanks got their first win in
REAL 5T3NE PILLARS
Ri6i-iT, ,VIARCE
T-Ball games played Tuesday.
AND A GENUINE BRASS
In the first contest, the
NAME PLATE
Pirates won 49-37 over the
Cards.
For the Pirates, Jimmy
cunningham, Matthew Jordy,
Scott Foster, Mickey Jones,
Kevin Garland, Scott Lyons,
John l'iluehleman, Alan
Bazzell, Amy Lackey, Lance
'T
Allison, Yancy Huie, Clint
DOESN
HE
15 HE
Rollins and Tommy Vance all
KNOW HOW
A GOOD
E
TO DO
had four hits while Heath
SWIMMER?
DOG
Ryan had three.
Foster. Vance and Jones
PADDLE
each had three homers while
Cunningham. Lyons,
Muehleman and Bazzell each
hit one.
For the Cards, Michael
Hopkins. Chip Adams and
Matt Shipwash all had four
hits while Kyle Farrell, T. J.
Gradishar, David Potts, Kevin
1
7h1 5
Tucker, Clint Hutson, Trey
50LTEN
Hargrove,
Fitch, Hope
Tommy Watkins, and Sean
Morton all had three hits.
Greg Moffitt and Korey
Morton each had two.
Potts had two homers and
Adams had one for the Cards,
who are 3-4 on the season.
In the second contest, the
Yanks got their first win in
seven games as they defeatp
Famous Name Brands
the Reds 30-24.
Reg 3295
With three hits were
Many Styles
Jonathan Butkeen, Mkchael
1 Yr Guarantee
"VOICE OF ANGRY PHANTOM
WHEN I ASK
Brock, Mark Miller, Amy
FREEZES T/GER'S &OOP '
•QUE5T1ONS, I
Kevin
,
ow am
Fandrich
Wallace, Bill
WANT ANSWERS!
YAM TOPS
UNDERSTOOD
Barrow, Aaron Brun and Dean
k,
Hammoc
Jay
r.
Shumake
s-04
NM
Jamie Futrell, Russ Mcand
Carroll
Brian
,
Cutcheon
1102$
Dustin Harrell all added two
non
hits.
each
r
Shumake
Carroll and
$
Delivers Hot lather
had two homers while Miller,
Seconds, includes
In
one
had
Brock
Harrell and
5 yr. warranty
homer.
For the Reds, who drop to 26 with the loss, Justin Crouse,
Angela Woods, Eric HoganSe-4e CAN T TALK
camp,Stephen Lovett. Jimmy
I'LL JUST SAY
YOu RE
RIGAT NO0/.
Stahler. Charlie Marello,
PERMANENT PRESS
BuT IT'S NOT
TAKING
and John Kind
Walker
Stacy
\II
A BATH
BECAUSE SHE S
all had three hits while Frank
E
IN
•1
Blaustein, Andy Marello,
BAT,
-(?C'C'
FOR SIC
Chris Hays and Mickey
Carson all had two hits.
Crouse, Hogancamp, Lovett
and Hays all homered for the
Weekable Panics

Al' - Today would accept a trade to
know where Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Los
is Aunt. 15 Do
'Angeles or Cincinnati.
1,aii Seal CI IS'
have no idea if anything
V ti t' lit.S, IS in Atlanta
the
%%ith the New York Mets. will happen." said Seaver,
Mets
in
pitcher
t
winninges
is
be
to
e he wants
Cy
--Vk'aiiew here else. The Mets history and a three-time
e [add midnight tonight, Young Award winner. "I
want to
PliT. the ultra-league trading expressed my views. I
Grant. I
deadline, to put the best get away from Mr.
that
plaer the franchise has ever just cannot work for
man."
had int,, a foreign uniform.
Seaver and M. Donald
Reiuctantly, Seaver says, he
board
haS come to the conclusion Grant, chairman of the
that he and the Mets will have of the Mets, have been at odds
a
to part company. He says he since the star pitcher signed

three-year $675,000 contract
last year. Grant says Seaver
became unhappy with the
contract after realizing other
players, who had become free
agents, were receiving bigger
money packages.
Seaver, who has asked to
renegotiate his contract and
has been turned down by a
unanimous vote by the Mets
board, said he was unhappy
with his contract even before
he signed it.

Murray Legion Team Has
11 Errors In 9-4 Loss

Pirates And Cubs Grab Wins
Park League Games Tuesday
The Pirates and Cards
rcinained tied for first in the
Park League by picking up
%, ins Tuesday.
In the first contest, the
Pirates ripped the Mets 26-18
and upped their season record
to 6-1.
For the Pirates, Darrell
Rogers and Phillip Bryan had
four hits while Chris Jackson,
Chris Padgett, Alan Cothran,
Chris Elliot and Brad
Schroader had three hits
apiece. Dan Bogard, Carey
Alexander and Mark McDougalhad two hits apiece
while David Edwards and
David McDowell each had
one.
For the Mets, who are 3-4 on
the season, Rodney Skinner,
Mike Garland, Tony Wade and
Joe McCallon all had four hits
while-Jeff Watson and Robert
Weatherly had three. With two

TN15 ,141.151
BE Tr-iE
COUNTR?
CLUB 5ig

John Hiller Likes New'Role
As Starter, Beats Blue-Jays

Cards, Reds Pick Up Wins In
Kentucky League Play Tuesday

rarns.imf,

limey Camper
Supplies

Yanks Get
First Win
In T-Ball

r,e

MANOW
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SHORT SLEEVE

SPORT SHIRTS
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:
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• U allethine
• s.i Patterns. %Spec Solis
• liege Aseartewsen Of Celan
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Signs Contract
COME VVID-1 ME
%\FY—
TO MY
jr NCI"0\iERDECORAT
34.CHELOR PAD —

'YcUtL sLrEpN<rL
TO AE,OLD BLD0'>/r-

•"(

—AND NOW WE MUST- TVETHANKS FOR ALL THE
WE'VE BEEN BESTOWEtm WM-4 -

OXFORD, Ohio 1AP) —
Miami University basketball
and baseball standout John
Shoemaker has signed with
the Los Angeles Dodgers.
Shoemaker, still with one
year of eligibility for the
Redskins' co-champion • MidConference
American
basketball team, was assigned
to the Dodgers farm team at
Clinton, Iowa.
Miami's baseball team
finished 44-15 this season and
Shoemaker, a first baseman,
hit .266 and drove in 26 runs.

SUEDE LEATHER

SPORT SHOES
• Tao Cur, Wry' Upper
• 2011, Podded Cellar

.••••••.••••••-•5-....-
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Dadsthe Wort JUNElqm
Welding Clinic will be held Thursday, June 30th at 7:30
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Makes painting a 'f'snap"I Thick, creamy, nun-drip
formula. High-hiding and fast drying. Super washable
and soil resistant. 48 Decorator Colors and Pure Whites
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MODEL
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Give projects the professional touch
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TO OPEN SEASON-The Murray Swim team will open its season at the Murray-Calloway County pork pool with
a meet against
Marion Thursday. Mindsets of the team are from left to right, top row, Sharon Snyder, Denise Rutherford, Julio
Billington, Robyn
Ray, Mark Hussung, Andy Dunn, Chip Furth's*, Clay Furth's, and Kent Eversmeyer. Second row from top,
Shown Harrington,
Whitney Taylor, Tiffany Taylor, Anne Schoenfeldt, Caroline Schoenfolit, Lisa`Farris, Lori Sdienbaciser and Suzanne
Pitman. Third
row from top, Jim Whitlow, Lisa Russell, Cheryl Rose, Janice Lents, Paulette Kelly, Christi's' Grogan, Martha
Pitman, Kathy
Walston, Sharon Snyder and Talus Harrington. Fourth row from top, Heidi Barrett, Kelleen Callahan, Bonnie
Hays, Julie Bartlett,
Greta Shepard, Laura Farris and fAargy Burchfield. Third row from bottom, Coach Rick McGee, assistant
coach Cathy May,
LaJeanne Thornton, Missy Conner, Diana Adams, Katt Shepard, Shannon Bartlett, Kim McCoart, Sherry
Newsome, Stacy Ammons, Mark Peebles, assistant coach, Erin Burke, Rob Marquardt, John Hassell, Chris Franklin, Leslie
Franklin and Mel Jackson.
Second row from bottom, Todd Bartlett, Kelly Thomas, Andy Jobs, Missy Mobley,
Tim Burchfield, Mike Holloway, Tommy Workman and Mike Sykes. Bottom row, Megan Cappock, Liz Marquardt, Ricky Jobs,
Woody Callahan, Christy West, Stacy Barber,
Cherie Walston, Tripp Nix, Aaron Barrett and Tim Greer.
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ing
ing
ed
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1299
BlacksDecker

Swim Team Season Opens Thursday
A total of 70 swimmers.will
make up this year's team.
This year's team should
have early success due to the
six week pre-season practice
at the Murray State pool.
Youths who would like to be
on the swim team, but need
transportation to and from
practice may call the City
Transit System at 753-9725 to
arrange for transportation.
Members of the team are as
follows:

Twins, Athletics Grab
Wins In Little League

Illembers

six and under, Megan Cappock.
eight and under, Laura Farris, Charla
Walston. -4.11 Mauur& Huffy Fitts.
Nanette Wynn, Wisp West, and Stacy
Barber.
10 and under: Lisa Farris, Leslie
Franklin, 1Celleen Callahan, Missy
Mobley, Vonnie Hayes, Margy Burchfield, Gretta Shepard, Erin Burke.
Mel Jackson, Heidi Barrett and Julie
Bartlett
12 and under, Lon Schanbacher,
Suzanne Pitman, Shawn Harrington.
Kelly Thomas, Missy Conner, Charlotte
Shroat, Mary Ann Gordon, Caroline
Schoenfeldt, Anne Schoenfeldt, Kate
Shepard. Tiffany Taylor, Whitney
Taylor, La Jeanne Thornton, Manna
Adams and Shannon Bartlett.
14 and under. Kathy Walston, Martha
Lyle Pitman, TaLsie Harrington. Janis
Lents, Sherry Newsome, Paulette Kelly,

SOLID OAK

Sharon Snyder. Cheryl Rose, Lisa
Russell, Stacy Ammons, Kim McCoart
and Diana Adams
15 to 18 Robyn Ray, Denise Rutherford, Susan. Snyder.„Julie
,
Katthy May and Lehe Hunter

stz lux, under Tripp Nix
eight and under Eric Eailey . Woody
Callahan, Ricky Jobs, Tun Greer and
Aaron Barrett
10 and under Cuss Franklin, Rob
Marquardt, Todd Bartlett and Jun
Whitlow
12 and under Mike Holloway. Andy
Jobs. and Tim Burchfield
14 and under Kent Eversmeyer, Tommy Workman, Mark Hussung, Mike
Sykes, Andy Dunn and Todd Rutherford
15 to 111 Chip Furches, Clay Porches
and Mark Peebles

(A) Hedge Trimmer-Lightweight-cordless. Double
edge for fast trimming. Runs 30 40 minutes on an
overnight chaige Recharger incl.
CDHT

on-stick blade.CDS'CDH 1

Black s Decker
jori.jp#:
(=

s orts

13" SHRUB
and HEDGE
TRIMMER

The Twins won the first half of the Little League season
with a 14-11 win Tuesday night over the Yanks.
The win by the Twins leaves them with a 6-1 record and if
they should win the race in the second half of the season,they
would be the league champs. If some other team wins the
second half title, then the Twins would play that team for the
By The Associated Press
S Diego
27 37 422 14
league crown.
American League
Houston
25 36 .410 14'.
In the other contest, the A's shocked the Cards 5-3 to knock
East
Atlanta
23 39 .371 17
the Cards out of a share of second place.
W
L Pct. GB
Tuesday's Results
Tim Brown got the Twins started in the top of the first of
Boston
34 24 .586 Atlanta 8, New York 5
the opening game with a two-run single, high-lighting a threeN York
35
26
.574
'2
Cincinnati
3, Philadelphia 2
run outburst.
Bait
32 26 .552 2
Houston 5, Montreal 0
Butthe lead was short-lived as the Yanks roared back with
Milwkee
29 32 .475 61
/
2
Chicago 6,San Diego 5. 12 ineight runs in their half of the first. The key hits in the frame
Cleve
24
30 .444 8
nings
for the Yanks were an RBI double by Nicky Santagado and
Detroit
25 31 .446 8
San Francisco 7, St. Louis 1
an RBI triple by Robert Stout.
Toronto
23
33
.411
10
Los Angeles 3, Pittsburgh 2
The Twins made it 8-7 in favor of the Yanks as again, Tim
West
Wednesday's Games
/
Brown supplied the punch in the four-run second inning as he
Minn
34 25
•
New York (Matlack 3-7 ) at
knocked a two-run hit.
Chicago Al 27 .534 2'2 Atlanta McLaughlin 0-4j, n )
Going into the top of the fifth inning,the teams were tied up
Calif
29 27 .518 31
/
2
Philadelphia iLerch 5-21 at
at 11-11. But again, Brown came throulfas he drove in two
Texas
28
27
.509
4
Cincinnati i,,Nolan 4-I), ) n )
runs with a double and the Twins went on to add another run
Oakland
28 29 .491 5
Montreal' (Bias*
) at
for the 14-11 win.
K.C.
28
30 .483 51
/
2 Houston ( Richard 5-5,(n I
The Yanks did not score in the last of the fifth as Stuart
Seattle
25 38 .397 11
Chicago IR. Reuschel 8-21 at
Alexander, who allowed one run in the final two innings and
Tuesday's Results
San
Diego (Shirley 5-61, n
the
got
win, blanked the Yanks.
Texas 7, CLeveland 2
Pittsburgh Jones 2-1 ) at Los
Brown had four hits and knocked in six runs in the contest
Baltimore 8, Milwaukee 5, 11 Angeles Rhoden 8-3i, in
for the Twins. Gary Galloway and Ronnie Bryan each added
innings
St. Louis 1Falcone 2-Si at San
one hit.
Boston 7, Chicago 1
Francisco Knepper 0-1 ), )
For the Yanks, who Finished with a 3-4 season mark,Robert
Detroit 7, Toronto 2
Thursday's Games
Stout, Nicky Santagado and Mark Boggess all had two hits.
New York 4, Kansas City 2
St. Louis at San Francisco
Santagado drove in four runs. David McCuiston and Bill
California 12, Minnesota 9
Houston at New York, in
Tolley each added one hit for the Yanks.
Oakland 6, Seattle 3
Chicago at San Diego. in I
In the second contest, Kelly Calvin stole the show with his
Wednesday's Games
Pittsburgh at Los Angeles,
pitching and hitting.
Texas (Marshall 0-0 at
0
The CardsScored three times in the top of the first as David
Cleveland( Bibby 5-3, in )
Only games scheduled
Denham drove in two with a double and later scored on a
Milwaukee (Slaton 4-61 at
sacrifice fly by Brian Doyle.
Baltimore(Flanagan 2-51, n I
The A's trimmed the lead to 3-1 with a single tally in the
Toronto i Lemanczyk 4-51 at
Tourney Set
third.
Detroit Arroyo 4-3i,
In the last of the fifth, Russell Garland led off for the A's by
BROOKLINE, Mass. AP .
California i Tanana 10-2 I at
laying down a perfect bunt in front of the plate. The throw to
- The U.S.. Pro Tennis
Minnesota (Zahn 6-4 ), ) n )
first went out into rightfield and the speedy Garland scooted
Championships, with $125.000
Oakland
Noaris 2-1
at
all the way around the paths to score on a bunt and the A's
in prize money, again will be
Seattle ) Montague 5-4, n )
trailed only 3-2.
held at the Longwood Cricket
Only games scheduled
Harry Weatherly then singled and didn't spend much time
Club Aug. 22-29, it was
Thursday's
Games
on base as John Smelser followed with a double to drive in
announced Tuesday.
Oakland at Seattle ,
Weatherly with the tying run.
The tournament, part of the
Milwaukee at Baltimore, I n )
Then up came Kelly Calvin for the A's.
Grand Prix of tennis, will have
Chicago at Boston, I n
Calvin unloaded on a pitch and hit the farthest homer in the
a draw of 64 in singles and 32
Toronto at Detroit, n
league this season. The ball carried far beyond the fence and
Kansas City at New York, in doubles. The men's single-,
landed over 300 feet away from the plate, giving the A's a 5-3
championship has been won
In)
lead.
by Bjorn Borg of Sweden the
Califon la at Minnesota, ) n
Calvin held the Cards scoreless in the top of the sixth to
past three years.
Only games scheduled
record the win. Calvin pitched the last three innings, fannedr
This year's event will mark
six batters and did not give up a hit.
two anniversaries - the 50th
National League
For the A's, who are now 3-4 on the season, Harry
of the U.S. Pro Championships
East
Weatherly, John Smelser, Kelly Calvin and Jimmy Kelly all
..W L Pct. GB and tti 100th of Lorwwood.
had a hit.
which was founded the first
Chicago
37 19 .661
For the Cards, David Denham, Brian Doyle and David Pitts
32 23 .582 4'2 year of the Wimbledon
York all had a hit.
toui.nainent.
S Louis
33 25 .569 5
The second half of the league season will begin Thursday Phila
31 27 .534 7
FOOTBALL
night with a pair of games.
Montreal 25 32 .439 121
/
2
NEW YORK - The National
The regular league season will end on July 8 and selections N York
25 34 .424 131
/
2 Football League awarded thefor the Murray Little League All-Star Team will be anWest
1979 Super Bowl to Miami's
nounced the following day.
Los Ang
39 21 .650. Orange' Bowl and the 1980
Murray
18,
July
the
Little League All-Stars will go Cinci
Then on
31 27 .534 7
game to the Rose Bowl at
to Fulton to open tourney play.
S Fran
26 34 .433 13
Pasadena Calif

Major League Standings

4)5
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PORCH SWINGS

boys' limiers
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Mirrray Ledger & Times
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'3188

This 2 speed 3/8" versatile drill
has .1 h ig.h speed for met.a I and OasCan plane edges, cut mOi curved moldings, produce
relief panels, rabbet and dovetail joints. etc h hp no
t ic and a low speed., tor wood and
}or's burnout protected.
ornhos it ions. It is equipped with a
548
ha 11' thrus.t bearing system and double
reduct ion gearing. It, excepts all
- 7,! tonal accessories.
7109

(Stuff Photo by Whir Broods.)

The Murray Swim Team
opens their 1977 season in a
dual meet with Marion, Ky.,in
the Murray-CalloWay pool
-Thursday. Starting time is set
for 3:30 p, m.
The Murray team will have
swim meets for the next four
Thursdays starting.tomorrow
with Marion. Other teams
scheduled are Bowling Green
on June 23, Paducah on June
30 and a four-way swim meet
on July 7 with Madisonville,
Ohio County nd Greenville.
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RELAX---And Swing Awhile
on these old-fashioned solid oak swings
* Solid Oak-Clear Varnish Finish
• Shaped Seat for added comfort
• Rust resistant Choins & Ceiling Hooks
• Easy to assemble
COME IN TODAY AND SAVE'

3 po,0,01,
out()
810.1
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5 ft. width

$3188
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HOSE
CADDY

24"
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G.E. Battery
Home Sentry

1

SMOKE ALARM

gring goats af Wad kite your home,[linens
combustion particles before mobs oppose's,
gives early IS-denim, warning.
BATTERY MOW 19/1201-00i

1

Robyn 40 Channel

Cif,.
$9995
Model W11110
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SOLID COLOR
LATEX STAIN

799
/GAL

'32"
Case Knives
at Sale Prices
For Father's Day

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Chestnut Street

Phone 753-2571
I1Pf 1,0 4 ',
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Local Netters Qualify To
Play In Southern Closed
singles,

Austet, all qualified in the Joe
(reason Qualifying Tournament which ended Tuesday
in I muisville.

In doubles play, Kathy
Outland and Laura Ramser
iLouisville) were the topseeded duo in the 14 and under
division but they lost 7-5 and 63 in the semifinals to Candy

Robyn Burke of
Murray fell 6-0 and 6-4 to Amy
Daugherty in the first round

and went all the way to the
June IS in Mobile, Alabama. semifinals of the consolation
The three, Kathy Outland, bracket before she
was
Candy. Jackson and Jill eliminated.

all qualified for the Southern
•
('Iosed.
Candy Jackson lost in the
semifinals of the 14 and under
singles. losing to top-seeded
(;a
Nutter of Paris. Nutter

Dodgers Get Help From Bucs,
Reds, Cubs Keep On Winning wisma

Friday Morning
I adics I cague

Murray
Three
tennis
playtTs have qualified for the
Southern
Closed
Tennis
Tournament which will begin

The top four in the singles
play plus the winner of the
consolatioh play in the'singles

PAGE

Bowling
Standings

Jackson and Gay Nutter.
In the finals of the doubles,
Jackson and Nutter defeated
Lisa Saint and Gina Pate
Howard of Louisville, 6-0 and
6-0.

%Non 6-1. 6-3 over Jackson.
In the finals of the 19 and
onder singles. Nutter defeated
Jutland 6-3 and 6-3.

BOWLING
SEATTLE - Jay Robinson
of Los Angeles opened a 140In the 16 and under singles, pin lead after the second
Jill Austin lost a tough 7-5, 7-5 round of the $95,000 Columbia
Bowlers
match in the semifinals to Professional
Association
national
Whit Stogdill.
Also in the 16 and under championship.

Tegni
W
I.
No. 2 .
0
8
No.4 ..
5
3
No. 1
4
4
NEFA Insurance
5
3
No.3
5
Paradise Kennel
7
1
High Team Game SC')
Paradise Kennel .
579
MI:A Insurance .
..... 568
No. ...
559
High Team Game HC
No. 1
789
No. 1
787
Paradise Kennel .
779
.
Eigh.Team Series i
No 2
1621
No. 4.
1620
No. 1
1607
High Team Series
,EIL')
No 1.
2207
No. 4.
2256
No. 2
2206
High Md. Game SC
Mary Smith .
.....
205
Mary Smith
199
Mary Smith
191
High Ind. Game
Martha Smith
247
Grace Jepson
237
Mary Smith
235
High hid. Series
Mary Smith
598
Lois Smith .
500
Mary Harris.. .
463
High hid Series H('
Mary Smith .
688
Martha Smith
644
Lois Smith
608
High Averages
Mary Srruth .
in
Lois Smith ..
15E.
Beverly.(Than
. 152
Judy Hale .
151
Jane Parks
146
Mary Harris.
146
Judy Kemp .
. 143
Dorthy Miller
136

By KEN

RAPPOPORT
undoubtedly were aware that
AP Sports Writer
the Cincinnati Reds already
The way things are going for had won their game.
The
the Los Angeles Dodgers,they Reds, the Dodgers'
top
will take any help they can challenger in the
National
get.
League .West, had beaten the
And they got it Tuesday Philadelphia Phillies
3-2
night from the Pittsburgh earlier and climbed within 61'2
Pirates..
aames of the faltering
The reeling Dodgers were frontrunners.
on the verge of another
Pinch-hitter Boog Powell
knockout when they were started the Dodgers'
rally
revived by an infield error, with a one-out
single. Ed
then completely resuscitate
d Goodson,another pinch-hitter,
by a passed ball in the ninth hit a potential double
play
inning.
grounder at Taveras. But the
The result was a 3-2 victory Pirates' shortstop
couldn't
over the Pirates and a handle it.
renewed
confidence
Then Lacy hit a ground ball
in
themselves.
up the middle which took a
"Tonight, we finally got the bad hop, driving
in pinch
breaks," said Lee Lacy, who runner Johii kale and
tying

SC

drove in the tying run after
shortstop Frank Taveras' boot
gave him the opportunity.
The Dodgers were losing 2-1
going into the final inning, and

his

sixth

straight

victory.

Braves 8, Mehl 5
Willie Montanez drove in
five runs with a single, double
and home run,leading Atlanta
over New,York.

the fourth
Atlanta pitcher, worked out of
a none-out, bases-loaded jam
in the ninth, preserving the
victory for Max Leon, 2-2.
Jackson Todd, 2-2, took the
loss.
Cubs 6,Padres 5
Manny Trillo's two-out,
bases-loaded single in the 12th
the score at 2-2.
inning snapped a 5-5 tie,
Then Johnny Oates, running
leading Chicago past San
for Ed Goodson, scared the
Diego. Trillo's decisive hit
winning run from third on
came off ace Padres reliever
catcher Ed Ott's passed ball.
Rollie Fingers,4-3.
Don

Collins,

HOLE-IN-ONE -Burlene Brewer, member of the Oaks CounClub, got her first hole-in-one as she picked up the ace
Satwday on the 160-yard, par-three 15th hole at the Oaks. She
used • tiwee-weed and was playing in • group with Betty
Shepard and Laura Parker. This' is the second hole-be-one for
the Brewer family as her husband, Delmer, hod one on the
15th is 1972.

$3.29 VALUE
Soy-Rite's
Low Price

Tunis

Prevent Travel
PREVENT TRAVEL 5/CARESS
Sickness
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ra- raltie

Antacid
150 Ct.
$2.15 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Prize

12's
$1.25 VALUE
Say-Rite's
.Low Price

416111410110ED
Ofiliers

Bactine
AVISEPT1C

no sting
no stain

Antiseptic

2 oz.
$1.09 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

Bactine

Mildnint

Aerosol 4.5 oz.
$2.49 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

ha
th
T

on

Youth 30
98' VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

4

131
h
at

SAVE 61'

Brylcreem

Regular

PetilormInt
flavors

Anti-Dandruff
$1.59 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

Say-Rite's
Low Price

Macleans Toothpaste

9,”; 11411)6 ,
3•141r, ;04.011.

3 oz.
81' VALUE

2 FL OZ

SAVE 35

SAVE $1.02

Vi

d

SAVE 63'

Old Spice
Stick Deodorant

Visine
Eye Drops
.75 oz.
$2.35 VALUE

•Regular
•Fresh lime
*Herbal
•Musk

Say-Rite's
Low Price

Old Spice After Shave
Regular & Lime
4.75 oz. $2.50 VALUE

2.5 oz.
$1.49 VALUE
15' Coupon On
Purchase Of
Breck Shampoo

Say-Rite's
Low Price

$1 47

Say Rite's
Low Price

Ayds
Reducing
Candy
1.5 Lb. Box

RIGHT
GUARD

Gillette Right Guard
Deodorant
5 oz. Bronze
$2.04 VALUE
Free Flair Pen

• Say-Rite's
Low Price

SAVE 76'

SAVE $1.03

Old Spice
Musk For Men
Cologne
402.
$4.50 VALUE

Brut 33
Non-Aerosol
Anti-Perspirant
Or
Deodorant
Spray

Old Spice
Cologne
4.75 Oz.
$3.50 VALUE

SAVE $1.73

5.5 oz.
$2.00 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

$1196

Protein 29
Hair Groom-Aerosol
7 oz. $1.59 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

SAVE $1.54
.mmomemaa.

Yessir Boy!!
Dad Is Tops.
Don't forget
June 19th

SAVE 72'

Say-Rite's
Low Price SAVE 63'

Reg. 34.95

Rapid Shave

$2788

'Regular
*Lime
11 oz
$1.54 VALUE
25' Off Label

ST-3

Gdr youR

Club Deluxe
Holiday Cooker

ON,
GO OD suDDY ?
EARS

Model No 3612

Grooming Stick
Straight slim shape for close-in control. Unique
jet airflow for easy carefree styling. Light and
portable, comes with "Stowaway" bag, styling
brush, comb, adaptor. 2 speeds -- 2 heats. 900

watts, 110-120votts A.G.. 60 cycles.

Soy-Rite's

Low Price
*Large High Dome Cover
*Four Vents
'Durable Carriage
*Stoy•Cool Handle
*Hinged Grid

Beck Off The
Hammer And
Put An Eyeball
On Our New

CB Cards

HOURS:

SAVE 58'

Say-Rite's
Low Price .-

2 Pocks Only
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Adult 40
$1.19 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

SAVE 49'

Antiseptic
Liquid
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Corn-Austin

SAVE 50'
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Bactine
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Remember Dad
June 19 - Shop

PRE 'oft., 11.1•.E. ,C1KMESS

Bactine
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Oral-B
Tooth Brush

Dramamine

Extra Strength
Tablets
100's

try

•• •

••

Tylenol

Reds 3, Mlles 2
Johnny Bench drove in three
runs in support of Fred
Norman's six-hit pitching as
Cincinnati nipped Philadelphia. Norman, 7-2, gained

ISCOM DREG CEITERS

-;
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40 CHANNEL CB SALE!

Needs a Referee, Not
Rules for Marriage

PLUS CUT-PRICE, NEW AND REG. CB RADIOS AND ACCESSORIES AT ARENA'S CB HEADQUARTERS

ONE WEEK ONLY!
SAVE
$411 SAVE $20
c. 995
95

By Abigail Van Buren
on
• DEAR ABB\ : Please rush me 10 "Do's and Don'ts"
me,
left
actually
hasn't
He
back.
d
husban
my
get
to
how
even
he's just not here. I am 26 and Jeff is 28, and he hasn't
held my hand since last December!
We have two adorable children. We planned to have
look
four, but if I'm going to have any more. I will have to
about
into artificial insemination. I've been complaining
Jeff
this for a long time, but it hasn't done me much good.
hours
says he's "tired."(But he's not too tired to play two
of tennis every Sunday!
him
Then it suddenly hit me. I guess I don't appeal to
all
anymore. I don't know why. I'm the same girl he chased I
ago.
years
eight
o
Colorad
.
Boulder
at
campus
the
over
haven't let myself go to seed, and I know there's nobody
Jeff to
else. I just hate to be the aggressor, but if I wait for
,I
make the first move, nothing will ever happen. Besides
send me
have my pride. So please be a pal. Abby, and
d back.
those 10 Do's and Don'ts" orrhow to get my husban
Thank you.
RUTHIE
DEAR RUTHIE: I wish there were 10"Do's and Don'ts"
Every
on how to revive a marriage. But there aren't.
Jeff.)
every
is
so
(And
t.
differen
is
e
marriag
Face your problem squarely, and tell it to Jeff. Don't
ly
play a waiting game, and forget your pride. He obvious
In any
has a problem. It could be physical. Or emotional.
man who is
case he has cooled off far too much for a young
ing!
counsel
Get
30.
of
side
sunny
the
still on

—1R8LAti1811/c_
tec -'I,
PA
Mt

OUT

IC

r

CS

Req.

r_lokiN

Reg.

21-1520

NE

TRC-468 CB has the power to get your
message thru! PLL adi squelch, ANL,
lighted dial, modulation indicator Only
1 1/2x51/4x77/8-. Cut 20%!

,NE1/11!
40 CH. MOBILE CB
PUTS ALL CONTROLS
IN YOUR HAND!

I11141111]

to
DEAR ABBY: Please tell those women libbers not
when
feel slighted when the pronoun "he" or "him" is used
referring to people in general.
ng to
"She" and "her" is always used when referri
es.
tornado
and
:- battleships
BIG AL

Realistic TRC-461 handset has
speaker, mike, lighted dial,
off-on/vol.. squelch built-in!
Transceiver hides in trunk with
remote (21-600, optional
$24.95) cable!

REALISTIC 40 CHANNEL
BASE/MOBILE RADIO WITH
AND CLOCK
• LED READOUT
TRC-455 turns on at pre-set time
with or without alarm! PLL. Delta
tune, ANL, blanker, RF gain, SWR .
Cal., PA. squelch controls. Lighted
SWR & S/RF meters.AC & DC power
cables, moblte mount.

24992,.52 fittilAP

REALISTIC 6 CH. MOBILE CB RADIO

NEW!

SAVE $50

b• June I!nit

I' darer's

9995

TRC-452 packs full power phis PLL circuit,
separate RF gain and squelch controls, ANL
and PA/CB switches, lighted meter and dial.
Over 28% off this week:only at Radio Shack.

REALISTIC 40 CHANNEL MOBILE
WITH EVERY WANTED FEATURE

DEAR INTERESTED: Despite all the crime, violence
seen more
and rebellion that has surfaced today, I have
prejudice
compassion, love and caring and less bigotry,
ago.
years
20
ed
evidenc
was
than
ess
selfishn
and

a personal
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? ForCalif. 90069.
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A.,
Enclose stamped,self-addressed envelope please.

REALISTIC 40 CHANNEL
COMPACT MOBILE RADIO

21.1521

people
DEAR ABBY: How do you think our young
compare with the generation before them?
INTERESTED

ip or a
DEAR AL: True. But who wants to be a battlesh when
used
tornado? I notice that"He" and "Him" is always
referring to God.

139

-7W *1/S.

SAVE 20%
HEAR ALL 40 CB CHANNELS
OVER YOUR CAR AM RADIO!

2495 I

NEW!

Zianumd

s0
mi
wo
NEW1UNIVERSAL

r

29

Reg.
7995

seas To (Neese free
DNA,

$1 3900
seal ellealbell
WOWS

Now 1199

TWO GREAT CB BOOKS!
ACTION FROM THE MOVIE
& FACTS FROM THE SHACK'

NOW

IN Nib telle
SIM

ArZSt

NOW

;4!•1 ; L.

$299

1495

will latt
law kW
New S399

Buy Diamonds
1iyWeIh1...

Ali
Lay Sway
Now For
Christmas!

I( arat

_

ALL ABOUT-CB
TWO-WAY RADIO

!At protessiouts go!

s3.0

COMBINED
VALUE

BOTH
BOOKS100

66-1046
Reg. 1 26

Pi$14
41:z1

120 pages of CB
information New
40 Ch edition!

139900

Attaches instantly! Directs sound
upward to you. not the floor

MOBILE
MIRROR
TWIN MNT.

SAVE $10
I MOTORIZED MOBILE
AR G" WHIP
"DISAPPEIN

3495

Stainless steel.
adi tip rods

33" center-loaded
antenna extends
from/retracts into
tender at flip of switch
Prevents theft! It's
out-of- sight'

Carat

3995
21-520

3995

21-933

4 dB gain 19' 10
vertical radiator

Three 18 radiators 9 dB gain!

111,

3-WAY CB
TESTER

2495
21-526

Reads output power,
SWRof modulation

C7"
CB EXTENSION
SPEAKER
95

10

21 549

360 swivel base

'
69
21-530

SLIDE-MOUNT
CB BRACKETS

CHARGE IT
At

41.11”01111

995

_
Antenna disconnect..
to hide in trunk

CZ:=1
isalksw 40,
Br NOW MI •
LAYAWAY NOW

POO PM.

CHAIM
11
UP 102 YEARS
10 Pit

a WPM
1144.41.411

Th•se two Crechl cards
•re honored al par
1,ctpaltop Rad., Shack
slOreos 015•, cr•cto
Clans'nay •Iso be avail
able Detatls •I you,
nowise steno

12th Street Ext.
Phone 753-7100

NOW

cLaa.r•

MICHELSON
;1'1'4?
7
Bei ,ao,ShoppPng
/
M.rray
Pty, Cairo Ulm 111494•16444
ileum Servos. 114.••

Ky

10"
21-538

21-536
Under

Contoured
floor
mount

dash
mount

495
21-537
Spare
bracket tor
2nd car

2

2
•

Radio,
lhaek

Olympic
Plaza

Rad o Shack

0211

MEM

and you can

1299'

?1%12

BASE
BEAM ANT

21-1133

1

'

21-542

4-wave Mounts all
1
/
surfaces

3495

DETACHABLE
ANT. TRUNK
MNT.

Measures
efficiency& power

31

4-WAVE OMNI
1
/
BASE ANT.

With ch t4 crystals & ban
Add optional crystals for
second channel

3-RANGE SWR
PWR METER

1495

FIBERGLASS
102- MARINE

21-442

A Q95
5995 CIU 21-970

Reg. 2195
1695

Protects CB
equipment! Die cut
foam interior easy to
fit to your gear

ANY CB RADIO
ARCHER' BASE & MOBILE ANTENNAS IMPROVE

Reg.

21-174

*Mika 'S Ct.
iew Wel

21-529

.

NO
LICENSE
WALKIETALKIE

Exciting 224 page
novel from
Paramount's new
movie!

°Et
BIGGER
SAVINGS!

SAVE
'
"no/0

rg

5
Req. 1 7
6 ogil

ItYlaal ORO

wil
•

Realistic close-talking mike
cuts road, engine and
background noise!

"CITIZENS BAND"

si39

19

21-1174

SAVE 66%

1111001TINMPANI
ele VIM

119900

195

Give-away priced TRC-11 features ANL switch, lighted
dial, push-to-talk mike. Ready to use on one channel.
add optional crystals for up to 5 more — Ch 1 to Ch 23

IUDGET
PLEASING 7
DIAMOND
CLUSTERS

CB
Y
CASE
CARR

CB SPKR. SOUND DIRECTOR
21-141

21-500

No license required! No crystals
needed! Uses existing antenna Easy
holokup!

169?155
NOISE CANCEL
CB MIKE

95

Reg.

DEALEP

I.
Most iterrls also .1,,L.iabit•
at Radio Sh.leM Dealers
L 004t for (hi.. sqc.1
Tr) y our 04.1 g000'hood

STORE HOURS:
10-7 Mon. thru Thurs., Sat.
10-9 Friday 1-4 Sunday

j

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES

...._...
El A

TANDY

CORPORATION COMPANY
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Gov. Carroll Asks For Federal Aid To Help Schools
His office said that federal
law provides for certain major
and
specific
disaster
assistance.
It said the governor made
his request for damage not
covered by insurance for
schools or districts which
sustained more than $1,000 in
winter-related losses.
Carroll sent his letter to Dr.

FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP
Kentucky hasn't had much
luck trying to obtain federal
aid for the past disastrous
winter, but it is trying again in
the realm of schools.
• •
Gov. Julian Carroll Tuesday
asked for a total of $5.7 million
in federal grants to help many
school districts affected by
damage from the winter of '77.

that request.
The governor told Boyer
that the cumulative winter
damage to Kentucky public
schools and publicly-owned
buildings
school
and
campuses not covered by
insurance actually is greater
than $6 million.
beyond
is
'It
the
capabilities of state and local

Ernest Boyer, conuvissioner
of the U.S. Office of
Education, along with a list of
school districts which need the
money.
The state recently applied
for a vast amount of federal
aid for agriculture and other
losses due to the most severe
winter in memory, but
Washington did not approve

inaThruir

.--••••••• a si••• se
p'
_w_ail
.Ae
L
Ilk-•
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j
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J
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Hose-End
Lawn &
Soil Sprayer

Won't
Harm Grass
But Kills Weeds

is Is am sill
11.1.11.%

$349

111

Jr

orne rterns not exacti

as

$1 57

All Plastic

Spray-Away

ictured

We have the largest selection of fishing and hunting equipment in this area

Weed &
Grass Killer

Triple Action

6-18-6
General Purpose

Use Anew/
Nese
1 Flower Sods
Di-measly, & Walks

Seven•5 Dust

Plant
Food

Troos,

Summer
Clearance

2 L 4 Lb. Bags
Controlls Insects & Disease

at.$267

$1 77

qt

Smaller euantftios AvoNale

Mack

Plano 8600 Tackle Box

14.50

24.95

Plano 727 Tackle Box

45.00

29.95

Covey 80 Qt. Cooler

37.50

44.95

189.95

Boat Seat W/Swivel

10.00

7.95

Wenzel Sleeping Bog

15.00

9.95

Igloo One Gallon Water Jug

10.00

6.95

Rebel Fish'N' Box

20.00

14.95

1 Year
Replacement
Guarantee

SALE

700
$1900
$330°
$245° doz.
$150°°
$550
750
$4'6
$85°

Vegetable
Duster
$397

Home Pest Control
With Pump Sprayer$
4
47

$1 00 OFF
Regular Price

Kills Roaches, Ants, Flies,
Spiders - No unpleasant odor

$1

. 36.00 Doz. 29.95 doz.
239.95

We've GotIt Again!

/
1
2 Gallon
Spectracide
Professional

Shrub & Hedge
Trimmer

Sale Items
Retail U.J. Reg.

..No. 8104

8. Decker
13" Single Edge

Our shelves are full, warehouse is full and we
• received 100 doz. Duck Decoys today. All
• bulky items will be
on sale this weekend at
tremendous savings.

Minn-Kota 24 Volt Trolling Motor

Net Wt. 3/
1
2oz.
Destroys
Moles & Gophers

$1 47

q•

si

ow-1W •
ligmBINI• uniony

Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.

Just Received
Another Shipment

:11111.111.1_011::

Prestone II

Picket Fence
Sections

Anti-Freeze
At Uncle Jeffs
UI minim

All Sales Cash & Carry
We Do Not Have Room To Lay Away

Look For The
Yellow Jug

1 Year
Guarantee

Prices Good

Tank Tops

1/3

TN((Ills 5111155111 PIM MINIM

OFF

Sizes 5-241/2

Lv

,

100 Capsules

99

4

Sale

Sale

The
Extra
Strength
Pain
Reliever.
100 Tablets

r

-TOE xi
tATZ

•c.s.
200 to 900 watts, adjustable power
dial, with 4 styling attachments.
Model HD-16

88

4

Sale

Bactine
First Aid
Spray

96'
111

Ties GA learfiag breads if
I sleeve cream
steamy his Weer la hest AO Spa?'
moods.
goo
IA•elel GSM-3

$595
Sale

*WM.

Sale

I

airad
Cured
"Ouchless"
Plastic Bandages
Box of 80

49

Sizes S-M-L

Kitchen
Helpers

Sizes 814 Reg. & Slim

Student Sizes 27-30

91099

9399

Save
20' On
Each Pkg.

99c

Girl's

Painter
Pants

Old Spice
After Shave
Lotion

I

By Big Yank
100% Cotton,
Sanforized

•

$488
Reg. 6.99

$1I 29

Sizes 712

5

Sale

Miss Kitty

Panties
3 Pair
Packaged Priced
At Just
Choice of Pink • Blue Yellow
or 3 White
Sizes 5-10

me.
Sandals

Sale

One Step
At A Time

Luxurious
Orlon

Dress Socks

By Water Pik
By
Hong Ten
Leather Uppers, Tire Soles
Reg. 8.99

A 4 step, 8 week smoking withdrawal system
Stop smoking the same way you started. 4 filters
No. SWS-2

$749

With Lycra Stay
Up Tap. One Size Fits 10.13
Save 10' On Each Pair

$19

Sale

ies%Wm% inriliAMAAN%%

$1 99
Sale Price

2 Fine Quality
Dish Towels
.Cotton
x 26" ea. 1000

434 oz
(

50°
.cotton
Peg. Price 2.49

Boy's

sale$1 795
( ($),ier-

50. Polyester

tiv.

Big Bells, Fewer
Wrinkle', Improved,
%redcap Control.

.4‘i:-Psa:o42*-

No sting. No stain
VOZ. Spray Bottle

Sale

Levies

evP

$1 19

Gillette
Super Max 2
Adjustable
Styler/Dryer

-

Twin Blade Cartridges
Pack of 5

Gillette
Hot Shave
System

Dresses

4001.U.

Soothes itching and burning
11-4 oz: Tube

Gillette
Trac II

Men's

Pastels of Pink,
Blue & Green,
Prints & Solids

Excedrin

Bestever
Vitamin E

Lanacane
Creme

Ladies Spring
& Summer

Colgate.'

threogh Sonde,

LANACANE

Grass
Shears
14

Plastic White

Winter-Summer

'PI

Black 8, Decker
, No. 8280 Cordless

2 Ft. Wide 8" High

1

Carron's letter said: "I
further certify that this
disaster was not caused by
negligence or malicious
action."

-Poison
P-Nuts

Burgess

Weed
Killer

xtutimor•iinnifar

Carry-Lite Meg. Duck Decoys

Daviess County $169,000,
Fayette County $118,000,
Paintsville ;110,000. Leslie
County $167,000 and Warren
County $120,000.

schools.
The governor listed about
130 districts and specified the
damage they sustained.
The most sought was
$619,000 for Jefferson County
schools and $611,000 for Pike
County's system.
Other large aid requests:
County $148,000,
Bell
Ashland Independent $199,000,

Lawn

N
I IN • IO.
MUM.
II U1111 kris s II •• IP

HIGHWAY 641---MURRAY, KY

He said some school
systems have reported
damage to foundation and
concrete slab floors from the
deep freeze.
Kentucky's 181 school
districts were forced to close
from 10 to 40 days from midJanuary to mid-March.
Almost 700,000 pupils are
enrolled in the state's public

e
111111111~1.10111Will Prices good Thru Sun,6 p.m. itilleanilWAVINIMAIIVI

411.0mMill

Ill
•• III • M__L_No
I11
1 III
'
1•

governments alone to provide
the required funds and restore
the public education facilities
to their condition prior to the
severe winter storms of 1977,"
he said.
The governor listed damage
which included roof, water
line, sewer line, road,
sidewalk and thermal shock
damages to schoot facilities,

Sizes 7-10

l
edidge.

Now

N
•

Now

89c

Ill111La
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100,
100,
she
ren
"I
is
by
us

•

4414
WEBER

NOPi

\SUPER MARKET

f2*-

no
purchase
necessary

Store Hours:
7-9 Mon.-Sat.
12-6:30 Sun.

One grill
awarded per store

(DEPOSIT ENTRY
IN BOX

512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.

V

We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

Prices Good Through
Tuesday, June 21

BEEF
Winner will be drawn June 21

Owned & Operated By Charles Johnson

890

Fields Worthmore

BACON

ORANGE

12 oz.

FROZEN FOODS

/45°
PORK & BEANS .2

ROAST
Swift Proten Center Cut Chuck
lb

99°

Dixie

Frosty Seas

Swift Proten

1.430

Swift Proten Rib Eye

5 lb.65

Heinz Hamburger or Hot Dog Sweet
lb

RELISH

93/4 oz.

Ib89

BOLOGNA

lb

89°

39

PRODUCE

TEA BAGS

Sunkist

LEMONS

4

Dinty Moore

BEEF STEW

Fields

Milk Maid Self Rising

BRAUNSCHWEIGER . . lb.69

FLOUR

24 oz.89

Yellow Sweet

CORN

ears59

CANTALOUPES..

each

151/2.91.29
Home Grown

SUGAR

5 lb.

Pepsi -7-Ups
or Dr. Pepper
Plus Bottles
Or Deposit
$
16 oz - 8 Bottle Ctn

8 oz Tumblern

$703
12 oz,

Niblet Whole Kernel
15

CORN

12 oz 3/$100

Lucky Leaf 16 oz

APPLE SAUCE ..3/s/
•

65"

gal.

PUREX

Kraft Single Sliced

CHEESE

69

930 TOMATOES 14,r

Shedds

MARGARINE

59

$219

503P/ BEANS

SAUSAGE

Doz.

25 lb.

Joan of Arc Kidney

Armour Vienna

12 ct.

PIZZA

Lipton. 100 ct.

--

Fields Sliced

89°

Fox Deluxe Cheese-Hamburger-Pepperoni
Sausage

Fields Regular

WIENERS

1 lb.

Frosty Acres

DONUTS

MEAL

lb

STICKS

i

Scotts Pearl Self-Rising Corn

ARM ROAST
STEAK

JUICE 12 oz.

2oz.
/
Showboat 141

Swift Proten 1st Cut Chuck

ROAST

ao

Frosty Acres

r
C:r:t.7-4C-e7Lico ..e
.
N
ioii
Johnson's Coupon
2)
`9 Maxwell House
54
'''J) COFFEE SAOffVE2
the Regular
1 lb. Bog

Price

Limit 1 Per Customer
Expires 6-21-77
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Deaths and Funerals

Ken Medema Will Present
Wayne Duncan Dies Concert At Local Church

Mrs. James Ballard

Mrs. Vernon Lile

Dies At Home With
Rites On Thursday

Is Dead At Age 59; At Local Hospital;
Services Are Today Funeral Thursday

Mrs James E. (Beatrice)
Ballard, sister of Mrs. Marjorie Garland of Murray, died
Tuesday at 5:30 a. m. at her
honie on :Mayfield Route Two.
She was 56 years of age.
Survivors are her husband,
one son. Gary Edward
Ballard, and one daighter,
Mrs. Beverly Mills, Mayfield;
two sisters, Mrs. Garland,
Murray, and Miss Mary Lou
Curtsinger, St. Louis, Mo.;
five brothers, Earl Curtsinger, Mayfield, Ross Curtsinger. Graves County, Robert
Curtsinger, Marshall County,
and Paul Gerald Curtsinger,
Detroit. Mich.; two grandsons, Mark and Eric Mills.
The funeral services will be
held Thursday at eleven a. m.
Vt St. Jerome Catholic
Church, Fancy Farm, with the
Rev. Walter Hancock officiating.
Pallbearers will be Pete
Thomas, Danny Enoch,
Phillip Curtsinger, Jeff
Curtsinger, Michael Curtsinger, and Tommy Ballard.
Burial will follow in the St.
Jerome Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
Roberts Funeral Home,
Mayfield, where prayers will
be said at eight p. m. tonight
(Wednesday I.

Mrs. Vernon C.(Mable Sue)
Lile of Aurora died Tuesday at
7:30 a. m. at the Jennie Stuart
Memorial Hospital,
Hopkinsville. She was 59 years
of age and a former resident of
Hopkinsville.
The deceased was a
member of the Union Ridge
United Methodist Church at
Aurora. Born August 29, 1917,
in Hopkins County, she was
the daughter of the late James
Thomas Edwards and Mamie
Earl Edwards.
Mrs. Lile is survived by her
husband, Vernon C. Lile, And
two sons, Michael C. Lite and
Phillip C. tile, all of Aurora;
two brothers, Damon Edwards and Clay and Whit
Edwards of Owensboro.
The funeral is being held
today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Hughart Funeral
Home, Hopkinsville, with the
Rev. Richard Denton officiating. Burial will follow in
the Riverside Cemetery at
Hopkinsville.

Services Today At
Green Plain Church
For Mrs. Curd, Sr.

Rites Held Today
For Mrs. Gordon

Funeral services for Mrs. T.
G. (Thyralee) Curd, Sr., of
Hazel Route Two are being
held today at 2:30 p.m. at the
Ishfuneral
for Mrs.
The
' Green Plain Church of Christ
mael Earl (Marjorie I..)
where she was a member with
•
Gorden-4i • Algno --Ronte -One
Drap---Ctchfieid''arid
s. ••
'
-`Wwwas held this-morning'at'ten—*
Bro. Henry Hargis officiating.
o'clock at the chapel of the
The song service is by the
Max Churchill Funeral Home ,
• church singers.
with Bro. Connie Wyatt ofServing as pallbearers are
ficiating.
Edward Curd, M. W. Henry,
John Wyatt, John Elkins,
Pete Henson, Arias Byers,
Carl Butts, Dwain Bennett,
Clifford White, and Joe B.
Charles McClure, and Steve
Wilson. Burial will follow in
as
Roberson
served
the Mt. Pleasant Cemetery
pallbearers and burial was in
with the arrangements by the
the Murray Memorial GarMiller Funeral Home of Hazel.
den's.
Mrs. Curd, age 59, died
Mrs. Gordon, age 56, died
Monday at 1:30 p.m. at the
Sunday at 3:35 p.m. at the
County
Murray-Calloway
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
Hospital.
Survivors are her husband,
She.is survived by her
T. G. Curd, Sr.; mother, Mrs.
husband; daughter, Mrs. Joan
Lula Wilcox, Hazel; two
Duffany and one grandson,
daughters, Mrs. Phillip
Jasson Duffany, San Jose,
Wilkins, Bridgeport, W. Va.,
Calif.; two sons, Timothy
and Mrs. Walter Byers, Hazel
Gordon, Alm Route One, and
Route Two; two sons, Keith
Micheal O'Sullivan, San
Curd, Hazel Route Two,and T.
Marcos, Calif.; two sisters,
G. Curd, Jr., Nashville, Tn.;
Mrs. Jean Cline and Mrs.
three sisters, Mrs. Brenda
Betty Goret, and one brother,
Bouland, Chicago, Ill., Miss
Ray Terrell, all of California.
Bobbie Wilcox and. Mrs. John
Compton, Murray; one
brother, James Wilcox,
Chicago. Ill.; six grandchildren.
The final rites for Rupert
Cohoon of Murray are being
held today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Calvin Wilkins and the Rev. R.
The Puryear Lions Club will
J. Burpoe officiating. Music is
hold an ice cream social at
by Bobbie Burkeen, Juanita
Ray Brothers Construction
Lee, and Mildred Lassiter.
Serving as pallbearers are Company on Front Street, at
Puryear, Tn., on Saturday,
Bernice Garland, Keith
June 18, starting at six p.m.
Morris, Tip Cohoon, James
Square dancing will be held
Collins, Alonzo, Forrest, and
with country music by Craig
Cullen Forrest. Burial will
follow in the Elm Grove Brothers, one of the best
bands in Western Tennessee, a
Cemetery.
spokesman said.
Mr. Cohoon, age 74, died
On sale will be ice cream,
Monday at the Westview
cold drinks, coffee, and
Nursing Horne. He is survived
by one sister, Mrs. Ovye homemade cake.
The public is invited to
McDaniel, and one sister-inlaw, Mrs. Edith Cohoon, both attend and each is asked to
bring a lawn chair for seating,
of Murray, and several nieces
a Lions Club spokesman said.
and nephews.

Final Rites Held
For Rupert Cohoon

Ice Cream Social
Planned, Puryear

The First United Methodist
Church will hold its annual
Vacation Church School
starting Monday, June 27, and
continuing through Friday,
July 1, according to Judy
Stahler, director, and Ruth
Ann McLemore, assistant
director.
Classes for ages three to five
years, and from grades one
through six .wilj be held from
9:00 to 14:30 a. m. each
morning. On Monday the
students will go directly to the
class rooms, but from'
Tuesday through Friday the
group will assemble at the
front door each morning.
Teachers for the school
include the following:
Nursery — Lashlee Foster
and Vickie Baker.
Three Year Olds — Vinita
Winters, Ruetta Turner, and
Pat Weatherly.
Four Year Olds — Sandra
Coleman, Willie Bell Farlesa,
and Dot Jones.
Five Year Olds — Mrs.
Wrather, Janie Ryan, and
Donna Keller.
Elementary, one and two —
Ann Watson, Mary Lou
Lassiter, and Paulette Hohman.
Elementary, three and four
— Jenna Wise, Linda
Stockton, and Peggy Brewer.
Elementary, five and six —
Cecile Applegate, Melissa
Easley, and Cindy Ashby.

Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
June 15, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 524 Est. 700 Barrows &
Gilts .50 higher Sows .50-1.00 lower
US 1-2 TOO-2301W
$3.75-44.00
US 1-3 200440 lbs.
$43.25-43.75
US 2-4 240-260 Re.
142.50-43.25
US 3-4 260-280 The
841.5042_50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
833.00-34.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
633.50-34.50
US 1-3 450-650 lbs. .....
834.50-35.50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. .
..
$32.00-33.00
Boars 24.00-26.00

Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, corp. of
Murray. are as follows:

Father's
Day Sale

20% OFF
Everything In
The Store
larman •Iantien
•Muncingwear
•Milyraukee knit
•ilherh *Se dgetield

(Sale Ends Saturday)

KING'S DEN
"The" Store For Men
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
753-0550

Ken Medema
for his work as a music
therapist.
Since 1970 Medema has beep
in concert and worked „With
churches.. civic
many
organizations and youth
groups throughout New York
and New Jersey where he
resides, and in various places
around the United States and
Canada.

Vacation Church School
Planned By First -Church

Stock Market

*4
I
11

'Mg

Wayne Duncan of Dexter
Route One died Tuesday at
6:15 p. m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was 31 years of age, and was
wounded in a shooting incident
at his home last Friday.
The Calloway man was self
employed. Born January 6,
1946, in Calloway County, he
was the son of Dortha Ross
Duncan, who survives, and the
late Buel Duncan.
Mr. Duncan is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Janet Duncan,
his mother, Mrs. Dortha
Duncan, one daughter, Miss
Valerie Duncan, and one son,
Robert Duncan, all of Dexter
Route One; four sisters, Mrs.
Martha McKendree, Benton
Route One, Mrs. Mary Linn,
811 College Courts, Murray,
Mrs. Wanda Canup and Miss
Tina Duncan, Dexter Route
One; two brothers, Eugene
Duncan, Dexter Route One,
and Ralph Duncan, Murray
Route Six.
Funeral services will be
heltl Thursday at two p. m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Heyward Roberts and
the Rev. Rudolph Allen officiating. Burial will follow in
the McDaniel Cemetery.
Friends m* call at the
funeral home after six p. m.
tonight Wednsay.(

Ken Medema will be in
concert at the Memorial
Baptist Church, Tenth and
Main Streets, Murray, on
Sunday, June 19, at the 10:50
a.m. services.
The singer, composer, and
pianist. Ken Medema, began
writing and singing his own
songs in 1970 when he began
composing original material

Haublein
McDonalds Corp
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W.R. Grace
Texaco
General Elec.
GAF Corp
Georgia Pacific
Pfizer
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Disney
Franklin Mint

26 +%
44% unc
-%
45% +%
- 51
30 ...+
27%
56%
10% uric
30% unc
26% +
13%
14% unc
34's -%
12% -%

Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M.Simon Co. are as follows
Indus. Av
Airco
Mn. Motors
Ashland Oil
AT&T
Ford Motor
Can. Dynamics
Gen. Motors
Gen. Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt . . .
Quaker Oats
Republic Steel
Singer Mfg
TIPP011
Western Union
Zenith Radio

-339
33% unc
4 -%
34% -1
63 unc
56% -%
55 -11,4
69% -%
20% unc
27% +°g
UN All
39% -4
23% .•4
29% -4
22% unc
.9% uric
17% +%
22's -44

Carolyn
Refreshments
Lee, Sarah Massey, and Pat
Page.
Chapel — Julie Smith and
Mrs. Fisher.
Music — Carol Thompson
and KarenJackson.
Publicity
Jennifer
—
Crouse.
Attendance Work — Shirley
Morton.
Library — Betty Pitts.

Tax. .

•

His repertory includes a
wide variety of music ranging
from new settings of great
American folk hymns to
current popular music, and to
traditional oratorios.
Medema
received
a
religious education both at
home and through his church
in Grand Rapids, Mich. He
attended Michigan State
University where he met his
future wife, Jane Smith. After
his graduation they were
married and moved to Fort
Wayne, Ind., where they
worked together as Activity
Therapists
with
multihandicapped patients at the
Fort Wayne State Hospital
and Training Center.
The singer and composer
later returned to Michigan
State-for his graduate study in
music therapy and applied
voice. His wife, Jane, received
her Master's degree in music
education. They have one son.
Before going into a full time
singing career, Medema
served as Director of Music
and Creative Art Therapies at
Essex County Hospital Center
in Cedar Grove, N. J., for
three years.
His record albums include
•'Fork In The Road," "Sonshiny Day," "People of The
Son," "Listen," and "Story
Tellin' Man."
Medema who is with the
King's Players Youth Activities, Inc., will start his tour
of Kentucky on Thursday,
June 16, with a concert at the
First Baptist Church, Bowling
Green, at 7:30 p.m.; on
Friday, June 17, at the Third
Baptist Church, Owensboro,
at 7:30 p.m.; on Saturday,
June -48,--at The Thorn 4i1.1
Baptist Church, Frankfcitt, ari
'
8:00 p.m.; and on Sunday,
June 19, at the Memorial
Baptist church, Murray, at
10:50 a.m. and at the First
Baptist Church, Mayfield, at
7:00 p.m.
The Rev. Ron Hampton,
minister of music at the
Memorial Church, invites the
public to attend the special
concert by Mr. Medema on
Sunday morning at the local
church.

(Continued From Page 1)

cars and continued price
controls on natural gas.
Carter's press secretary,
Jody Powell, said after the
vote on higher oil taxes that
the President was "extremely
pleased by what he termed the
'courageous action' taken by
the House Ways and Means
Committee in the face of an
intense lobbying campaign by
the oil industry."

Projects. . .
(Continued From Page 1
House from overriding
The vote was 48 more than
the one-third needed to sustain
a veto.
Carter has said he might
veto the bill if the disputed
projects are approved.
Before the vote, Speaker
Thomas P. O'Neill said he
doubted the House would be
able to override a veto on the
water projects. He said if
Carter vetoes the bill it will be
sent
back
to
the
Appropriations Committee for
changes. •
Sources in Congress and the
environmental movement
said
the
projects
recommended for elimination
in the Senate subcommittee
vote were: Bayou Bodcau,
Louisiana, $1.4 minion; Cache
Basin, Arkansas, $2 million;
LaFarge Lake, Wisconsin, $2
million; Lukfata Lake.
Oklahoma,$200,000; Meramec
Park Lake, Missouri, $10
million; Yatesville Dam,
Kentucky, $7.2 million; Oahe
irrigation project, South
Dakota, $17 million; and
Savery-Pot Hook, Colorado
and Wyoming,$6 million.

Disabled American
Veterans To Meet
Murray Chapter No. 50 of
the Disabled
American
Veterans will meet Friday,
June 17, at seven p.m. at the
American
Legion Hall,
located at South Sixth and
Maple Streets, Murray.
Joe W. Smith, commander
of the chapter, will give a
report of the state DAV
meeting which he attended
recently - at Louisville. All
disabled American veterans
are urged to attend, a
spokesman said.

•

Powell said Carter hoped
the committee action "will be
maintained
in
future
consideration
by
the
Congress."
Starting next year, the tax
would take effect in three
annual steps and eventually
raise the controlled price of oil
produced in the United States,
generally ranging from $5.26 a
barrel to $11.28, up to the
uncontrolled world price of
about $13.50.
The
administration
estimated the President's
proposal would save up to
200,000 barrels a day in 1980
and would involve a peak
revenue of $14 billion
annually.

cOltir SAVINGS40:1StOr
At Dixieland Center's...

f
A

Friday, June 17th
From 7 p.m. Until?
a

Live Band
Danny Mac Show
Popcorn 10° Bag
Sales Galore
Stores willclose
at 4:30p.m. to
prepare for sale
and willreopen
at 7p.m.

oon'tit

°To;All

Fun

1 Block West of 12th Street on Chestnut
(hid Advertisement)

A Statement From Local 1068
Due to the Tappan Company's news release seemingly
attempting to present the union in some form other than the
true conditions, as they actually exist, this statement was
prepared in an attempt to enlighten those of you that are
interested as well as put things in thekr proper perspective.
These remarks are intended to focus attention toproblerns
and facts in a factual Manner and not on personalities.
.
The company has had about six months under this contract
to establish prodpction standaids that would Jneet the
requirements of the contract. they have failed to do so.
Beyond this, the company has refused to honor the
agreement and have committed numerous contract
violations in an unrestricted manner along with
administering unjustifiable discipline.
The company has known for several weeks that the union
intended to follow the provisions of Article 14, Section 14.6, of
the contract, if, they refused to correct and establish the
production standards so they would yield in accord with the
contractual requirements.
Article 14, Section 14.6, provides the union with the right to
strike when the company's production standards will not
yield one (1) per cent pay for each one (1) per cent effort put
forth on such standard.
The company has disciplined many employes in an attempt
to force their desired productivity off of these
uncontractually established production standards.
The company has refused to give employees proper relief,
or time,off of the assembly lines, to go to the rest room in
cases of emergency. In cases where necessity demanded
their going to the rest rot:1m, the company discipline those
employes for leaving'the assembly line.
In another case whke an.employeltsked for a relief man so
he could go to the First-Aid to get attention for a sick
condition, he waited for—Dyer an hour for relief that the
company refused to provide. The employe fell out with pain
and was carried out on a stretcher and later transferred to
the hospital.
Contract violations have been committed by the company
on an unlimited basis. Anything from attempting to curtail
and restrict union leadership in the performance of their

duties to refusing to pay pension benefits to disabled
employees that became disabled as a result of job related
injuries or diseases. The company is attempting to deny
these disabled employes the right to draw their earned
pension benefits and paid up life insurance coverages both of
which are supposed to be contractually guaranteed.
To shed more light on the matter, there have been over one
hundreci employes that have quit Tappan during the last six
months. These employes gave up more than a total of fifteen
hundred (1500) years seniority. Do you think this would have
happened if things were just half way fair?
Insofar as the company's attempting to create the
appearance of something other than "fair play" with the 118
new employes that are not union members as of this time,the
union could have taken its vote days before it did but we held
off in an attempt to give the company additional time to
make corrections if they had desired to do so. However, the
company was told while they were hiring the 118 "that the
union would not allow the company to stuff our ballot box."
In addition to all arguments pertaining to the 118 new
employes that have not become union members and were not
eligible to vote but, to consider even if they could have been
allowed to vote and even if the entire 118 had voted the way
the company desired, the strike vote would have still carried
by a greater majority than is required by the constitution.
We have mentioned just a few of the many problems that
actually exist and we will support them with undeniable
proof,should it be necessary. However, we have no intention
of being drawn into a public display of all company and union
grievances. We do not have the time, facilities or ability to
continually prepare news articles: Therefore, we hope this
reveals some insight into the conditions and reasons behind
the problems that exist between the Tappan Company and U.
A. W. Local Union No. 1068.
Should it become necessary to strike over production
standards the union will not be in violation of the contract.
THE EXECUTIVE BOARD,LOCAL 1068
F. H. Rushing
Robert Rudolph
Ralph D. Darnell
Sandy Harmon
Daniel Pritchett
Alvin C. Usrey
J. D. Williams
Jacky Hughes
Mason MeCuiston

•

COOKING CORNER
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Eclectic Cook Christopher Shares Recipes

Ron Christopher is evolving juicer to
1
make their own fruit Winn Ford, Susan Hillard, and provided by the
election
into an accomplished cook and
---4Cfnting with Gov. Julian two-thirds cup cold water
vegetable juices, 'par- Mary Faulk Koock.
14 lb. BBQ pork, shredded' '2 t. black pepper
returns and tEte he4fily
with his own style, after being ticularly
Carroll. Ron learned to make 3 cups yogurt
for Kelsey, as a
tz I. sugar
(thin strips(
They also enjoy Madame' political conversation.
. influenced by his early Boy
the governor's favorite potato one-third cup milk
substitute for the soda pops, Wu's Art of Chinese Cooking
L7.
lb. shrimp, boiled and 1 egg
Scout training and his father canned juices,
Method:
and dry and for special occasions the
•
During the summer months dish. Ron calls it Julian one-third cup cucumber, shredded
Maurice's example.
packaged drinks, to which all Time Life series of ethnic most of their entertaining is Carroll potatoes and it is a chopped fine
I. Place bok choy, bean
12 lb. bok choy or celery
Ron is a partner at the law children are
sprouts in boihno_water for 4
exposed. They cooking which provides done at the lakes and is very vers quick. hot vegetable dish. 2 T. green onion, chopped fine
cabbage, shredded
. firm of Hurt and Christopher
t. sea salt
sprout their own bean sprouts elaborate background in- informal and on the spur of the First sliCe as thinly as possible
minutes. Drain and squeeze
1
lb.
sprouts
bean
as well as the Commonwealth
Idaho potatoes with skin in- 5 or 6 ice cubes
regularly under the sink and formation
4 oz. water chestnuts. with paper ti5wel until all the
cooking
main
The
moment.
and
menu
Attorney for Marshall and are
Garnish: .1 T. chopped shredded
tact Place in a shallow pan
water is out. Then marinate.
experimenting with suggestions from
other implement is the outside grill.
Calloway Counties, when he is homemade
and sprinkle with salt, pepper, parsley, 1 t. fresh dill
2. Heat 2 '.-oil and stir fry
yogurt recipes.
oz.
mushrooms
1
his
black
fishing
countries.
,
been
has
Ron
If
not gardening, fishing at the
Cover raisins with cold
All this interest in imBBQ pork, 'shrimps, water
soaked and shredded
A traditional time for the catch will be featured. and paprika. Let rest 30
lake or cooking. He is a proving
their diets came about Christopher's to entertain is Generally, this is blue gill or minutes. Fs in hot oil deep water, and allow to plumb, 3 stalks green onions, chestnuts, black mushrooms
member of the Kentucky gradually,
and bamboo shoots. Add soy
but received a big election night. For these oc- crappie breaded and fried. enr4h to not quite cover the about 17 hour. Mix yogurt, shredded
Crime Commission and the push
sauce, salt, black pepper, five
after reading Sugar casions they usually have Hot water cornbread is a potatoes. Drain and eat at milk, cucumbers, onions, and 4 cups vegetable oil
Prosecutors Advisory ,Com- Blues by William
salt with ice cubes in a bowl,
spice powder and sugar. Mix
accompaniment once.
Dufty.
about 20 people for a buffet of favorite
mission. These activities often
Iton's recipes run the gamut stirring until thoroughly
well and let cool.
Both Ron and Ellie like to country ham, green beans, along with cole slaw and lots
Mix dry ingredients
take him out of town and away cook out of
of his interests from mixed. Add water and raisins.
3. Combine all of the above.
2 T. black soy sauce
the Deaf Smith cheese grits, and biscuits. The of vegetables.
from his wife, Ellie, and their County Cook
in
and . place
4. Wrap egg rolls and brush
1 t. black pepper
Book by Marjorie entertainment is always
squirrel traditional Southern Style, to Cover
while
August
Last
almost three year old
health orientated, to Chinese. refrigerator until ready to
edges with egg white. Deep fry
1 2 t. five spice powder
daughter, Kelsey. Therefore,
We know you will enjoy trying serve. Serve in Cups or cream
for about 2 minutes.
t. sugar
most of the gardening, by
of soup bowls, sprinkled with
them,
Serve with sweet and sour
Vegetable marinade
necessity is a family project.
parsley and dill.
Quick Cake
sauce and hot mustard. Makes
34 t. MSG
Ellie describes her husband
1 egi;
approximately 18.
1 t. salt
as an organized precise, and
1 2 cup raw honey
Almond Chop Suey
cautious cook who is also a
Serves: 6
2 t. baking powder
perfectionist in his approach
1 cup milk
3 T. unrefined oil
to the kitchen. She feels that of
2 cups flour
2 large onions, thinly sliced
the two, he is the mote
Mix baking powder and 4 carrots, sliced diagonally, L K
imaginative and adventurous
flour, set aside. Beat egg and inch thiCk.--cook. Her advice to other
milk together, add honey and 4 stalks celery, sliced
women whose husbands have
beat again. Combine all diagonally
indicated an interest in
ingredients until mixed well. 1 green pepper, chopped
cooking, but who have not yet
Optional: mushrooms,
Pour into cake pan and bake
ventured into the kitchen, is to
at 400 degrees for 25 minutes. zucchini, • turnip, water
,5ee11011 Tit ei
leave them alone and try not
jelZ:e
Can be served with fresh fruit. chestnuts, Jerusalem ar•
to give too much advice when
tichokes, soybean curd
Ii ethiewitn. June I:). 1 )
1 7
they try. They should en2 cups soy or mung bean
Hot Water Cornbread
courage
1 top cornmeal
sprouts
their
experimentation with generous
I. salt'
1 cup whole blanched almonds
amounts of praise, help with
2 1 milk 'buttermilk or 1 to 2 T. tamari soy sauce
for the man who has Everything!
the grocery shopping, and by
Heat a large, heavy skillet
sweet r
Some students of the 6th,7th and 8th grade art classes of East Elementary School are
From the hands of the great chefs of
providing the proper equipI T bacon drippings
on medium heat. Add oil,
1
shown with some of their work that was on display at the Calloway County Public
ment.
1 cup boiling hot water
onions, and carrots and saute
Europe comes the perfect knife for
library. Yolley Harvey, the artist-in-residence for the classes worked with the students
1
1
The Christophers are trying
Mix cornmeal and salt, add 5 minutes. Add the other
America.
and Diana Brown, art teacher at East. The program was funded by the Kentucky Art
to cut down on ,carbohydrates
milk and mix thoroughly. vegetables, bean sprouts, and 1
in their diets-and to eliminate . Commission. Pictured from left to right are: Terry Jones, Volley Harvey Clayton McHeat bacon drippings (use almonds. Cover and continue 1
1
Cuiston, Robin Allen, Diana Brown., Reneeieckson,Mike Jackson. and Rick Markel.
refined sugar, as much as
sauteing on low heat, stirring
enought to cover entire bottom
1
possible. Therefore, their
of skillet) Until it is smoking occUirmaityi „uppl - the
1
vegetables are barely done
cooking thrust has been in.the
hot. Add one cup boiling water
direction of health foods or a
but still crisp. Add the tamari 1
to cornmeal mixture. Mix and
• concentration on the natural,
and just heat through. Serve
drop by spoonfuls into hot
unprocessed food products
over hot, cooked rice, millet,
skillet. Mixture is enough to
1
noodles, or other whole grains.
available. To this end Ron
make approximately six
recently took a Chinese
More tamari may be added at 1
cakes. Brown in skillet until
J.A.
1
cooking class where he
the table.
golden brown on both sides.
learned to use the wok and to
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — that an electrical .spark experts are looking at these
g• ,
develop a repertoire of A federal official says ignited a methane gas possible causes but we haven't
Egg Rolls
Yogurt Soup
company type dishes.
Have Ready
investigators — after months explosion that killed 15 men in ranked them in any order
Yield: 5 cups
Dixieland Center
They have also invested in a of research — have concluded a ',etcher County coal ,mine yet.".
1 lb. egg roll wrappers
one-third cup raisins
H.
N.
last year.
Kirkpatrick,
- Fifteen men were killed commissioner of Kentucky's
March 9, 1976. in Scotia Coal Department of Mines and
Co.'s No. 1 Big Black Minerals, has said the state's
Mountain mine, near Oven investigation also determined
Fork
in
southeastern that the locomotives were the
'Kentucky. Two days later 11 cause of the'first explosion.
AUTHORIZED DEALER
Kirkpatrick said the state
men died in the same shaft
while trying to repair it so the believes the second explosion
<OA AND S•vE
cause of the first explosion was caused when rocks fell
onto a steel roof-bolting
could be investigated.
Joseph Cook, an official of machine, triggering sparks
,i!.ttrkpu
the
federal
Mining that ignited the methane in the
Enforcement and Safety pit.
The men killed in the second
Administration, Which has
been investigating the blasts, explosion had been sent into
said in a telephone interview the mine to shore up the roof
Monday that the first blast and make repairs so that the
'had to come from the vicinity tunnel would be safe for
of two locomotives" in the federal investigators to enter.
tunnel, about three miles back Three MESA inspectors were
among those killed in the
into the shaft.
-The Only ignition source second explosion.
WidOws of men killed in the
was the two locomotives
first explosion have filed a $60
themselves," Cook said.
He said, however, there million lawsuit against Blue
were
many "electrical Diamond Coal Co., the
sources" on the locomotives Knoxville, Tenn., firm which
that could have caused the owns Scotia. Trial has been set
for Sept.6 in Pikeville.
Recently., in
blast.
AttorneYs for families of the separate home taste
Cook said it has been
discovered that there was men killed in the 'second blast
More lovely ideas, just like the kitchen pictured here.
a•ait you in
tests, dark,sparkling Folger's
'My Dream Portfolio The Portfolio shows dozens
loose wiring on at least one of have said a similar suit will be
of `Aays you can
Crystals was compared to each leading
have the kitchen you skant when you sit dov.n with your
MESA's
when
the locomotives — machines filed
professional
kitchen planner Don't %kali Send for your Portfolio
investigation is complete. freeze-dried coffee for richness...and Folger's won'
today Just fill
used
to
haul
men
and
out the coupon below
equipment into and out of the Cook, in a telephone interview
Nearly everyone tasted a difference, and of those
An ...Jr MOUS amount of storage and cabinet
from his Washington office,
pits.
space, plus theTact the
major appliances are located near dining
who
did, most*chose Folger's as richer- tasting.
area, make this IS by It
Cook said the cause of the said MESA would issue it's
kitchen a pleasant room Vertical tray
dividers atop frige make
Now
here's a 75C coupon to help you try
twin
official
report
the
on
second explosion hasn't been
flatskare storage easv
pinpointed yet, but that explosions later this sunlit ier
Folger's Crystals in your own home taste
officials believe it also was
test —and see for yourself that
triggered by an electric spark.
"In that area (where the
second. blast occurred) there
was a battery operated
DRAKESBORO. Ky
delauge system — that is a
system that is put on belts at — The Tennessee
transfer points that would Authority says it has Issued
activate a sprinkling system," bid invitations for a
plant to meet sulfur
coalwshng
Cook said.
The MESA official said the dioxide emission limits at its
wires "leading' into" that Paradise Steam Plant near
equipment probably were here.
TVA says the coal-war n.
damaged
in the first
plant will be one of the taro -1
explosion.
Also, wires leading to a ever built in this countr
telephone
located deep in Ow project will take some thiee
Dada,.
My
dr ,,,NdN NO0,rod,10
Ad P,4A
,
pit
could
have sparked the years to finish and a are
A
second blasTif someone in the force of 500 will be involvi' it
NAVE'
tunnel used it, he said. The the peak of construction Thi,
TAKE THIS COUPON TO YOUR STORE
telephone was powered by a plant is expected tp cost abort
ArsO
,
E ,,
24-volt battery. In addition, a $.50 million.
TVA said the plant is one
"battery operated scoop," a
piece of equipment used to several major construction
carry supplies, also is a projects involved in it,
suspected source of ignition, program to meet sulf;: 'dioxide emission limits at
Cook said.
P's also possible, Cook said, coal burning power plants
The plant will have a
that a "roof fall on a ritof
drill" could have created a capacity of 2,000 tons of
spark that set off the second an hour, TVA said. TVA
the Paradise plant has h... n
blast.
"We've had the rocks the most economical
analyzed in the roof fall and burning power plant 'in
they could have caused heat system.
Bids will be opened
sufficient enough to ignite
AM"
methane." Cook said. "Our August and constructioT;
expected to begin in the

the

Murray
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Electrical Spark Pinpointed
As Cause Of Coal Mine Blast
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ON A RICHERTASTING CUP
OF COFFEE.

FOLGER'S CRYSTALS
TASTES RICHER
THAN ANY
LEADING
FREEZE-DRIED
COFFEE.
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1313 Poplar Benton,,Kentucky.
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irshall County Youth May
Be Youngest Racer In Nation
CALVERT CITY, Ky. I AP)
— At 15 — too young for a
driver's license in most states,
Timmy Brown already is a
winner in the rough and
tumble, no-holds-barred world
of dirt track stock car racing.
Brown, who'll be a
sophomore at Marshall
County High School this fall,
may be one of the youngest
rookie race drivers in the
nation.
"At least I don't know of any
other drivers around here as
young as me," he says.
He spends his Saturday
a 400nights tooling
horsepower car around the
three-eights of a mile dirt oval
Paducah International
at
Raceway.
Brown, who learned to drive
at age 13, already is used to
the winner's circle. He took
his first checkered flag last
month when he was 14.
"I was determined to Oh a
race before I turned 15," he
says. "And I made it just two
days before my birthdziy."
He • competes in this
freewheeling style of racing
against veterans, some more
than twice his age.
"I guess you could say it's
tough out on the track, but
everybody treats me okay,"
he said. "The older drivers
are very helpful and give me
tips on my driving. And their
Mechanics help us out with
any problems we have with
the car."
The youth's pit crew
consists of his father, Roy,
who runs an auto parts shop
here and in Paducah, and
Donnie Russell, Bill Owen,
Bud Jenkins, and Kenny
Bryant. '
Brown's racer is a striped
1972 Camaro that bears only a
superficial resemblance to the
street version of the popular
sports car. Fat eight-inch wide
tires protrUde from the fender
wells. Beneath the hood is a
-377-cubic inch engine. In the
cockpit, padded steel roll bars
and aircraft-type seat belts
tind shoulder harnesses serve
as crash protection.
"We compete in the
sportsman class," he says.
"qhe only difference between
Us and the hotter super stocks
is that they use a four barrel
c,arburator and wider tires."
Still, Brown's car is hot
'enough to turn a lap around
the banked track in 21
the
On
seconds.
straightaways, he says it
Approaches95 miles per hour,

tires spinning," said ,Roy
Brown. "I thought he was
going to take it easy but he
didn't slow down for two laps
and only then when I went out
and flagged him down."
Thus far, the youth has
escaped a major crash. He has
won about $500 this season and
has gained a considerable
local following.
"Kids, especially girls, are
always running up to talk to
Timmy and get him to sign
autographs," Roy Brown said.

Brown has driven about 20
races this season and has
finished first in three and
second in five.
Brown's father says his son
has talked about racing for
several years "so when the
teason started this year he
just went out and did it."
The youth's father said his
son scared him the first time
he slipped behind the wheel of
his racer.
"He shot out of the pits with
the motor reviving' and the

Black Representation
Not In Proportion To
Population Says Agency
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
Kentucky's total of 67 black
elected officials in 1976 was a
157.7 per cent increase over
1969, but the state needs an
additional 372 black office
holders for proportional
representation, a state agency
says.
Blacks made up 7.2 per cent
of Kentucky's population in
1976 and 6.6 per cent of its
voting population, but only one
per cent of its 6,561 elected
officials, according to a report
by the Kentucky Commission
on Human Rights.
"I would say Kentucky has
lagged quite a bit in recent
years behind some other
states: said Lyman.Johnson,
retired head of the National
the
for
Association
Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) Louisville
branch.
Kentucky ranked 15th
among the 50 states in its
number of black officials in
1970, but sinceliai slipped to
23rd place, the report stated.
Eleven of the 22 states
ahead of Kentucky were
southern states, including
Louisiana,
Alabama,
Mississipii and Tennessee.
"We have brought to
Louisvilleisome (black)
elected officials from these
other states afd they chided
us," Johnson swid.
Edgar
and
Johnson
Wallace, state NAACP
director, agreed that racism
does not entirely account for
the low number of black
officials.
"I think part of our
difficulty now is that some

',you hate termites
and other pests,
you'll loveTerminix

(blacks) who are capable are
reluctant to come out and
sacrifice," Johnson said.
"Sometimes you have to give
up a reasonable income to
xampaign."
"To run for public office
requires considerable
personal sacrifice, in terms of
your family, business, or
whatever," said Wallace,a atlarge candidate for the Urban
County Council here.
"The first step is the hard
one for a black candidate,
whether it be to offer himself
for a position or to be
appointed to a position,"
Wallace said. "If he can do the
job, the white population will
accept him and probably._r.
elect him.'If you can't do the
job, it doesn't matter whether
you're black or white."
"Some capable negroes are
shirking their responsibilities
to come out and help,"
Johnson said. "And some who
would like to wear the armor
are not competent."

1. Ask about our conditional
$150.000 Iermde damage
guarantee 2. Free insper
lions. 3. Economical
quarterly pest control 4. Trusted

Ed Ray, a naturalist at the Land Between The Lakes Environmental Education Center,
explains to visitors last weekend the characteristics of birds found on the 170,000-acre
public demonstration area run by the Tennessee Valley Authority in western Kentucky
and Tennessee. The Environmental Education Center conducts many tours dealing
with the plants and wildlife of the area. A list of these special activities can be found in
"Preview."
(TVA Photo by Tom Eblen)

MUM
HOT SHAVE

SAXONY SHAG
EIARWICK MILLS'
SAXONY
INDULGE YOURSELF IN
ELEGANCE WITH BARWICK'S
SAXONY (PP3095), A
SMART LOOKING 100%
HEAT SET NYLON SAXONY
PLUSH IN YOUR CHOICE
OF 11 COLORS.

ONE
WEEK
ONLY

SMASH HIT
BARWICK's 100% NYLON
FIBER IS SKILLFULLY
BLENDED
TODAY'S
MODERN MULTI-TONE
COLORATIONS. AN
EXPENSIVE LOOK FOR THE
BUDGET-MINDED,AVAILABLE IN 8 TWEED COLORATIONS.

15.83
C-110-12
KODACOLOR
FILM

LIMIT 2

$6

95

A

4.10r.
.4 et
•.

liebedy kites pests like Torsi* bates pests.
Member lawray Chamber ot Commerce,
Member Nations/ Pest Control Assoc.,
Member Kentucky Pest Control Assoc.

OLD SPICE
A/S LOTION

LIMIT 2
.41(

753-8398

MR. COFFEE
AUTOMATIC
COFFEEMAKER

26.44

1.44

LIMIT 2

CB600

IMAM
TABLETS

•

TROPIC SUN
DARK TANNING LOTION

BOTTLE OF 100

e

2.35

1.31

994
BEGLEY'S

PRICES GOOD WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

DRUG

STORES

l

ot

SALE ENDS JUNE 20
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVE

BRITISH STERLING
AFTER SHAVE

\

The
Schick
hot lath. rlira •

sopeciae Day-

SCHICK
HOT LATHER
DISPENSE

Machin.

3.8 OZ

5.00

MENNEN SKIN BRACER
*
0
reTi Wi

11.88
by Ciskei

MENS SHAVER

29.64

32.44

THE SHOWER MASSAGE

MR. COFFEE
MC S
10-CUP
AUTOMATIC COFFEEMAKER

HAND HELD

27.27
WALL MOUNT

DARK TANNING

5.99
BEACH
BALL
59C

200

32 OZ

AB3

lonnoprIP

BEGLEY'S
SUSAN LEIGH

MILK BATH
CLAIROL
AIR BRUSH

SMOKING
----WITHDRAWAL
S V ST EYM

10" x 17"

HI BACHI
GRILL

32.44

ONE STEP
AT A
TIME

-

8 OZ

Mai
SM2

16.88

LOTION

1.27

REMINGTON XLR 1000

Soothes Tired. Aching Feet With Thermostatically
Controlled Heat And Vibratory Water Massage

SM3

6 Oz

116

THE FOOT FIXER

52
2 RING
POOL
SQ. VD.

4% 02

SYSTEM

TROPIC
SUN

eft*
CARPE

'40.,

r

There also are other
realities in a campaign,
Wallace. said, the most
important being organization
and financial backing.
Noting that only five of
Kentucky's 67 elected black
officials were women in 1976,
Wallace said women, both
black and white, traditionally
had more trouble gathering
support for a campaign.
Although the NAACP must
remain nonpartisan and does
not endorse candidates,
NAACP officials would like to
see
more
women
in
government, Wallace said.

RPEt
SALE

nationwide for over 46 year
5. All chemicals EPA
registered

Irl-

8.88 16.77

1.08
AGREE

31 OZ

CONDITIONER

PAPER
PLATES

REG.
t OILY.
Fr or WITH
Ilk BALSAM

88

PACKAGE
OF 100

ANBESOL

w 6 X 15
4imar
-- FLEX
/ WALL
POOL

97t

91t

BEGLEY'S
Jae,SUSAN LEIGH
HERBAL

12.88
9 1/2 IN.
PLAY BALLS

SHAMPOO

balsa
instant

16 OZ

3.66 . 83t

w.IA Protein

BEGLEY'S
SUSAN LEIGH
BALSAM
INSTANT
CONDITIONER
16 OZ

744

r-

Purdom's, Inc.

ICE TRAYS

753-4872

TWIST'N OUT
2 PACK

2020.5th

Murray, Ky.

dm 4,

4110

5x7 COLOR ENLARGEMENT
j

FLASHCUBES

9

From any standard color negative
or slide
good thru June 30
with
csupc"

(motel k

er
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BREA

CHICKEN

FRESH
FRYER

•

89

5.

NORTHSIDE

SOUTNSIDE

6 AM - 10 PM
'DAILY
Closed
Sunday

GREAT
', FOR
GRILLIING!

7 PM - 9 PM
DAILY
OPEN SUN.
NOON-9 PM

LB.

AMiLY PAK•MIXED PARIS

CUT-LIP FRYING CHICKEN-

GPlea8ineYou...
Plea8e8GU8I

CHICKEN LIVERS

PORK CHOPS

394
,

f.S & IHIL474S I 0,1t T Ht

WHOLE FRYER LEGS

69`
69'

NIf 44,, 7

SMOKED PORK CHOPS
PORK BACKRIBS

1/4 PORK

LOIN

SLICED INTO

94;

JUICY PORK
CHOPS,

SAIWit00t4t

When you are pleased with your grocery
shopping... you come back. People have
been coming back to Jim Adams for 13
years.

LB.

11SSOE

Jim Adams believes in customer service,
volume pricing, and you! You make the
difference at Jim Adams IGA.
We buy for less and sell for less because
our customers make volume buying a reality.

UIN I NI ,

PORK ROAST

/
1
4 HAM
AMIL Y PAP.3 Lb U72 MUktt

SAVE MONEY!

4I

DOZEN

NO
WINNER

NO
WINNER

Ak Mc-J..1P

:Ft

FOR

Size Box
SAVE: 66'

CAN

Nti

o PICKLE
MIX SPICES

MACARONI &
CHEESE
P

YELLOW

46 OZ
CAN

SWEET CORN
JUICY LB

RED Or WHITE GRAPES
CRISP 6 OZ PKG.

RED RADISHES
JUICY LB.

RED PLUMS

Martha White

SPUDFLAKES

Pouch
20z

Blackeye

PEAS
303 Size Can

3 7
FOR

APPLESAUCE

cr• WINDOW

CLEANER

49' 40,79' 3

PRICES GOOD THRU
TUESDAY, JUNE 21, 1977

69'.
Stock Up Now...
We have a

Shedd
'
s Soft Spreaa

OLEO

full line of

2lb.894

canning supplies
at every day low prices.

Treasure Isle

LEMONS

3/$1
99`
2/29`
59'

No. 235
SIZE

BISCUITS

79

6 PACK 8 OZ. CANS

BREADED SHRIMP

9,

C

DOZEN)
41
IGA• READY TO BAKI

15 OZ. PKG

(s sj

SUNKIST

NABISCO•DOUBLE STUFF OR

89d,
OREO
COOKIES

DILL
PICKLES

QUANTITY RIGHTS
RESERVED.
We Accept U.S.DA. Food Stamps

59'

CELERY

"Your Assurance Of Quality"
in Meat

59

'0 FRUIT
DRINK
GOOE) I

$109
Welcome
Food Stamp
Shoppers

CRISP•NO. 36 SIZE STALK

49c

I e-1

TV
oz.DINNERS

RDA

if

EARS
FOR

BEEF

Grain

Banquet•Frozen

Pkg.

•Pmk..

U.S. CHOICE

ivottE

LUNCHES
12 OZ

fret

U S
Beer

ON

t.01

t,

99c 59'

LUNCHEON MEAT
GREAT

,Aild Save M

il1/1 Adams We
eature IQA Tabiero,

$179

Big King

0 TOMATO
JUICE

TREET

FljavY Etas t
18-25 Lb.
Avg. Wt

At

CHEER All-Temp-A-Cheer
DETERGENT

NORTHSIDE; $60000
SOUTHSIDE: $600'

SOUTHSIDE

maees Bone.ess
Roasts, Steae,.
Cubed Beef et,
/laye
..7 t4e7

U.S. Choice
Grain Fed

rein, Tender 8. Ju,

This Week's Cash Award...

$1200

`UV, MEAT"

EGGS
LARGE

Lb. 79]
4

17

BONELESS CHUCK ROLL

1GA TABLERITE

GRADE "A"

44,

A NIA WAS TO 1

Buy Your Meat The War ff
'Rittsfaurarit i3CrysTiT
as
... Cut It UP YOuf8;I, the
Way You VVant It

It's THE TOTAL ON THE
TAPE THAT COUNTS!" Check Out These Values
At JIM ADAMS.
WIN... Free Cash
Bankroll!

NORTHSIDE

GROUND
BEEF

S CHOICE

SAVE .66'
SAVE •.. 97'
SAVE..24'

z.

l

BONELESS CHUCK ROAST

Come by Jim Adams and be one of the
People Pleaser Shoppers.

Last Week's Drawing

—Bucket Of Burgers! --

SLAB SLICED BACON
OS CHuICt • SriOULOt 5-7 CUT
SWISS STEAK

A vit00- VI(G •

$1 19

14 0,$189

Luck Leaf
Big 22 oz. Can

CHERRY PIE FILLING

89'

I(,A •AIVIE RIC AN

CHEESE
SINGLES
120Z PKG

4lUV

HOT DOG
BUNS

49c
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Senators Say

,s

,
4 41.

Officials Counter Fire Theory

State Shorted

Dennis Huff, 26, Morganfield, Ky., hurls his tomahawk at the block during the knife
and tomahawk throwing contest at Land Between The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre outdoor recreation and public demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee.
The competition was part of a gathering sponsored by the Kaintuck Muzzleloaders
(TVA Photo by Mark Lyons)
Memorial Day weekend.

Withdrawal Of Nominations To
Historic Register Requested

,

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)
Historic
--Kentucky
Preservation_ Officer Eldred
Mclton has asked that the
nomination of a part of the
Paris Pike and four other
districts to the National
Register of Historic Places be
withdrawn to give property
owners a chance to comment.
A six-mile section of the
Lexington to Paris road was
placed on the national register
the
at
16
May
recommendation of the
Historic
Kentucky
Preservation Review Board.
Nominations of the other
districts.-...still . are kendiry
before the National 'Park
Service.
Mrs. Melton asked the park

service to return all five
nominations so that Kentucky
can comply with the Tax
Reform Act of 197E1.
Donna Hopkins, resource
protection officer for the
Heritage
Kentucky
Commission, said Monday the
-':simple
a
recall
is
technicality." She said she
doubted the board would
decide against nominating
any of the districts when its
reconsiders them in the fall.
Mrs. Melton could not be
reached for comment, but said
in a prepared statement that
the recall was necessary to
with the Provision of a
iomply,
•- says.
reder al - w
property owners in -districts
nominated to the register

Free forfthe Asking!
write

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307,Murray, KY 42071

fr,
ks WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT

DAYTONA BEACH

• .‘

FOR THE PRICE OF A ROOM

Am

Enjoy your own private villa at the World's
,Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes ttom
Disney World. We have bus tours. 3
.
famous resturants; The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House.
Each villa completely equipped for
i \ housekeeping, air conditioned,
with spacious lawns, room
telephones, TV, shopping center.
•
7.--OCEAN BATHING
Of
2 Swimming pools, recreation hall,
playground. Golf, tennis privileges.
An easy drive to all Florida attrac.-.4.
tions. Pets welcome. Fishing, JaiV
Alai. Auto.. Dog Racing.
I,*`*s'
larger units available
A

flirt

li

VAPCAnTeI(ON)

floor
plan

should have a "reasonable
opportunity" for comment.
The law also requires
owners of a nominated
historical property being used
for commercial purposes to be
notified of potential tax
benefits.
The law provides tax
incentives for restoring
for
historic
buildings
commercial use.
In my opinion, home
owners of individual property
within the historic districts
may not have been, given
sufficient notice of the intent
to nominate their property or
a reasonable opportunity to
ceniwnent,';-Mis.
"By bringing these districts
back, we intend to fulfill these
conditions tb the satisfaction
of the law."
Meanwhile, Stuart Victor,
assistant
to
state
Transportation Secretary
Calvin Grayson.said Monday
the agency had not been
informed of the recall.
"Without having 'some better
idea of what it's all about, we
could not comment," he said.

WASHINGTON (AP)
Democratic Sens. Walter
-Dee" -Huddleston and
Wendell Ford of Kentucky say
government
the
has
shortchanged the Bluegrass
state by about $7 million in
public works job money.
They said Monday they've
asked Commerce Secretary
Juanita M. Kreps for an
immediate recalculation of
the state's share of the phase
two allocation of the public
jobs funds.
They pointed out that the
statutory minimum allocation
for Kentucky is $30 minion —
some $7 million less than
allocated
to
Kentucky
counties and communities last
week.
"Officials from several
communities have contacted
us indicating that they believe
they are entitled to local
public works funds based on
the distribution formula
established under the law,"
the senators said. "Needless
to say, this error will cause
great inequities and much
consternation among areas
with very high unemployment
that did not receive initial
funding.
As you know,the timetable
for this program affords
applicants no delays in
resubmitting previous
projects or. developing new
ones," they told Mrs. Kreps.
"We look forward to hearing
from you at the earliest
possible date and trust these
inequities will be taken care of

Father's Day Specials

SHOES

SUITS
$1IV
noo

The next regular meeting of
the Histroic Preservation
Review Board is scheduled
Sept. 10. The board will hold a
special meeting June 21 to
nomination
discuss
procedures to comply with the
Tax Reform Act.
The other districts in
question are Cincinnati and
Southern Depot in Scott
County; West Main Street in
Jefferson County; Minorsville
in Scott County, and Shelby
County Courthouse and Main
Street Commercial District in
Shelby County.
The designation of a section
of the pike as a historic
district fueled controversy
over the state's plan to w,iden
the road.

GOOD
SELECTION

32-0Z.
NESTEA
USE YOUR
BANK CREDIT
CARD

ICED TEA
MIX
•

Nestea
iced tea mix

The Transportation
Department has proposed
widening the highway to four
lanes with a 40-foot median,to
facilitate traffic and safety.
904 111 the 7-11141
Opponents say there has not
X
For free color brocnure arid information wrote
been enough study of alternate
Dept. #730
ELLINOR VILLAGE RESORT
routes,
and that the plan
32074
ORMOND BEACH, FLA.
would wipe out hundreds of
Name
• stately shade trees and miles
Address
of hand-built stone walls as
Zip
State,
.
e City,
well as eat chunks out
b
.
of valuable horse farms.

2-LB. BAG
KITCHEN FRESH

WITH SUGAR & LEMON

197

AT BIG K!

SUMMER

CANDY
ASSORTMENT

REG. 2.17
Nestea's sugar and lemon
flavored iced tea mix comes
in large cannister for lots of
summer refreshment.

REG.

1.5-0Z. SURE
ROLL-ON

riEmiNGTON
CHALLENGER

MODEL CH-1

LD,EGULAR OR 1,_INSCENTED

OUR
REG.
1.27

Reduced as much as

Lowrey Organs

4

s400°°

VALUABLE

oUR
PEG.
83C

OUR REG. 1.07

COUPON

.0 SVC'
.11.04.11

5"x7" PHOTO

•

'HOLifiQr

151/C"

DISPOSABLE 1
LIGHTER

ENLARGEMENT

IREG.88C

Sayings on
Lowrey
$20000
Organs Start at
fiVipAl

Olympic Plaza

Unique comfort dial adjusts to 4
shaving positions
plus 2 feature positions-- trimmer
and power clean.
Dad will love it!

TOOTHPASTE

788

CONRAD's

RFG
88
21 88

MOUTHWASH

5-0Z. GLEEM

Used Wurlitzer

Organ

19

12-0Z.
SCOPE

At Drastically Reduced Prices

Pianos

CORD
SHAVER

OUR REG. 2 37

Conrad's is Moving Back
To Paducah

Everything in the Store
Must Be Sold

88C

Tasty orange slices,
spice drops or gum
drops in 2-lb. tie-top
bag.

ANTIPERSPIRANT

111M MAMA
.

MOVING SALE

PANTS

Prices
Good Rue
Monday

IOUR

from
$131:1
Villa for 4
1110 of 305 units]

SETTLEWORKMAN CO.

WORK CLOTHES

ENJoy

Villa for the
price of a room

PAJAMAS

SHIRTS

•

immediately."

GE
ELL11%tIt111101111T •_

PARKING '..‘.

SOUTHGATE, Ky. (AP) — Zebra Room, where the fire
"What we are talking about that the major toxin in this fire
Two medical officials have presumably started, could
is small amounts of very toxic was carbon monoxide," he
countered the theory that have killed victims.
substances. It seems to me said.
victims of the Beverly Hills
Supper Club fire, which
claimed 162 lives, could have
died from toxic gases given off
by burning plastics.
Nichols,
George
Dr.
Cincinnati, who will become
Chief Medical Examiner for
Good Selection Of 14
1
Men's Dress
Kentucky July 1, defended
Campbell County Coroner Dr.
-.Fred Stine's decision against
Sizes A thru E
requiring autopsies for all the
Sizes 141
/
2thru 19
victims.
Reg. and Longs
"Dr. Stine is being vilified
for doing an excellent job
dress and casual shoes, canvas shoes and work shoes,
under the circumstances. He
western beets,jogger shoe, Converse, Pro Kids
for
blamed
shouldn't be
anything," said Dr. Nichols,
presently attached to the
Hamiton County Forensic
lens
Men's
Center in Cincinnati. Dr.
Dross
Nichols will be responsible for
establishing procedures for all
Kentucky coroners.
Downtown Shopping Center
Off
Nichols said Dr. Stine acted
Off
properly in seeking first to
Reg. Price
Wrapping
Gift
Free
Reg.
Price
identify the victims. He said
autopsies for all the victims
would not have produced any
Bross Straw Rats
valid scientific data.
lea's
Billfolds
"Even if they did find toxic
Work Socks Bross Socks
combustion products in the
Ties
people's systems, they would
Matching Sets
Jeans
not know if that came from
Bolts
combustion of the clothing
Knit Shirts
Overalls
people were wearing," Dr.
;
Light
Nichols said. He said
Weight Jackets )
Work Caps
Underwear (By lanes)
investigators would have to
know exactly where each
SIPop Settle-Workman for quality mervictim was when stricken and
what was burning.
chandise at a reasonable price. We always
Dr. Nichols discounted
appreciate your business.
reports that cyanide gases
from burning chairs in the

PIOARNGOASNasnd
753-1424

•
vra

Bic butane lighter gives you
thousands of flicks.

Good thru June 17, 1977

11111211.11
,BANKAMERIC ART
,for

Bel-Air Shopping Center

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

Limit Rights Reserved

master charge

7/3-8777
Equal Opportunity Employer

a
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Prices Good
through Monday

- fire
"he
.13,(
1.1.6\10
Frames Drake
FOR 'THURSDAY,
JUNE 14, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

vi

1

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ere
Some misleading influences.
Take no promises for granted.
Get everything in writing and,
above all, be cautious in dealing
with strangers.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tgiUY"
Your impressions about
certain acquaintances will be
valid, but don't spread the
word. Some information is best
kept secret.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 116/11
9
A day in which a personal
ambition may be happily
fulfilled. You finally get the
backing you wanted — and
needed.
CANCER ,
(June 22 to July 23) et)
Delays and obstacles may be
: the order of the day but such
challenges can boomerang in
your favor if you stress your
determination and foresight.
LEO
- (July 24 to Aug. 23) 124ic
Being in the right place at the
right time could be the key to a
new opportunity or an adventurous experience on this
highly stimulating day. Keep all
senses alert.
•, VIRGO
; (Aug. 24 to Sept 23) /V LSI
Warning signals are up where
behavior and disposition are
: concerned! Without realizing it,
you could be too quick to
; prescribe or criticize — with
unhappy results.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Ari
, Family concerns and personal interests share beneficial
planetary influences. Day's
• harvest should please.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Avoid haste. You have plenty
of time to handle obligations.
Heed the suggestions of loved
ones. They could prove extremely valuable.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Do not be swayed by your
emotions. Objectivity will bring
you a clearer view of all
situations. A romantic involvement will call for an extremely perceptive eye.
CAPRICORN
I Dec. 12 to Jan. 201 V
You may find that you have
cluttered your schedule with a
lot of nonessentials. Revise, cut
them out, and eliminate waste
motion, too. Stay on course!
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Certain suggestions must be
ignored, others accepted
quickly. The Aquarian's gift for
seeing through a maze of
complexities should result in a
field day.
PISCIM
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C.
Be discriminating. No matter
what the situation, don't judge
on surface appearances only.
Don't completely disregard
first impressions of strangers,
.• however.

3,044;

MENS
KNIT
MENS
DOUBLE KNIT

SPORT
COAT
T-shirt has taped
neck with set-in
col larette. 100°.
flat knit fabric in
sizes S-XL. Assorted colors.

es,
urn
top

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a highly receptive
mind, a remarkable memory
and unusual adaptability. Also
extremely foresighted, you
have a talent for guessing
"what's coming" and being
able to make changes in
decisions and actions at a
moment's notice. Your versatility is outstanding; also
generosity, imagination,
progressiveness and
inventiveness. There are many
fields in which you could excel
career-wise, but you would
probably be happiest in art,
literature or music. Birthdate
of: Gustavus V,King of Sweden.

di.
4
ons
pomer
an.
It ,

REG. 19.88
Smartly fashioned 100°c textured polyester double knit sport toats.
Blazer style; single breasted. Sizes
36 to 46 in dark solids and medium
and light toiled fancies.

MENS
FRAYED

ZODIAC

TEE
SHIRT

TIES

Attractive 4-In-hand ti.es of imported European fabrics. Full,
tipped, double lined. Assorted.

ITT
MAGICFLASH

MENS

PAJAMAS

88

88

6

Heather ring neck T-shirt
with screened zodiac designs in sizes S,M,L.

-.
•
I

CUT-OFF
SHORTS

MENS

66

1000 0 Cotton snorts with 2 front and
2 back pockets, frayed bottom. In
denim or assorted novelty screen
prints. SI Zt's 29 to 38.

Coat style palamas with piping around collar and facing.
50/50 polyester/cotton. Sizes
S,M,L in assorted prints and
solids.

MOREL
EF211

ELECTRONIC
FLASH
FOR PRONTO

j

88C

Neatly styled short
sleeve, four buttoned
pullover (with placket_and collar). Solid
color with matching
horizontal
chest
stripe or overall 4color stripes. Sizes
small to x-large.

----A
Less than 2C per
flash (after initial
purchase).
Replaces expensive
flashbars.

Ek4

Comfortable short s eeve jump_ s,pit; front belted with buckle,
'
2 chest pockets wit emblem, 2
front and 1 back pocket. Elastic
waist. h5 '35 polyester/cotton, in
assorted colors. Sizes S to XL.

KODAK

INSTANT
CAMERA
3584

Dress slacks in 50/50 polyester/cotton stub linen; with
Iwo front pockets, 2 back
reese pockets, flare bottom
legs, belt loops, and ban-roll
curtain,. waist. (Belt not included). Sizes 29-40 in light
Blue and light Tan.

MENS
LEATHER

Features ZOOM'ng-circ(e distance finder: electronic shutter and silicon photo sensor..
a few turns of the crank.
Prints eject
Beautiful color pictures in minutes.
S5.00 CONSUMER REBATE

SANDAL
FROM MEXICO

77
11[(i. 8.88
Leather uppers with brass stud and ring
trim. Non-slip tire tread sole. Sip". 7-11.

MENS STEP-IN
00

6

Check
Your
Ad,

Moc vamp and self
braid trim. Rope platform, low wedge heel
and , ro;ie-,,n,

LADIES

TEE SHIRTS
ot•
•L°

et#.
4
1

LADIES PREWASHED

DENIM SHORTS

RFG.

WITH NOVELTY
APPLIQUE

MENS & LADIES

BEACH ROAMERS

5
00
2
PAIR
FOR

. 88C

or•
Ady•rtisers
reqoasted to check the
first insertion °t ads tor
Th,s
correction
newspaper twat be
respons,ble for only
one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOUID BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
Cr' SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULO
AND NOTIFY US PROM
PTLY IN CASE OF AN

s you

ERROR

•

For fun in. the sun Prewashed denim jeans
with pockets, belt loops, and fringed bottoms.
Sizes 8 to 16.

master charge

Adorable appliqued T-shirts have
"Jeans" on front. Care-free 50/50
^olyester/cotton in assorted colors.
Sizes small, mediury, large.

Limit Rights Reserved

Thick spongy sandwich
sole. Thcf .
styling of sturdy rut ber. Ladies sizes
10, Men'-; 7-12.

Short sleeve T-shirts of 55/45
cotton/rayon,
have sayings,
questions, or initials on front.
Sizes S,M,L.

753.8777 Bel-Air Shopping Center
Acres of Free Parking

9-9 Mon.-Sot.
1-6 Sunday

Pi

illumumucule
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Need Them:
153.1411
153.1621
153-6952
153-9332

Fire
Police
Rescue
Ambulance
Hospital
Emergency
Humane Society

PIANO IN
STORAGE
Beautiful spinet-console stored locally.
Reproted like new.
party
Responsible
can take at big
low
on
saving
balance
payment
Write Joplin Piano
Co., Joplin, Missouri
64801.

153-3994
153-6622
153-1588
153-0929
153-NEED
153-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

EARN EXTRA' vacation
money. Take orders for
Lisa Jewelry. Call for
CATALOG
FREE
SALES KIT on toll Free
800-631-1258.

business 04 rf you
opening strew business wit*
companion lines. Call Cecil
Hudson, 117-336-3030 or
write American liandicrafts
3 Tandy Center, Fort War*,

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $1.40. East service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

Antennas
IV Service Center
753-5165

FREE LESSONS. Learn
crewel
needlepoint,
embroidery, crochet
and smocking. Rug
yarns. Yarn cutters,
$2.98. Make latch hook
rugs and pillows for half
the price of pre-cut
yarn. 15 per cent
discount to Senior
Citizens. Hc%se of
Thousands in Fox
Meadows, South 16th St.
Murray's Newest Yarn
Shop. For lesson information call 753-3855.
Master Charge, Bank
Americard.

homeowners in the yen
oral oreo will be given the
opportunity of haying new
DuPont Tedlar House Siding
applied to their home with
optional decorative work at
0 very low cost
Premium 30 Siding has a non
pro rated - Transferable - 40
This °mai
Year Guarantee
trig new product has cap
tu red the interest of home
owners throughout the
United States who ore fed
up with constant pointing
4 and other matntenonce
costs It will lost you o life
time land provides full in
sulatoon summer and win
ter as well os fire proter
Iton Our new product Can
bre used over every type of
home including frame on
crate block asbestos stuc
co etc. It comes in a choice
of colors and is now going to
be introduced to the Calloway

601 A 11511
FOR *MOW
You'll find it in the Navy
You'll travel to exciting
places. Work on space age
equipment. Get top benefits,
career training and a great
figure. For more information

home

con be a show ploce in tne
county and we will make
worth your while if we con
use your horne for advert,
ng For on appointment
mail within 3 days name
and address to

5 Lost And Found
Nor,.

FOUND BLACK and
white Tom cat with
mustache Sunday night
at Seven Seas parking
lot. To claim call 7624185 between 8 a.m . and
4:30, ask for Paula.

Address
City
State
Phone

Crossword Puzzler
Anse, rutoesCiar Pu li

MOO mama uniQ
Ode 000011 MOM
Medea WOOOMOM
MORRO OW021
BOW Odd AO
MOO Mee amuse
Med UMW =OW
WORM Oda Med
MA MAW Odd
WOMB @WOO
UMUMUMU =USW
UMW Medd Ade
MUM simmaJ uam

icr
t.cd

,

-

T.9etao
e61
,I Cont.^und

sta.e
,t stand
•,
"1l4 se and tail
ocean
3? Sum up
P geon pea
4 Es,sls
Be ,or aye
, 4 ArtJat being .36 Uncouth
person
Snetfe
14 Created
2E E dthAtt seed
cPstobance
28 VvInditite
4' Sunburn
24 N,-,Se
4 3 Semi
Sr a IC
fvec,ous
30 Southern'.•
s'ene
31 Males

Oij

t'rapes'
, tten
t,,ce

5

3

t H.
J

4 '
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1

22
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tatty
46 Al a
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41 irritate
49 Want
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-
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7
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MANAGER
RELIEF
needed, prefer some
sales experience, must
be able to run a cash
register. No phone calls,
apply in person only to
Vernons Western Store,
Olympic Plaza, Murray.

MILLIONS OF rugs have
been cleaned with Blue
Lustre. It's America's
finest. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.

EXPERIENCED
remodeling help. Part
time secretary. Apply at
Roy Harmon Carpenters
Shop, next to Murray
Drive In Theatre.

DIAMOND
WEDDING
ring, used lawn mowers,
boat motors. Call 7537836.
THE PROVEN carpet
cleaner. Blue Lustre is
easy on the budget.
Restores forgotten
colors. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."

Management position
now open with Electrolux. If accepted, excellent earning opportunities while learning. When qualified
you
will
attend
management training
school.
Following
graduation and appointment as a branch
manager, $300 per
week
guaranteed
available.
Want
stable, career minded
person willing to give
full committment. Call
1-443-6460. Ask for Jim
Mason.
A. Equal Opportunity Ea-

I

- . 30 30 31 1.12

-

AVAILABLE
NOW..
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.

MUSIC STORE handling
complete line of musical
instruments. Has exclusive on several lines
of musiral instruments
located in good Illinois
city.
Byerfinder,
Sikeston, MO.

44 Mans name

•

TRAINED SEWING
machine operator
at
Apply
wanted.
ManufacCalloway
turing Company.

A

:•:
:
.7 7 23 7.;,'--177:::4:::::):

25 76

4

•

7

LARGE FURNACE and
stoker for sale. Call 7538660 or see at Blackford
House, 1804 Coldwater
Rd.

10 Business Opportunity

r-4--td,,

5t
SS Mats snare
5f, Sea ,n 66.a
Female iiitt
,
"Mounta
_t

e

OUTSIDE DOORS for
mobile home. One girls
bike, Peafowl. Call 4742297.

*Yet.

--,

C
Ren
39 Rey
4
1' Pre. CciiHesoatt•'•
14 T

VACUUM
STOVE,
CLEANER, and largc
rug. Call 753-0764 cis.
Tuesdays and Thursdays, after 5 p.m.

MANAGEMENT
TRAINEES

Cell roar NAVY RECRUITER et
502-443-621112 call collect.

TEDLAR

USED AIR conditioners
Call 753-9104 or 753-1551,
Dill electric.

SOMEONE TO WORK in
Experience
timber.
but
not
helpful
necessary. Top wages
paid. Age no barrier.
Call 753-2359.

and

WANTED
HOMES

GLASS
PLATE
showcases, we also buy
used showcases. Call
753-1836.

EXPERIENCED
PAINTERS, steady
work.. For interview call
753-5287 or 753-0839.

PI Towers

entre' Cann

COMPLETE IN ground
vinyl liner pools installed as low as
$5,500.00. Call collect for
rillire information 15021
328-8567 or 1502) 3552838

$2.70 HOUR for part time
servicing of greeting
card department in 2
drug stores. Dial 1-4446444.

A phone call to us can
SAVE
you several
DOLLARS
on your

'3L.2 acres hay on Penny Road. Yours for
cutting.
Phone
753-1362

TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.

OPENING FOR two
ladies to do sales work.
Not door to door selling.
Part time, $89 per week,
full time $200 and up.
For interview send
phone -number and
address to M. Bucy, 1600
Avenue,
Dodson
Murray, Ky. 42071.

TX. 76102.

JESUS CHRIST own
words found in Mark
16:15,16. And he said
unto them, Go ye into all
the world and preach the
to • every
gospel
that
creature. He
believeth and is baptized
shall be saved; but he
that believeth not shall
be damned." For further information consult
For
Bible.
your
assistance call 753-0984.

'

IF YOU think home fires
always happen to other
people. give this ad to a
friend. Smoke Alarm
battery operated by
Water Pik, $29.99.
'Wallin Hardware.

CRAFTS

MIDNIGHT
EVERY FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY
NIGHT.

Your

COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold
and sterling. tall 7539232.
15 Articles For Sale
Lawn
Riding
A MF
Mower, 7 h. p. Briggs &
Stratton motor. $100.00.
Call 1-354-6217.

Apply
MECH AN C
:Murray Muffler and
Automotive Center. 7th
and Maple Street

Ownerships new available
with American Nendkrefts
voii have existing
if

UNTIL

area

WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy,. Call
753-5669.

ADDRESSERS WANTED IMMEDIATELY!
Work at home - no experience necessary
excellent pay Write
Anwrican Service, 8350
Park Lane, Suite 261/,
Dallas. TX 75231

FACTORY
BELTONE
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.

IS NOW OPEN

Co.

WANT TO BUY cheap car
for Demolition Derby in
running condition. Call
753-6194 after 5:30 p. m.

WEEKLY
$200.00
stuffing
POSSIBLE
envelopes. Send a selfstamped
addressed
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.

WHAT WE do best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.

PERKINS

PAIICAXE
HOUSE

THREE TO ten acres
homesite in country.
call 753-4034.

6 Help Wanted

153-5131

Comprehersue
Care
Poison Control
Senior Citizens
Needline
learn to Read

LOST - LONG haired
female cat, brown and
orange with white flea
collar. Storey and
Meadow Lane. Call 7536449.

WATKINS
FOR
Products.. Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.

If You

14 Want To Buy

5 Lost And Found

2 Notice

2 Notice

4
• •,

•.

f:
5 52
.a
/

BLACKFORD
HOUSE
for rent. Buy inventory
and lease space or
owner will close out
inventory and lease
space. Call 753-8660 or
see at 1804 Coldwater
Rd.
11 Instructions
THE
SKYDIVING
Greatest sport in the
world. Learn how to,
USPA Rep. Dial 7539552.

23. Exterminatmg

lb Home Furnishings

Oldest home
owned L operated
. in Calloway Co.

MAPLE HALF bed with
headboard.
bookcase
_
Call 753-4921
UPHOLSTERED
SWIVEL chair, $10.
Large table lamp, $10.
Large aluminum ice
chest, $12.50. Desk
chair, $10.00. Call 7531836.

no(OEM
•1116.1111111.11

GREEN COUCH and
chair, good condition.
$50. Call 753-4506.

Phone 753-3914

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Dm South 13th

18 Sewing Machines
FIRE SALE used Singer
sewing machine, zig zag
and all regular attachments. Fully
guaranteed, sews
perfect. Full cash price,
$29.50. Call Martha
Hopper, 354-8619 or
write Route 5, Benton,
Ky.
19 Farm Equipment
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.
per bale. Premium
guaranteed,
quality
$10.99 per bale. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. ,
WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery
on Hardin 80 East. Call
437-4801.

24 Miscellaneous

CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
mattresses,
a-11
Healthopedic or foam.
Also see their elegant
gallery of. furniture,
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass. WISES WEST
KY. MATTRESS AND
1136
FURNITURE
South 3rd, Paducah.
Phone 1-443-7323.

EIGHT ROK no till. A. C.
Planter, ready to plant.
Call 753-5124.
NEW HOLLAND hay
conditioner, $350, and a 2
row Case rotary hoe.
Call 436-2149.
TD 18 International
dozer. Good condition.
$8,500. Call 1-898-3429.
20 Sports Equipment
FIBERGLASS army
landing boat, 16' long
and 5 wide, 18" sides.
Will haul 3700 lbs. flat
boat, $150. Call 753-7580
after 5
14 FT. RUNABOUT, 40
h.p.1-lvinrude motor and
trailer $750. Call 7535918
HOUSEBOAT 33' River
6.
Sleeps
Queen
Economical, 50 h. p.
Mercury outboard. Slip
Kenlake Marina. Asking
$5,010 Must sell. Call
753-8(156.
15' ALUMINUM BOAT,
make offer. Call 7539400.
FOR SALE - set of
Spalding "Future Pro"
golf clubs, for ages 6-12.
Includes: 1 wood, 3
irons, 1 putter, and golf
bag. All in excellent
condition. Call 753-3624.
18 F1'. DEEP "V" boat
with 100 h. p. Johnson
with trailer. Ready to
go. Price, $1750. Phone
after 6 p. m. 753-8234.

SALE - AIR Conditioners. While they
last all deluxe models
with variable speed
fans. 9 position ther- 15 FT. DUO Romor tri
hull ski boat with walk
5
year
mostat,
through windshield and
guarantee on compressor, 6,000 BTU, 65 horse Johnson with
$169.95, 10,000 BTU, ski and canvas top with
windows Call 489-2785
$239.95, 17,000 BTU,
5 p. m.
after
$319.95, 20.000 BTU
$329.95. Wallin Eard15' RUNABOUT with 40 h.
ware, Paris, Tenn.
p. Johnson motor and
trailer. All in good
AVON BOTTLES for sale.
condition and pair of
Centeridge. Call after 1
skis included. $395. Call
p. m. 436-5674.
753-7405 between 6 and 8
p. m,
SPRING
SPECIAL
PAINT SALE. Hanna
first quality Latex Satin 11 FT'. FIBERGLASS Vbottom fishing boat. 15
Sheen, regular $8.25,
h. p. Evinrude motor
sale $6.00 per gallon.
and trailer. Priced to
Hanna semi-gloss
sell. ('all 753-5016 after 5
enamel regular, $10,
p.m.
sale, $8.00 per gallon.
Murray
lumber
22 Musical
Company, 753-3161.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
AIR
CONDITIONER,
organs. Rent to pur15,000 BTU,$85. Call 753chase plan. Lonardo
3143.
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
ELECTROLUX
Tennessee.
repossessed with new
guarantee. Also with CONRAD'S PIANOS -new 5 year warranty on
Organs, Kimball and
Super J. motor unit. Call
Baldwin, I,owery-Story
1-443-6469 in Paducah
and Clark. Largest
Ky. Ask for Jim Mason.
selection in Western
753-1424.
Kentucky,
9 x 12 TENT. Call 753Olympic Plaza, Murray.
Ky
5278
I

34 Houses for Rent

41 Public Sales

NEW
MASONRY
building. Several 14' x
24' storage bays with 10
ft. overhead doors,
floors,
concrete
fluorescent lights and
wall outlets. Will rent
singly or in multiples.

TWO BEDROOM house.
803 Vine. No pets. $125
per month. Call 753-2878.

YARD SALE. Collectables- junk - antiques glass. Old Philco radio,
beautiful oak sewing
machine cabinet, old
water table pegged and
square nails, wood bed
and mattress, hard rock
maple console cabinet
AM-FM radio, old
book's and newspapers,
children's clothes.
Friday and Saturday,
9:00-? 17th and Main,
Log house.

BRAND NEW office
space with central heat
and
air,
private
restroom, parking
space. Located on Ky.
121 South, in Murray
City limits. STINSON
REALTY CO., Phone
75 3-374 4. Member
Multiple Listing Service.

TWO BEDROOM house.
Available now couple
preferred or with small
child. No pets. Call 7532478.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833.
7 Livestock

Supplies

31 Want To Rent

PONY AND saddle, $85.
Used 10 speed AMF
bicycle, $50. Call 7538681 or 753-4502.

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co. 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.

30 Businos Rentals

27 Mobile Home Sales
1974 DOUBLE WIDE
mobile home on block
Three
foundation.
bedroom, 2 baths,
central heat and air.
Restricted N Subdivision. Call 436-2473.
1969 60' a 12' all electric.
Unfurnished
except
refrigerator and stove.
Call 437-4291.
12 x 50 VICEROY, 2
bedroom, all electric,
underpinning and
carport. $3800. Call 7534446 or 753-4074.

TO
RENT
WANT
houseboat, July 1-4. To
accommodate 6. Call
753-3683 or 753-8301.
UNIVERSITY INSTRUCTOR and family
want to rent small home
in country. We are
willing to do necessary
repairs. Call collect, 1606-252-6525.
MARRIED
YOUNG
couple expecting baby
want to rent 2 or 3
house or
bedroom
duplex. $150 limit.
Please call Jennifer at
Torrunye Taylors, 7535414.
COUPLE
MARRIED
desires small house in
country. Within eight
miles of Murray. Call
435-4177.

NEED THE MONEY.
Must sell soon at
bargain price, 2 full
blooded young Arabian
fillies. Top blood lines.
Call 1-328-8681 after 5.
38 Pets

Supplies

LABRADOR
RETRIEVER, 1 male, 2
Can
be
females.
registered if desired.
Call 753-8613.
A KC
MINIATURE
Schnauzer. Call 435-4481.

FOUR PARTY Yard
Sale, across from North
School.
Elementary
Clothes, assorted sizes,
shoes, toys, kitchen
items and miscellaneous
items. 8-?
YARD SALE Friday and
Saturday. 94. 907 Vine.
Jeans, clothing for all
ages, jewelry, lots of
odds and ends.
SALE AT 103 N. 7th
Saturday, June 18 from
10 o'clock to 3 o'clock.
Items for sale include
clothing, stereo
equipment, albums, and
other items.

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS
1 •HOSPITAI. SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

32 Apartments For Rent
APARTFURNISHED
MENT, 1 bedroom,
living room, bath, kitchen. Close to campus.
Call 753-8742 after 5 p.m.

NEW TWO bedroom
garden apartment, all
range,
carpeted,
refrigerator. Disposal,
A-1 MOBILE HOME,
washer dryer hookup.
carpeted, 12 x 68 with 9 x
Private patio. Call 75312 slide out. Per7550.
manently set up on 2 big
lots. Over top hurricane FURNISHED
ONE
straps, underpinned, 10
bedroom apartment.
x 20 Cypress sun deck,
1414 Vine St.
patio, stove, central gas
heat, big window air LARGE
FURNISHED
condition unit, stove,
apartment. Air conrefrigerator, green
ditioned, carpeted.
house, storage shed,
Prefer married couple.
well cared for. $15,000.
Call 753-8280 after 4:30.
Call 753-1651 or 436-5507
afternoons.
ONE ROOM efficiency`
apartment, 1602 Olive
Street. Close to campus.
10 x 40 TWO BEDROOM,
Furnished. For in$1,550. Set up on lot will
formation call 753-4451.
rent lot or can move.
Call 489-2595.
NICE
FURNISHED
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
apartment. Inquire .,at
bedroom mobile home,
Kellys Pest Control, 100
electric heat and central
South 13th.
air. 28 x 32 heated
APART./
workshop. New 4" deep FURNISHED
MENT,near University.
well. Water pipe to all 8
Call 753-0669 or-7575.
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
33 Rooms For Rent
Call after 6 p.m: 901-247- PRIVATE
BOYS
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
rooms for summer
29. Mobile Home Rentals
school central air with
kitchen facilities. Near
SUMMER ONLY, air
campus. Call 753-8572
conditioned, 2 bedroom
after 7 p.m.
trailer. Furnished,
Ct.
Riviera
reasonable.
SLEEPING ROOMS, air
Call 753-3280.
condition, private entrance, refrigerator.
MOBILE HOMES and
ApartZimmerrvan
mobile home spaces for
16th
ments, South
rent, at Riviera Courts.
753-6609.
Street,
Call 753-3280.

AUCTION
SALE
Every Friday Night
641 Auction House
Paris, Tenn.
This week we have a lot of good merchandise.
Old meal and flour bin, pine, dry sink, cherry„
drop leaf table, primitive corner cabinets, hutch
and table, blanket box, miscellaneous oak
pieces, dresser, desk, kitchen cabinet, marble
top washstand, lot of chairs, four double barrel
shotguns, two single barrels, 70 h.p. Mercury
outboard motor, tools, ruby red glass, other
depression glass, odds and ends of all kinds.

Shorty McBride
#247 Auctioneer

OVERTIME
COMFORT
for

et

When you work hard on your feet all day,
you really appreciate the Long lasting comfort of lied Wing work boots. They're fit
for the- toughest job. Come try on a pair.

ExpertRepair
Service
On TV's, Stereos
and Hi-Fi Equipment
Antenna and
Tower Work
Buy Antennas
And Towers At
Wholesale'ices!

TV Service
Center
Central Shopping Center
753-5865

1

Good Only At
Vernons Western Store
Expires June 21.1477
Maras. K$

Vernons
Western Store
'Soots 8 Shoes For Every
Activity Under The Sun
9-9 Weekdays, 1-6 Sun.
753-98115
Olympic Ran
Murray, Ky.

•
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YARD SALE,Saturday 18
and Sunday 19. At 188
Riviera Courts. Both
days from 10 to dusk.
YARD SALE, 207 Poplar.
9-7. Monday through
Friday.
43 Real Estate
BEDROOM
THREE
home in nice neighborhood near university.
Roomy home with
central heating and air,
wall-to-wall carpeting,
Eranklin fireplace,
lovely lanacaping and,
located on quiet street.
Priced at only $34,000.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
63-1222 or drop by our
conyertiently located
office at 711 Main St. We
are working hard to
provide the best service
to you.
JUST LISTED - 4
bedroom brick home on
2'7 acrdes located ap-.
proximately 4 miles
from Murray. Lovely
yard with lots of fruit
trees, grape arbor, large
garden area and small
barn for horses. Priced
to sell fast at only
$32,000. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for
more information on
this choice listing.
MOBILE HOME with
„Florida
room
overlooking lake with
'beautiful view located or
two wooded lots. We also
-,.have a "mushroom'
designed to fit a rugged
'site. Ideal for beach
house. Call Loretta Jobs
Realtors at 753-1492.
MR. L'S Restaurant
located at 15th and
Olive. Includes all
equipment, much of it
new. Has new electric
A Bar-B-Que pit. Doing
good business. Mr.
Lyon's health is bad and
doctor has ordered him
to quit work, so real
.4 bargains can be bought.
Call us for appointment
We have a list of all
' equipment. Guy Spann
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
753-7724.

43 Real Estate

50.

43 Real Estate

FINE, WELL buiit brick
home on Sycamore at
7th. This four bedroom
home is on a huge lot (75
x 435). This home has a
full basement, porch,
two car brick garage. To
see this reasonably
priced property call
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or call Brice
Ratterree, 753-5921.

1211 MELROSE - Why
pay rent? Check this 3
bedroom brick veneer
with economical electric
baseboard heat, air
conditioner. This welllocated home features
wall to wall carpeting,
draperies, dishwasher,
and range. Large lot.
$23,500. Call or come by
105 N. 12th, BOYD
REAL
MAJORS
ESTATE, 753-8080.

Wilson

ANTIQUE
LOVERS
DELIGHT. Early
Victorian 5 bedroom
home on Main Street.
Built in 1917 and known
as the Bradley home,
this is one of Murray's
most elegant older
homes. Features include
hardwood floors, intricate carvings on
stairway, mantles and
baleboards. We would
love to show this home to
you. Give us a call at
Kapperud Realty, 7531222. We provide the full
range of real estate
services.

Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc.
752 %moth flth Street
Mein 753-3263

MUST SELL - Two
Acres with a 2 bedroom
mobile home. New
septic tank and well,
also has a block barn.
Good building site.
$8,500. Call 753-7323 or
489-2508.
1k2 LAKEVIEW lots on
canal. Restricted area.
Plenty ,of shade trees.
Water paid. Ready to
build. Call 753-4821.
WOODED
THICKLY
residential lots on US641, 5 mi. South of
Murray City limits.
Moderately wooded lots,
in Candlelite Estates, 5
mi. North of Murray
City limits, just off US641. STINSON REALTY
CO., Phone 753-3744.
Multiple
Member
t Listing Service.
HOUSE AND LOT in well
neighestablished
borhood. This house will
inprotect
your
vestment. Close to Be!
Aire Shopping Center.
Waldrop Real Estate,
753-5646, after hours 7537249.
FOR SALE TAYLOR
• STORE, 8 miles out of
Murray. Call 753-9964.
REALTORS

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1561

Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
Stone Setting
Prompt Service

Furches Jewelry
753-2835

113 S. 4th

M

When money is the object and value is a must! This heads
the list!! This 3 bedroom is located on Large landscaped
lot, paved drive, garden area, minutes from town-Don't
delay or it may be too late.

)3

753-1492
Woodmen Building
After Hours:
Loretta lobs - 753-6079
Helen Spann. 7534579
Bill Payne. 753-9794

\
/
1
k
,
JUNE 19th

1971 WHEEL CAMPER
pop up. Sleeps 8. Slide
out 3 burner stove and
icebox. Calk 753-9610 or
51. Services Offered
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

"MY FAMILY AV)ARE CELEIW4T1146 A TAX REPUCTIONL"

527-1468 Ei 753-963
tiA11115i1 TAPE SILOKEll

45 Farms For Sale
NEW BRICK home,
energy
efficient.
Wooded 3 acres, 12
minutes
North
Of
Murray, 641. Call. 5271087.
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER: 2 blocks
from university. Twostory brick; 4 bedrooms,
3 baths, family room,
living room, kitchen and
utility room. Furnished
cottage (rental unit) on
back of property. Lovely
trees and lawn, garden.
By appointment only.
Call 753-0423.
HAZEL,nice frame house
with new paint and new
roof, three bedrooms
downstairs and one
upstairs, with extra
large lot. Price in low
teens. Call after 6 p.m.
492-8417.
HOUSE FOR SALE by
owner - 3 large
bedrooms, 2 baths,
living room, den with
fireplace, utility, kitchen with built-ins, 1 car
garage, double concrete
driveway and patio,
custom drapes, wall to
wall carpet, custom wall
paper and interior
decoration. House has
central gas heat (low
utility bills) central
electric air conditioning.
Excellent location.
Owner being transferred. Call 753-0871 for
appointment or additional information.

the spotlights
on Dad!

46 Homes For Sale
THREE
BEDROOM
brick, central heat and
air. $29,900. Call 7536387.
7 Motorcycles

Call 753-1916
To Place Your Father's Day Greeting

EXAMPLE:
To tit* /pianist dad in all rho
world. We love you Dad.
Susie and Tom

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1975 B-210 Datsun, 33000
miles. New tires. AMFM radio,4 speed. $2600.
Call 395-7780,

073 YAMAHA 750, looks,
1973
NEW
LIKE
good, runs good. $600 or
Plymouth Satellite, 4
best offer. •Must sell.
door, 37,000 miles,
Call 436-2305.
economical 318 motor,
automatic, power
500
YAMAHA,
exsteering, power brakes,
ceptionally nice, loaded
air condition, vinyl roof,
with extras. Call 753good rubber. $2100. Will
3672.
sell or trade. Call 4365680.
750,
HONDA
1974
customized, must sell. 1973 VEGA, 4 speed,
at
Inquire
$1100.
excellent condition.
University Gulf.
$800. Call 753-4973.
1974 CL 100 HONDA with
helmet, good condition.
Call 753-4955.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 197.5
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 7532226.
48 Automotore Service
VOLKSWAGEN 1970
motor. $250. Call 7539189 or after 5 call 4365495.
49 Used Cars .1 Trucks
CHEVROLET
1973
pickup. Cheyene Super.
Air and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials,
Big block engine with
headers. Good gas
mileage. Call 354-8222
after 4 p. m.

1968 CHEVY IMPALA,
good running condition
$350. Call 753-8517.
GOOD SOUND body,
drive shaft and transmission to 1951 Jeep
pickup; transfer case,
back and front axles to
four-wheel drive, 1964
1968
Wagoneer;
Plymouth Fury II. Air
condition. In fair condition. See all three at
1107 Main Street or call
753-2477 for further
information.
1968 CHEVROLET Impala one owner, 4 door,
power brakes and
steer'
gas
milea .
,
actual
miles. Excellent condition. Call 753-5475.

NICE 1973 Montego GT, 1977 TRANS AM. Brown,
factory air, power' T-A engine. Loaded with
brakes & steering, extra
extras. 3,000 miles. Must
clean. Call 753-0698.
sell. Call 753-7891.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
1969 CHEVROLET Nova,
steering, air, 2 door
6 cylinder, automatic.
hardtop. Dark Green.
$775. Camper cover fits
4:00.
Call 527-8273 after
Datsun, Love or Toyota
pickup. $150. Call 489OLDSMOBILE
1973
2595.
Cutlass. Power steering
and brakes, air, factory
1974 PINTO Squire
tape. Almost new radial
wagon, automatic with
tires. Call 527-8273.
air. 34,000 miles, local
car. $1850. Call 753-8179.
1968 Z-28 Camaro. Runs
good, mags. Blue and 1975 PINTO wagon, 4
white. Call Mike at 753speed with air. 20,000
9906.
miles, local car. $2500.
FOR SALE: 1964 I six
cylinder
Corvair
Monza coupe, good
running condition
I starts
everytime
Maroon . color, bucket'
seats, am ,radio, stick
shift. Needs some minor
repairs: last of a_noble
breed; a collector's
item. Phone 753-5488
after 4:00 p. m.
1972 CHEVY C-10 pickup,
manual
shift
and
brakes. 48,000 miles.
Good truck. Call 7539349.
1965 CHEVY,4 door, good
tires, good work car.
$125. Call 753-9413 or 4892475.
MUST SELL 1971 VW
van. Call 753-9849.

Let Dad know just how much you love him, by placing a "FATHER'S DAY
GREETING" in the classified section, under the personal classification.
Ads will be run Saturday, June 18. All ads must be in before 12:00 noon
Friday, June 17.

SERVICE
QUALITY
Company Inc. Air
condition sales and
service. Modern sheet
metal department.
Wisehart,
Larry
President. Phone 1539290.

ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after d
p. m. 436-5896.

QUALITY
REAI.TY

THREE
BEDROOM
brick ranch home,
approximately 3 miles
from Hazel. 24 acres
fenced. Call 498-8704
after 5 .p.m. weekdays.

51 Services Offered

VENTURE, 18 pop up.
Sleeps 8. $1400. Call 7539799.

N Poplar-Ben

HOUSE AND lot for sale
by owner. Call 753-1502,
753-4860.

1°
lb°
51 Services Offered
51 Services Offered
WHITES CAMPER
CUSTOM HAY bailing
SALES located 4 miles
and custom combining.
ELECTRICAL WIRING--;
East of Murray, on
Call 753-8090.
home and industrial, air
Highway 94 toward Kenconditioning, and *.*:
Lake. Authorized Fan
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
refrigeration, heating.
and Star Craft dealer.
exterior. Sheet rock
Call 474-8841.
Clean used campers.
finishing and dry wall.
Open. 7 days per week.
10 years experience.
Call 753-0605.
PAINTING, best
Call 436-2563, Ralph
furnished.
references
FOR BACKHOE and
Worley.
Call 753-0076
bulldozing needs. Call

Campe,s

1972 VW BAJA. beautiful
light metallic blue, air,
53800 miles, excellent
looks and condition.
$1150. Fred Phillips, 7530891.

Call 753-8179.
1962 CADILLAC, engine
and interior, good
condition All power.
body rough. $200. Call
753-4875
1973 GRAND TORINO
Good condition. Call 4892187.

CARPET CLEANING
very
experienced,
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates.Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 7539618.
BY
GUTTERING
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
of any kind Phone 7539753.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
SMALL SIZE dozer-ideal
for spreading, leveling.
backfilling. Call 753-7370
or 753-7570 •

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
- at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343.

ELECLICENSE
TRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
DOZER, LOADER,
backhoe work, Grading,
and
hauling,
bushhogging. Free
estimates. Call 436-2382.

FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
AUTOMOTIVE
AIR
conditioning. Need air
part
on
condition
weekend? We're open 7
days a week. Call 4742748 or 474-8848.
NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 7534707.

AT
FENCE SALES
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
ROY HARMON FOR
Cabinets, Remodeling,
Mill work, Furniture
repair, combination
windows and doors. Call
753-4124.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

NEW NURSING HOME
Open in La Center, Ky. Accepting application for
residents. State approved for intermediate and
personal care. 24 hour licensed Nursing Care.
Doctors on call. Special diets. Activities Director
and Social Worker.
Call PIPER'S CENTER CARE NOME
Division of Armour Homes, Inc.
Phone Number 502-665-5611
Also accepting applications for LPN's and RN's

Auction
Sale

L & M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,
or roof repair. Built up
roofing. Call 436-2712
after 6 p.m.

K and II
Repair
91 East

153-3323

Lao sewer awil meal eopiee
roper. ItelmaNt laws elewers,
625.00 awl up. Ming
wows,$100 anti sp.

ROOFING - REPAIR Bob Myers - 436-5588.
PAINTING interior and
exterior. Commercial or.
residential. For free.
estimate, phone Atkins.
Painting, 437-4534.
WILL HAUL LIME or •
white rock or sand. Call;
753-6763, Roger Hutson,:
753-4545.

THREE 8 week old kit:,
;
tens. Call 436-5687.
FREE KITTENS, white
and grey. White and
black. Housebroken.
Call 436-5502.

Price
Names
10%
June 15, 1177
0415.56 ay, Bowed,reedy ha lose. Abe pleat, lei bald, es
lea as 6305.00. S a II sop tor 24 a 60 stwiderd, bet will preset
any size seeded. ley die heat ter Wm
BUILT P1TOTABLI SUILDINGS 753-09114

KARATE EXPERT TO TEACH AT HURRAY RC CENTER
Sensei Marshall Campbell, graduate student at
MSU holds advanced Black Belt ranks in JIKC
Karate and Goju Karate will teach individualized karate at the Center mornings and
evenings. Free initial lesson with this ad. Special
12 month Black Belt program now available.
Special family rates and 10 week summer
program for new students. Take advantage of
this special opportunity. This is non-contact
karate for the entire family. Located at 16th and
Main Street, Murray, Ky.

EXTRA SUMMER INCOME

SPECIAL PROGRAM
Are you interested in:
• (1) Earning $100-$150* per week
(and many other benefits) IN YOUR
Off HOURS!

(3) A program to develop yourself
while helping others.
• Thes• ore overage figures, could corn muck) more/

Call: 753-8151

Saturday, June 18
610 N. Poplar Street
Paris, Tenn.
Antiques, furniture, glass, dishes, guns,
modern furniture, silverware, crystal, china,
milk glass, cut glass, lamps, love seat, walnut
china cabinet, wicker fern stand, picture frames,
Oak bed, old chifferobe, walnut lamp tables,
piano benches are old, color T.V., Kimball Spinet
piano, refrigerator, office desk and chairs, cars
and trucks. Big Sale, don't miss it.

Shorty McBride
0247

Auctioneer, Porkmon Feezor owner.

1974 MUSTANG 11. One
owner, 37,500 miles.
May be seen at 104
Williams Ave.

Need room to expand? This is the place! 3
bedroom,2 bath brick home with large living and
dining room. Eat-in kitchen. Big den. Carport
plus double garage and attached workshop with
shower. Corner lot, 150' x 185', with fenced garden and fruit trees. Located at 1301 Kirkwood.

50 Campers

TWO EXTRA LARGE
school buses. Excellent
for camping. Call James
Bynum, 753-6644 after 4
1976 GRAND PRIX,
p. m.
power steering, power
brakes, air, AM-FM
stereo, tape, excellent 1973 SELF CONTAINED
23'2 ft
Travelease
condition. Call 753-4331.
trailer
with
1970
Chrysler custom sedan.
1968 CAMARO 1,eeds
Full power and air. Call
work. Call 767-2512 bet436-2622
ween Sand 7 p. m.

GLASS WORK, mirrors,
aluminum store fronts,
auto glass, plexiglass,
plate, windowglass, and
glass showcases. M and
G Complete Glass,
Dixieland Center 7530180.

CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we,
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x'
10' room would only be"
$8.00. Call 753-0359.

(2) Working with a national company opening up in this area.

1970 DODGE dump truck,
portable remote control
T. V., black and white.
Call 753-1270

1973
CUTLASS
SUPREME, Good
conditInn
Power
steering, brakes andair.
Maroon v.ith White top.
Call 753-4015.
After 4:00 call 753-6103.

437-4533 or after 8 p. m.
354-8161 or 354-8138.

BOYD-MAJORS
REM ESTATE
105 N. 12th Street
753-8080

Audro Moody
Barbaro Erwin
Homer Miller
Reuben Moody . • • •
B.B. Hook

753-9036
753-4136
7$3.7519
753-9036
753-2387

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

ORDINANCE NO. 20, BEING AN ORDINANCE DECLARING THE NEED,
NECESSITY, DESIRABILITY AND INTENTION OF THE TOWN OF HAZEL KENTUCKY, TO ANNEX CERTAIN CONTIGUOUS
TERRITORY TO THE TOWN OF HAZEL KENTUCKY: AND ACCURATELY DEFINING THE
BOUNDARIES OF THE TERRITORY WHICH
THE TOWN OF HAZEL, KENTUCKY,
PROPOSES TO ANNEX.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES OF THE TOWN OF HA717.1., KENTUCKY,AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1: That it is needful, necessary and
desirable that the following described lands
lying adjacent and contiguous to the present
boundary limits of the Town of Hazel, Kentucky, be annexed to said Town of Hazel, Kentucky, and
become a part thereof,tb wit:
Beginning at the northwest corner of the
intersection of Highway 641 and E. W.
Miller Street at the city limits of hazel,
Kentucky, on the north; thence north 300
feet; thence west 950 feet; thence south 300
feet to the city limits; thence west 200 feet;
thence south and parallel to the present
corporate limits 2560 feet to a point 200 feet
west of the southernmost corporate limits,
thence east 200 feet to Fifth Avenue; thence north and along Fifth Avenue and the
west city limits 2560 feet to the present corporate north limits; thence east arid along
the present corporate limits 950 feet to the
northwest corner of the intersection of
Highway 641 and E. W. Miller Street, the
point of beginning.
SECTION 2: That it Ls the intention Of the
Town of Hazel, Kentucky, to annex to the
Town of Hazel, Kentucky, so as to become
a part thereof, the territory described in
Section 1 hereof.
Adopted on first reading on the 0
June. 1977, and adopted on seconr1 rearim.;
July, 1977.
Cy Miller,
Mayor, Town of Hazel, Kentuck
ATTEST:
William B. MiLstead,
Clerk, Town of Hazel, Kentucky
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COST CUTTERS
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WE ARE

H 0Ilp Trim Your Food Budget
COST CUTTER EXTENDED PRICE SPKIALS:
whenever we get a special manufacturer's

ra

Midnight Saturday
'til 8 a.m.
Sunday.

Each week deep-cut specials in all
departments, plus bonus coupons for extra
savings, Cost Cutter "This week's Special'
signs will locate these values for you

Prices effective through Tuesday, June 21st. Limit right

44101P'

HOURS

EXCEPT FROM

COST CUTTER 'THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL":

allowonce, we pass the savings on to you
These recluctions are usually good for more than
one week
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SHOP WHEN IT'S
CONVENIENT FOR YOU!
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FRYERS

Meat Wieners
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Jumbo Bologna
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C111101

Pork Sausage
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Chopped Veal Steaks
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HAM
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SHOULDER
ROAST
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Au"ted Flavors

MINUTI MAID FROZEN

Cheese Food
MGM PIMIENTO

RNI OMIT(

Kidney Beans

.i!iigIRMVP1z'

.74444140.n.:

Brawny Towels

11.01.

-lb.
b°11

TSTI1111111111111111111111L

V

ONNAMON SONMOIMI,110616 OR

Prell Shampoo
conauntAno

SUGAR'
sug„.-

riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii70PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU fo—A—LiTiniii—COUPOI

BRE4D
FREE

$298

COLONIAL

vnth this coupon and 210 purchase, excluding
items
MEI law, and in addition to the cost of coupon
coupon and SI0 purchase excluding items
merchandise. Subtect to =I NMI Ion, and in addition to ?Ise cost of coupon merchoncli prohibited by MO
prohibited by
se Sublect to NM EMI vlOily, and
am applicable taxes. Limit one. Expires June 21st.
thsi
addition to the cost of coupon merchandise Subtect
gm OPpkobie taxes limit one Expires Jun.21 St
to
UM
applicable taxes. limit one. Expires June 21st

BUT ONE 16 OI L AF
AND GET ANOTHER ONE

180-oz. capacity
Everything jar

ICCOST-CUTTER COUPON]

HUM , EN
MN
NB
11001
01-MEI
MIN
NM w* this coupon ond $IO purchase, excludima items prohibited by IMMi Ns

ifelltryy
BAR MEA

nomon.—,

III

Rick, Smoot

111111

31
r

NMI
(

EN

OM

TUN VIEEK1 FEMME ITEM:

6
'
9'Hu

12-19C

!
o
P IICOST-CUTTER COUPON]

/

MEI

LBS. LEAN PORK STEAKS
5 LBS. FRESH GROUND BEEF
5 LBS. FRYER QUARTERS
S LBS. KROGER WIENERS
S LBS. PORK SAUSAGE

SLI
K CED
BOLOGNA

lb.

Thick, Rick

STOCK THE FREEZER WITH THIS

BONUS BUNDLE

99c 99c

i

12.01.;
1 49
PKG.
I

Chef-Cut Fish

FAMILY PAR

LS.

12.14

Thick Sticks

09

99'
oz.$1 4
Ls

ROMS GOWEN BATTU

tr

toward purchase of a half

ctn of

TROPICANA ORANGE JUICE =
with

.0' :milli

"
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